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The Large Hadron Collider (Lhc) is the world’s largest and highest-energy par-169
ticle accelerator designed to accelerate and collide proton beams to the highest170
energies and luminosities ever achieved in the history of experimental High En-171
ergy Physics. The Lhc was built to help scientists to answer key unresolved172
questions in particle physics and to test the known areas of physics at even173
higher energy regimes.174
For the past few decades, physicists have been able to describe with increas-175
ing detail the fundamental particles that make up the nature at microscopic176
scales and the fundamental interactions between them. This understanding is177
encapsulated in the Standard Model of particle physics. Developed throughout178
the mid to late 20th century, the current formulation was finalized in the mid179
1970s upon experimental confirmation of the existence of quarks. Since then,180
discoveries of the bottom quark (1977), the Z and W gauge bosons (1983), the181
top quark (1995), the tau neutrino (2000) and the great success in explaining a182
wide variety of experimental results have given credence to the Standard Model.183
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD), an important sector of the Standard184
Model, is the theoretical framework built to formulate the strong interaction, a185
fundamental force describing the interactions of the quarks and gluons, collec-186
tively called partons, making up hadrons. A huge body of experimental evidence187
for QCD has been gathered over the years in collider physics. Quarks and glu-188
ons, being produced in large abundance at hadron colliders, like the Lhc, evolve189
to form experimental signatures in detectors, the jets of the so-called hadronic190
final state.191
Jet production and properties are key observables in high-energy particle192
physics. They have been measured so far in many beam colliders, such as proton-193
proton, proton-antiproton, electron-positron and electron-proton both at GeV194
(LEP, HERA) and TeV-energy scales (Tevatron) as well. They have provided195
precise measurements of the strong coupling constant, have been used to obtain196
information about the structure of the proton, and have become important tools197
for understanding the strong interaction and searching for physics within and198
beyond the Standard Model.199
Measurements of the jet cross-section and characteristics in proton-proton200
collisions at an unprecedented center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV at Lhc, were201
recently performed by the Atlas experiment. The work constituted by this202
thesis represents a part of these measurements; an endeavor to understand some203
of the most important experimental aspects of the QCD theory, and in particular204
the production of multi-jet events in proton-proton collisions.205
This thesis is devoted to describing the analysis set up to measure the multi-206
jet production rates and their kinematic features in early data provided by Lhc.207
vii
A comparison is made between the theoretical predictions and the experimental208
results obtained by the dedicated analyses performed on the data collected by209
the Atlas experiment. Special emphasis is laid on understanding the various210
sources of systematic uncertainties on the experimental results, together with211
the uncertainties of the theoretical calculations.212
The author was actively involved in many efforts during the first acquisition213
of
√
s = 900 GeV and then
√
s = 7 TeV proton-proton collision data, and in214
several jet measurement analyses using the full 2010 dataset.215
Starting in 2009, he studied the kinematic properties of jets produced in216
pp collisions at
√
s = 900 GeV (presented at IFAE2010 and published by SIF217
in Nuovo Cimento C [1]) and later he participated in the first observation of218
energetic jets in
√
s = 7 TeV data collected in 2010 (presented at PLHC2010 [2]).219
He also made a significant contribution to the first measurement of inclusive jet220
production cross-section (presented at 35th ICHEP2010 [3], at HCP2010 [4]221
and published in EPJC [5]) and had a major role in the first measurement222
of multi-jet production cross-sections (presented at HCP2010 [6]). Finally, in223
2011, particular emphasis was placed on the measurement of the multi-jet cross-224
sections with a larger data sample (presented at 46th Rencontres de Moriond225
on QCD and High Energy Interactions [7], at PisaJet2011 [8] and published in226
EPJC [9]).227
The author has participated in all phases of the multi-jet cross-section anal-228
ysis, from the first measurement to the recent publications, and had many re-229
sponsibilities during these efforts. Of course, this achievement was only possible230
thanks to the outstanding competence, dedication and efforts of many people231
working together in the multi-jet team.232
Most of the produced results is the outcome of a collaboration, in which233
the author had a leading role. In particular, he has been direct responsible for234
the multi-jet trigger performance studies and the trigger design for the event235
selection. He was responsible for calculating the total integrated luminosity cor-236
responding to the data periods used in the analysis. He developed the Monte237
Carlo machinery for generating all multi-jet observables and was responsible for238
the massive production of simulated events with different leading-order Monte239
Carlo programs attached to numerous tuning parameters. During the Monte240
Carlo production, several studies were focused particularly on understanding the241
differences observed between the simulated samples with different Monte Carlo242
tunes. Emphasis was put on studying the effects resulting from the choice of the243
parton distribution functions implemented in the simulation. Among his respon-244
sibilities, was also the estimation of non-perturbative QCD correction factors245
needed for the next-to-leading-order theoretical calculation using an enormous246
amount of simulated events. A lot of contribution was given in understanding247
the impact of implementing the non-perturbative corrections in the theoretical248
predictions at next-to-leading-order and their effect on the overall theoretical249
systematic errors. He participated in the special validation tasks undertaken to250
control the theoretical calculations at leading-order and next-to-leading-order,251
to test data unfolding factors, to extract the jet energy scale uncertainty in the252
data, to understand the impact of pile-up on the measurements and to make253
estimations of the overall systematic uncertainty bands.254
He had also a major role in designing the cut-flow of the analysis, in con-255
structing comparison tables and performing final cross-checks of all final results.256
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 provides an introduction and257
viii
presents the aim of this work. Chapters 2-3 describe the existing experimental258
infrastructure at Cern, used to produce, collect, reconstruct and analyze the259
experimental data. Chapter 2 contains basic information about the Lhc, the260
machine which accelerates and collides proton beams. Chapter 3 describes the261
apparatus used to record and reconstruct the proton collision events: the Atlas262
detector. A basic description is given on the detector’s functionality, both at263
hardware and software level. Chapter 4 gives a general theoretical introduction264
in the Standard Model and a brief review on the Higgs production mechanisms265
in hadron colliders and decays. Also, this chapter provides an phenomenological266
overview of Quantum Chromodynamics. The description of the main analysis267
is done in Chapter 5. All small pieces of the analysis are coherently matched to-268
gether in a big chapter, including relevant theoretical aspects and experimental269
techniques, leading to the final results. An introduction in the multi-jet analysis270
is given first in Section 5.1, followed by the definition of the cross-sections to be271
measured (Section 5.2), a discussion of the simulations used in the measurement272
and the theoretical predictions to which the data are compared (Section 5.3).273
Event selection and reconstruction are described in Section 5.4, including in-274
formation on the trigger performance, the jet reconstruction and pile-up. Data275
correction is then described in Section 5.5. The evaluation of the main uncer-276
tainties in the measurement, mainly coming from the jet energy scale, is given277
is Section 5.6. The systematics in the theoretical predictions are described in278
Section 5.7, followed by the results and conclusions in Sections 5.8 and 5.9.279
In Section 5.8.8, the calculated multi-jet cross-sections are compared to other280
Standard Model physics channels already measured or expected to be measured281
by Atlas. The thesis is concluded in Chapter 6 by summarizing all findings282




At the Large Hadron Collider (Lhc), jet production is the dominant high286
transverse-momentum process providing a direct test of Quantum Chromody-287
namics (QCD) physics at the TeV scale. In fact, the Lhc physics program with288
proton-proton (pp) collisions at 7 TeV center-of-mass energy, for the time pe-289
riod 2010-2012, allows QCD physics to be tested in an entirely new high energy290
regime.291
One of the most striking features of Lhc final states is the large number292
of events with several hard jets. QCD multi-jet events are being produced in293
large abundance and multi-jet cross-sections are among the first measurements294
possible to perform with real data collected by the Atlas detector. Lhc is295
offering thus for the first time the possibility to explore perturbative QCD at296
the largest center-of-mass energies and probe fundamental interactions at the297
smallest distances ever achieved in the history of collider physics.298
A detailed understanding of QCD jet production is very important for the299
QCD gauge non-abelian theory itself and for all almost the physics processes300
to be studied at the Lhc. The measurement of jet production cross-sections301
at Lhc provides a stringent test of perturbative QCD in an unexplored energy302
regime never probed so far. Extending the kinematic limit of the partonic hard303
scale, Q2, at the TeV2 order, leading and next-to-leading-order perturbative304
QCD predictions can be tested with experimental data. The jet cross-section305
measurements can be thereby used as observables for the determination of the306
running strong coupling constant up to TeV-scales with high accuracy, as well307
as show sensitivity to the proton’s parton densities over a wide range of scale308
and momentum fraction.309
QCD studies are also relevant for the searches of physics of and beyond Stan-310
dard Model; new physics. In fact, the multi-jet QCD events are a significant311
background to many physics channels and being able to measure and describe312
their features at this high energy regime is essential. The immense amount313
of available phase-space and the large acceptance of the modern detectors like314
Atlas and Cms, with calorimeters covering a region of almost 10 units of pseu-315
dorapidity, can lead to the production and identification of final states with 10316
or more jets. These kind of events would hide or strongly modify all possible317
physics signals which involve multi-jet production in the final state, such as top-318
antitop quark hadronic decays, di-tau lepton hadronic decays and vector boson319
production in association with jets. Moreover, searches for new physics like Su-320
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
persymmetry and new phenomena, typically require very large jet multiplicities321
and hence they are fully exposed to the high production rate of QCD multi-jet322
prompt processes. Consequently, a precise knowledge of final states which in-323
volve significant hadronic activity is required. Precision measurements with pp324
collision data and accurate predictions for QCD jet event rates (cross-sections325
and distribution shapes) must be thus performed.326
Jet cross-sections and properties are key observables in high-energy particle327
physics. They have been measured at e+e−, ep, pp¯, and pp colliders, as well as328
in γp and γγ collisions. They have provided precise measurements of the strong329
coupling constant, have been used to obtain information about the structure330
of the proton and photon, and have helped to understand better the strong331
interaction and search for physics beyond the Standard Model. Multi-jet cross-332
sections measurements have been performed at the Tevatron in pp¯ collisions at333
1.96 TeV center-of-mass energy. Both experiments, Cdf [10, 11] and D0 [12, 13]334
have measured the multi-jet cross-section, event shapes and invariant mass of335
systems with up to 4 jets in the final state. Also, the Cms collaboration has336
recently released measurements of the three-jet to two-jet cross-section ratios at337
a 7 TeV center-of-mass energy [14].338
In this thesis, the first measurements of inclusive multi-jet cross-sections339
using the Atlas detector are presented. These measurements are performed340
using a data set of pp collisions at 7 TeV center-of-mass energy, taken early in341
Lhc running in 2010, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of ∼ 2.4 pb−1.342
The measurement involves a precise determination of the jet trigger and recon-343
struction efficiencies of Atlas for jets, as well as a first determination of the344
calorimeter response to jet energy, jet flavor and closest distance to other jets345
in dense hadronic environments.346
TheAtlas detector is instrumented over almost the entire solid angle around347
the pp collision point with layers of tracking detectors, electromagnetic and348
hadronic calorimeters. The calorimeters are surrounded by the muon spectrom-349
eter which consists of three large superconducting toroids, a system of precision350
tracking chambers, and detectors for triggering. The inner detector, consisting351
of silicon pixel and micro-strip detectors as well as a transition radiation tracker,352
is immersed in a 2 T solenoidal magnetic field. Atlas has a three-level trigger353
system, with the first level trigger being based on custom-built hardware and354
the two higher level triggers being realized in software. Jet measurements are355
made using a finely segmented hermetic calorimetric system, designed to provide356
three-dimensional reconstruction of particle showers and detect high energy jets357
with high efficiency and excellent energy resolution up to |η| . 4.9.358
Individual jets are identified and built using the anti-kt jet algorithm with359
two jet resolution parameters, R = 0.4 and 0.6. This algorithm is well-motivated360
since it can be implemented in next-to-leading-order perturbative QCD calcu-361
lations, is collinear and infrared-safe to all orders and produces geometrically362
well-defined “cone-like” jets. The inputs to this algorithm are three-dimensional363
clusters of calorimeter cells with energy depositions significantly above the mea-364
sured noise. Jet four-momenta are constructed as the vectorial sum of clusters365
of cells, treating each cluster as a four-vector with zero mass, assuming that the366
corresponding particle stems from the primary vertex. The jet four-momenta367
are then corrected as a function of pseudorapidity and transverse energy for368
various effects, the largest of which are the hadronic shower response and the369
detector material distribution. This is done using an energy calibration scheme370
3based on Monte Carlo studies including full detector simulation and validated371
with extensive test-beam and collision data studies.372
The event selection in the analysis starts with the first-level two and three-373
jet triggers which collect events that have at least two or three large trans-374
verse energy depositions in the calorimeters. In the dataset used, the two-jet375
triggers were prescaled. So, in order to achieve the highest possible effective376
integrated luminosity, the inclusive two-jet events have been measured by us-377
ing an exclusive combination of all di-jet triggers available in that data period.378
The candidate multi-jet events are then required to satisfy certain data quality379
criteria, to eliminate various detector effects, to suppress beam and other non-380
collision backgrounds, and have a primary collision vertex defined by multiple381
charged-particle tracks.382
Cross-sections are calculated in bins of inclusive jet multiplicity, meaning383
that an event is counted in a jet multiplicity bin if it contains a number of jets384
that is equal to or greater than that multiplicity. Inclusive multiplicity bins385
are basically used because they are stable in the perturbative QCD fixed-order386
calculation, unlike exclusive bins. Only jets in the kinematic region pT > 60 GeV387
and |y| < 2.8 are counted in the measurement. These cuts are chosen to ensure388
that the jets are reconstructed with high efficiency and they are in a kinematic389
region where the jet energy scale is well understood. The leading jet is further390
required to pass a higher transverse momentum cut, at 80 GeV, so as to stabilize391
the next-to-leading-order perturbative QCD calculations in the dijet case.392
All measured multi-jet cross-sections are corrected for all experimental effects393
using an unfolding technique with simulated events, to allow comparisons with394
particle-level theoretical predictions.395
The theoretical motivation for measuring multi-jet final states is twofold; to396
evaluate the robustness of the leading-order perturbative QCD calculations in397
representing the high jet multiplicity events and to test fixed-order perturbative398
QCD calculations at next-to-leading-order. For the leading-order comparisons,399
events with up to six jets in the final state are studied. For the next-to-leading-400
order perturbative QCD study, the focus is on three-jet events and their com-401
parison to two-jet events.402
Many different effects are included in leading-order Monte Carlo simulations403
of jet production at the Lhc. These include the modeling of the underlying404
event and hadronization which can affect the cross-section calculation through405
their impact on the jet kinematics. Effects arising from differences between406
the matrix-element (with up to 2 → 6 matrix-element scattering diagrams)407
plus parton-shower calculation and the parton-shower calculation alone (with408
only 2 → 2 matrix-element scattering diagrams) also need to be understood.409
These topics are not easily separable, since tuning of some of the effects, such410
as the underlying event, to data is needed. The tuning process, however, auto-411
matically fixes other inputs in the Monte Carlo simulation, such as the parton412
distribution functions, the parton-shower model and the hadronization model.413
The non-triviality to perfectly separate out some effects introduces a difficulty414
in obtaining a full estimate of the theoretical uncertainty associated with the415
leading-order Monte Carlo predictions. Therefore, one of the aims of this anal-416
ysis is to test the performance of the different leading-order Monte Carlo sim-417
ulations, so that they can be used to estimate multi-jet backgrounds for new418
particle searches, not to discern whether deviations with respect to QCD are419
present in the data. The latter goal is best achieved by comparing with next-420
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to-leading-order perturbative QCD calculations.421
The next-to-leading perturbative QCD calculation used in this analysis, is422
not interfaced to a Monte Carlo simulation with hadronization and other non-423
perturbative effects and hence making practically the predicted partonic cross-424
sections unmeasurable. For comparison with data at the particle-level simula-425
tion, soft (non-perturbative) corrections must be applied to the next-to-leading426
perturbative QCD calculation. This is done using leading-logarithmic parton427
shower Monte Carlo programs in which the soft QCD effects are enabled and428
disabled, and then evaluating the relative ratio.429
For high multiplicity studies, which include events with up to six jets, the430
resolution parameter in the jet reconstruction is fixed to R = 0.4 to contend with431
the limited phase-space and to reduce the impact of the underlying event in the432
jet energy determination. For testing the next-to-leading-order perturbative433
QCD calculations, where the study focuses on three-jet events, a resolution434
parameter of R = 0.6 is preferred, since a larger value of R is found to be less435
sensitive to theoretical scale uncertainties.436
The cross-section as a function of the inclusive jet multiplicity of up to six437
jets is measured. A study that substantially reduces the impact of systematic438
uncertainties is the ratio of the N -jet to (N − 1)-jet cross-section as a function439
of multiplicity. In this ratio, the impact of the jet energy scale uncertainty is440
significantly reduced.441
Multi-jet kinematic features are also explored. Differential cross-sections for442
multi-jet production are measured as a function of transverse momentum of the443
leading, second leading, third leading and fourth leading jet, and their scalar444
sum as well.445
A measurement with particular sensitivity to limitations in the leading-order446
Monte Carlo simulations and next-to-leading-order perturbative QCD calcula-447
tions is the ratio of the inclusive three-to-two-jet differential cross-section as a448
function of different kinematic variables. In this measurement, uncertainties in449
the jet energy scale are significantly suppressed. The three-to-two-jet ratio as a450
function of the leading jet transverse momentum can be used to tune the Monte451
Carlo simulations for effects due to final state radiation. The three-to-two-jet452
ratio as a function of the transverse momentum scalar sum of two leading jets,453
is found to give the smallest theoretical scale uncertainty and is, therefore, most454
sensitive to input parameters such as the strong coupling constant αS .455
A dedicated study of angular distributions in inclusive three-jet systems is456
also performed. Polar and azimuthal differences between the first three leading457
jets are measured in data and compared to simulation using different leading458
and next-to-leading-order Monte Carlo programs.459
Special emphasis is given on the evaluation of the jet energy scale and its460
uncertainty, which is the dominant uncertainty source for most results presented461
in this analysis. The fact that cross-sections are steeply falling as a function462
of jet transverse-momentum implies that, even a relatively small uncertainty in463
the determination of the jet transverse-momentum translates into a substantial464
change in the cross-sections as events may migrate along the steeply falling465
curve.466
The jet energy scale and its uncertainty have been determined for jets from a467
dijet sample without nearby activity in the calorimeter. For a multi-jet analysis,468
additional systematic uncertainties need to be considered. These uncertainties469
arise from the difference in the calorimeter response to jets of different flavors470
5as well as the impact of the presence of nearby activity in the calorimeter on471
the jet energy measurement.472
For events containing two or more jets, a reasonable agreement is found473
between data and leading-order Monte Carlo simulations with parton-shower474
tunes that describe adequately the Atlas
√
s = 7 TeV underlying event data.475
The agreement is found after the predictions of the Monte Carlo simulations are476
normalized to the measured inclusive two-jet cross-section.477
All models reproduce the main features of the multi-jet data. The 2 → 2478
QCD calculations show some departure from the data for the three-to-two jet479
cross-section ratios, predicting a higher ratio than observed. The 2 → n ≤ 6480
matrix-element calculations sufficiently describe the measured ratios, indepen-481
dently of the Monte Carlo tune or parton-shower implementation.482
The shape of the differential cross-sections as a function of transverse mo-483
mentum and the scalar sum of transverse momenta, studied in the inclusive484
two-jet and three-jet bins, drops off less (more) steeply in the 2 → n (2 → 2)485
calculations. A measurement of the three-to-two-jet cross-section ratio as a486
function of the leading jet transverse momentum and the sum of the two lead-487
ing jet transverse momenta is better described by multi-leg parton programs.488
Three-to-two differential cross-section ratios are compared to perturbative next-489
to-leading-order QCD theoretical predictions, showing a reasonable agreement490
with data.491
Future comparisons with next-to-leading-order QCD calculations will pro-492
vide useful information for constraining parameters, such as parton distribution493
functions or the value of the strong coupling constant, αS . Systematic un-494
certainties from the measurement are presently comparable to the theoretical495
uncertainties, but should be reduced with larger data samples and better control496
of all sources of systematic uncertainty.497
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Chapter 2498
The Large Hadron Collider499
2.1 A Short Introduction to Lhc500
The Large Hadron Collider (Lhc) at Cern near Geneva is the world’s newest501
and most powerful tool for Particle Physics research [15, 16, 17]. It is designed502
to collide proton beams with a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV and an503
unprecedented luminosity of 1034 cm−2s−1, a factor of ∼ 7 in energy and 100 in504
luminosity larger than Tevatron at Fermilab. It can also collide heavy (Pb) ions505
with an energy of 2.8 TeV per nucleon and a peak luminosity of 1027 cm−2s−1.506
The colliding beam can contain up to 2808 proton bunches with up to 1.1×507
1011 protons each. The bunch-crossing rate will be 40 MHz at an instantaneous508
luminosity of Linst = 2× 1033 cm−2s−1 in the low luminosity phase and Linst =509
1034 cm−2s−1 in the high luminosity phase.510
The limiting factor to the achievable center-of-mass energy is the bending511
power needed to keep the proton beams circulating in the 27 km-circumference512
of the LEP tunnel. From the equation513
p(TeV) ≃ 0.3B(T)R(km) (2.1)
where p is the beam momentum, B the magnetic filed provided by the magnets514
of the accelerating machine and R ≃ 4.3 km is the radius of the Lhc ring, it is515
deduced that the required magnetic field strength to achieve a beam momentum516
of 7 TeV is about 5.4 T. In practice, since the machine cannot be completely517
filled with magnets, the needed bending power is obtained with about 1200 su-518
perconducting dipoles providing a maximum magnetic field of 8.4 T at cryogenic519
temperatures, which represents a very ambitious technological challenge.520
The total inelastic proton-proton (pp) cross-section is approximately 80 mb521
at
√
s = 14 TeV, meaning that Lhc will produce collision events at very high522
rates. In particular, the event rate R, defined as the number of events produced523
per second by the pp interactions, is expected to be524
R = σ × L ≃ 80 mb× 1034 cm−2s−1 ≃ 109events/s (2.2)
when running at high luminosity.525
On average 5 pp (low luminosity phase) and 25 pp (high luminosity phase)526
interactions are expected per bunch collision. The most important nominal527
parameters for the collider are summarized in Table 2.1.528
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Quantity Value
Circumference 26659 m
Dipole operating temperature 1.9 K
Number of magnets 9593
Number of main dipoles 1232
Number of main quadrupoles 392
Number of RF cavities 8 per beam
Nominal energy, protons 7 TeV
Nominal energy, ions 2.76 TeV per nucleon
Peak magnetic dipole field 8.33 T
Min. distance between bunches 7 m
Design luminosity 1034 cm−2s−1
No. of bunches per proton beam 2808
No. of protons per bunch 1.15× 1011
Number of turns per second 11245
Number of collisions per second 600× 106
Stored energy per beam during collisions 362 MJ
Events per bunch crossing 19
Inelastic cross-section 60.0 mb
Total cross-section 80− 100.0 mb
Table 2.1: Nominal parameters of the Lhc.
Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the Lhc complex at Cern.
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Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the accelerator complex at Cern.529
The protons are accelerated in several steps in the already existing accelera-530
tor facilities. The protons originate from a hydrogen source and are accelerated531
in the Linear Accelerator (LINAC) to an energy of 5 MeV. In the synchrotron532
booster the protons obtain an energy of 1.4 GeV, then they are transferred into533
the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and accelerated to 25 GeV further and finally534
the energy is increased to 450 GeV in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS).535
From the SPS they are injected into the Lhc ring where they are eventually536
accelerated in RF-cavities up to their final energy.537
For the acceleration there are eight RF-cavities installed per beam. Each538
cavity provides an acceleration voltage of 2 MV at an operation frequency of539
400 MHz. The bunch spacing in time is 25 ns. The cavities operate at a540
temperature of 4.5 K. The two beams are accelerated in opposite directions541
and have separate magnetic channels in the superconducting dipole magnets.542
This is achieved by two apertures and an eight-shaped magnetic field. Both543
beams share the same yoke and cryostat system.544
In total there are 9593 installed superconducting magnets of which 1232 are545
dipole magnets, 500 are quadrupole and 4000 are corrector magnets. The dipole546
magnets are made of copper-clad niobium-titanium cables. With a total current547
in the dipoles of 11.7 kA, a peak field of 8.33 T can be reached. The magnets548
are cooled to a temperature of 1.9 K with super-fluid helium in a vacuum-vessel549
contained cryostat. The beams travel in a beam pipe, which is held at a pressure550
of 10−13 atm. In the collision areas the beam pipe is made of beryllium. The551
beams are brought to collision at four points along the ring at which detectors552
are positioned. Atlas and Cms are two multiple-purpose detectors that cover553
a broad range of physics, whereas the Alice detector aims at heavy-ion physics554
and LHCb at B-physics [17].555
The Lhc construction was completed in 2008 and started the same year with556
first beams. Due to problems with the dipole magnets at currents needed for557
7 TeV-beams, the initial center-of-mass energy was planned to be
√
s = 10 TeV.558
However, an incident in September 2008 with a superconductive connection bar559
between two dipole magnets stopped the further running of the Lhc. This560
connection bar inside the helium vessel had a small resistance that lead to561
an electrical arc and it destroyed the helium enclosure. The sudden escape and562
expansion of helium into the tunnel to atmospheric pressure lead to a mechanical563
shock wave, which dislocated and damaged 58 of the dipole magnets. This564
incident lead to a further decrease of the center-of-mass energy to a safer level565
of
√
s = 7 TeV. After several months of repair, in November 2009 first pp566
collisions were achieved with collision energies of up to
√
s = 2.36 TeV. In early567
2010, the machine restarted and operating normally with beams and collisions568
for a physics run with a collision energy of
√
s = 7 TeV.569
By November 2011, Lhc has achieved the following operational records570
 Peak Stable Luminosity Delivered: 3.65× 1033 cm−2s−1571
 Maximum Luminosity Delivered to ATLAS in one fill : 122.44 pb−1572
 Maximum Colliding Bunches: 1854573
 Maximum Peak Events per Bunch Crossing: 33.96574
 Maximum Average Events per Bunch Crossing: 32.21575
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By the end 2012 the
√
s = 7 TeV phase will be completed and a one year576
shutdown with possible upgrades of the detectors will follow. In 2012 it is577
foreseen to reach the design beam energies and design luminosity.578
2.2 Impediments to High Luminosity579
Hadron colliders employ bunched beams [18]. If two bunches containing n1 and580
n2 particles collide head-on with frequency f , instantaneous luminosity L is581
given as582
L = f n1n2
4πσxσy
(2.3)
where σx and σy characterize the transverse beam profiles in the horizontal583
(bend) and vertical directions. In this form, it is assumed that the bunches are584
identical in transverse profile, that the profiles are independent of position along585
the bunch and the particle distributions are not altered during bunch passage.586
The single particle transverse motion in a alternating-gradient synchrotron587
like Lhc, is not a simple sinusoid and rather it may be expressed in the form588
x(s) = A
√
β(s) cos[ψ(s) + δ] (2.4)
where s is path length in the beam direction, A and δ are constants of integration589
and the envelope of the motion is modulated by the amplitude function, β. The590
phase advances according to dψ/ds = 1/β; that is, β also plays the role of a591
local wavelength λ/2π, and the tune ν is the number of such oscillations per592
turn about the closed path. In the neighborhood of an interaction point, the593
beam optics of the ring is configured so as to produce a near focus. The value594
of the amplitude function at this point is designated β∗.595
The motion as it develops with s describes an ellipse in {x, dx/ds} phase-596
space, the area of which is πA2. If the interior of that ellipse is populated by597
an ensemble of particles, given the parameter “emittance” and denoted by ǫ,598
the area would change only with beam energy in the absence of other processes.599
For a beam with a Gaussian distribution in {x, dx/ds}, the area containing one600





with a corresponding expression in the other transverse direction, y. This defi-602
nition includes ∼ 40% of the beam.603
To complete the coordinates used to describe the motion, the longitudinal604
variables {z, δp/p} is added in the transverse phase-space {x, dx/ds, y, dy/ds},605
where z is the distance by which the particle leads the “ideal” particle along606
the design trajectory. Radiofrequency electric fields in the s direction provide607
the means for longitudinal oscillations, and the frequency determines the bunch608
length. The quantity δp/p is characterized as “energy spread”.609
In hadron collisions, the “bunch length” is a significant quantity for a va-610
riety of reasons. If the bunch length becomes larger than β∗ the luminosity is611
adversely affected. This is because β grows parabolically as one proceeds away612
from the interaction point and so the beam size increases thus lowering the613
contribution to the luminosity from such locations.614
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Therefore, to achieve high luminosity, all one has to do is make high popula-617
tion bunches of low emittance to collide at high frequency at locations where618
the beam optics provides as low values of the amplitude functions as possible.619
While there are no fundamental limits to this process, there are certainly several620
technical challenges to meet, mostly related to the structure of the acceleration621
machine.622
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Chapter 3623
Overview of the ATLAS624
Detector625
The Atlas detector is one of the two general purpose detectors constructed for626
the Large Hadron Collider at Cern in Geneva. The detector is designed to be627
sensitive to the full range of high pT physics processes occurring in
√
s = 14 TeV628
proton-proton collisions and at high luminosity of 1034 cm−2s−1.629
The hermetic Atlas detector, depicted by Figure 3.1, is composed of a cen-630
tral tracker, a calorimeter system (electromagnetic and hadronic) and of a large631
muon spectrometer. A detailed description of the detector is well documented632
at Refs.[19, 20, 21, 22].
Figure 3.1: Cut-away view of the Atlas detector. The dimensions of the detector
are ∼ 25 m in height and ∼ 44 m in length. The overall weight of the detector is
approximately 7000 tonnes.
633
The physics program of Atlas can be principally sorted into four categories.634
The first covers the SM and flavor physics, Higgs explorations, searches for635
13
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η-coverage




= 0.05%pT ⊕ 1% ±2.5 -
EM calorimetry σEE =
10%√
E
⊕ 0.7% ±3.2 ±2.5
Hadronic calorimetry











= 10% ±2.7 ±2.4
Table 3.1: Atlas design performance requirements [22]. The Muon spectrometer
performance is quoted for a muon with pT = 1 TeV, measured in stand-alone mode,
independently of the Inner Detector.
physics beyond the SM and new phenomena like exotic physics and gravitation636
at tera-scales. In the second category belongs the physics of heavy ion collisions.637
To accommodate this rich physics program,Atlas has a general-purpose design,638
capable of detecting and measuring different types of particles. The main design639
aims of Atlas can be summarized as follows [19, 20]:640
 Fast, radiation-hard electronics and sensors with high granularity;641
 Excellent momentum resolution, detector efficiency and vertex identifica-642
tion;643
 Electromagnetic calorimetry for electron and photon measurements, and644
full coverage hadronic calorimetry for jet and missing ET measurements;645
 Muon identification and measurement over a wide range of energies;646
 High efficiency triggers with excellent background rejection, capable of647
working with low kinematic thresholds in a high multiplicity environment;648
 High energy/momentum resolution in all sub-detectors, summarized in649
Table 3.1.650
All of this must be achieved with high precision in the challenging environ-651
ment set by the Lhc machine, with up to an anticipated average number of 23652
inelastic pp collisions per 25 ns bunch crossing, consisting mostly of inelastic653
QCD processes.654
Emphasis is given on efficient tracking identification of charged particles and655




Throughout the following descriptions of the Atlas detector, cylindrical co-658
ordinates R and φ are mostly used in the transverse plane x − y. In Atlas659
detector, the positive x-axis is defined as pointing from the interaction point to660
the center of the LHC ring, the positive y-axis is defined as pointing vertically661
upwards, and the positive z-axis corresponds to protons running anti-clockwise.662
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The polar angle θ is measured from the beam axis (z-axis), the azimuthal angle663
φ is measured in the transverse x− y-plane.664
In experimental particle physics, a convenient set of variables to describe the665
kinematics of measured objects is the Lorentz-invariant pseudorapidity η and666
transverse component of momentum pT and the azimuthal angle φ.667
Instead of polar angle θ, pseudorapidity is a commonly used spatial coordi-668
nate describing the angular direction of a particle relative to the beam axis. It669
is defined as670







where θ is the angle between the particle momentum vector p and the beam671
axis. In terms of the momentum p = (px, py, pz), the pseudorapidity variable672






|p| − pL (3.2)
where pL = pZ is the component of the momentum along the beam axis. There-674
fore, pseudorapidity depends only on the polar angle of the object’s trajectory,675
and not on its energy. It is straightforward to express η as a function of rapidity676










which combined together give679
|p| = pT cosh η (3.5)
where pT is the magnitude of the transverse momentum680
pT =
√
p2 − p2z. (3.6)
Subtracting Equation 3.4 from Equation 3.3, we obtain681
pz = pT sinh η. (3.7)
Using these results, one can define the rapidity variable y in terms of the pseu-682







2 η +m2 + pT sinh η√
p2T cosh
2 η +m2 − pT sinh η
(3.8)
where m is the rest mass of the measured particle or object. Conversely, the684







2 y −m2 +mT sinh y√
p2T cosh
2 y −m2 −mT sinh y
(3.9)









is conventionally called the “transverse mass” of particle with energy E, given687
by688
m2T = m
2 + p2x + p
2
y. (3.11)












In the high relativistic limit, p ≫ m, the rapidity defined in Equation 3.8690
may be expanded to approximately obtain691







getting thus back the expression of Equation 3.1. The pseudorapidity η is ap-692
proximately equal to the rapidity y for relativistic objects, p≫ m and θ ≫ 1/γ,693
and in any case can be measured in detectors when the mass and momentum of694
the particle are unknown. From this definition, one can also obtain the identities695
sinh η = cot θ, cosh η = 1/ sin θ, tanh η = cos θ. (3.14)
Often, one speaks of the “forward” direction in a hadron collider experiment,696
which refers to regions of the detector that are close to the beam axis, at high697
η. The difference in the pseudorapidity of two objects is independent of Lorentz698
boosts along the longitudinal axis.699
Te radial distances between two points in the η − φ plane are often denoted700
by701
R2 = (δη)2 + (δφ)2. (3.15)
In some cases, it is more convenient to define transverse energy as the energy702
deposited in a calorimeter component, corrected for its position by the formula703
ET = E/ cosh η. (3.16)
In the highly relativistic limit, E ≫ m, and neglecting calorimeter resolution704
effects, the deposited ET is equal to the pT of the incident particle.705
3.2 ATLAS Magnets and Magnetic Field706
Atlas features a unique hybrid system of four large superconducting magnets.707
This magnetic system is 22 m in diameter and 26 m in length, with a stored708
energy of 1.6 GJ. After approximately 15 years of design, construction in indus-709
try, and system integration at Cern, the system was installed and operational710
in the underground cavern in 2007.711
Figure A.1 shows the general layout, the four main layers of detectors and the712
four superconducting magnets which provide the magnetic field over a volume of713
approximately 12000m3 (defined as the region in which the field exceeds 50 mT).714
The Atlas magnet system, whose main parameters are listed in Table A.1,715
consists of:716
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 a solenoid (Section 3.2.1), which is aligned on the beam axis and provides717
a 2 T axial magnetic field for the inner detector, while minimizing the718
radiative thickness in front of the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter;719
 a barrel toroid (Section 3.2.2) and two end-cap toroids (section 2.1.3),720
which produce a toroidal magnetic field of approximately 0.5 T and 1 T721
for the muon detectors in the central and end-cap regions, respectively.722
3.2.1 Central Solenoid723
The central solenoid [23, 24] is designed to provide a 2 T axial field (1.998 T at724
the magnet’s center at the nominal operational current of 7.730 kA. To achieve725
the desired calorimeter performance, the layout was carefully optimized to keep726
the material thickness in front of the calorimeter as low as possible, resulting in727
the solenoid assembly contributing a total of ∼ 0.66 radiation lengths at normal728
incidence. This requires, in particular, that the solenoid windings and LAr729
calorimeter share a common vacuum vessel, thereby eliminating two vacuum730
walls. An additional heat shield consisting of 2 mm thick aluminium panels is731
installed between the solenoid and the inner wall of the cryostat. The single-732
layer coil is wound with a high-strength aluminium-stabilized NbT i conductor,733
specially developed to achieve a high field while optimizing thickness, inside a734
12 mm thick aluminium support cylinder.735
The inner and outer diameters of the solenoid are 2.46 m and 2.56 m and736
its axial length is 5.8 m. The coil mass is 5.4 tonnes and the stored energy is737
40 MJ. The stored-energy-to-mass ratio of only 7.4 kJ/kg at nominal field clearly738
demonstrates successful compliance with the design requirement of an extremely739
light-weight structure. The flux is returned by the steel of the Atlas hadronic740
calorimeter and its girder structure. The solenoid is charged and discharged in741
about 30 minutes. In the case of a quench, the stored energy is absorbed by742
the enthalpy of the cold mass which raises the cold mass temperature to a safe743
value of 120 K maximum. Re-cooling to 4.5 K is achieved within lees than one744
day.745
The electromagnetic forces are counteracted by the combination of the coil746
and warm-to-cold mechanical support, which maintains the concentricity of the747
windings. All solenoid services pass through an S-shaped chimney at the top of748
the cryostat, routing the service lines to the corresponding control dewar.749
3.2.2 Toroid750
The Atlas Toroid Magnet system consists of eight Barrel coils housed in sepa-751
rate cryostats and two end-cap cryostats housing eight coils each. The end-cap752
coils systems are rotated by 22.5◦ with respect to the Barrel Toroids in order753
to provide radial overlap and to optimize the bending power in the interface754
regions of both coil systems.755
Barrel Toroid756
The main parameters of the magnet are listed in Table A.1. The cylindrical757
volume surrounding the calorimeters and both end-cap toroids (see Figure A.1)758
is filled by the magnetic field of the barrel toroid, which consists of eight coils759
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assembled radially and symmetrically around the beam axis and encased in in-760
dividual racetrack-shaped, stainless-steel vacuum vessels (see Figure A.2). The761
coil assembly is supported by eight inner and eight outer rings of struts. The762
coils are of a flat racetrack type with two double-pancake windings made of763
20.5 kA Al-stabilized NbT i superconductor. Each coil has an axial length of764
25.3 m and extends radially from 9.4 m to 20.1 m. The total assembly weights765
about 830 tonnes. The peak field provided by the Barrel Toroid coils is 3.9 T,766
providing 2 to 6 Tm of bending power in the pseudorapidity range from 0 to767
1.3.768
The conductor and coil-winding technology is essentially the same in the769
barrel and end-cap toroids; it is based on winding a pure Al-stabilized NbT i/Cu770
conductor into pancake-shaped coils, followed by vacuum impregnation.771
The cool down of the 360-tonne cold mass to 4.6 K takes about five weeks.772
The net Lorentz forces of approximately 1400 tonnes per coil directed inwards773
and the self-weight of the toroids are counteracted by the warm structure of774
Al-alloy struts mounted in between the eight coils.775
End-cap Toroids776
The Atlas end-cap Toroid systems (Figure A.3) consists of eight coils assem-777
bled radially and symmetrically around the beam axis. The coils are of a flat778
racetrack type with two double-pancake windings made of 20.5 kA Al-stabilized779
NbT i superconductor. They are cold-linked and assembled as a single cold mass780
in one large cryostat. The cryostat rests on a rail system facilitating the move-781
ment and parking for access to the detector center. Each coil has an axial length782
of 5 m and extends radially from 1.65 m to 10.7 m. The total assembly weights783
about 239 tonnes. The peak field provided by the Barrel Toroid coils is 4.1 T,784
providing 4 to 8 Tm of bending power in the pseudorapidity range from 1.6 to785
2.7.786
3.3 Tracking System787
3.3.1 Overview of the ATLAS Inner Detector788
The Atlas Inner Detector (ID) [25] is designed to provide hermetic and ro-789
bust pattern recognition, excellent momentum resolution and both primary and790
secondary vertex measurements for charged tracks above a given pT threshold791
(nominally 0.5 GeV within the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5 and full azimuthal792
coverage). It also provides electron identification over |η| < 2.0 and a wide range793
of energies (between 0.5 GeV and 150 GeV). This performance is required at794
very dense environments and at highest luminosities expected from pp collisions795
at Lhc. The general ID layout, as shown in Figure 3.2, reflects the performance796
requirements.797
The detector has been designed to provide a transverse momentum resolu-798
tion, in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis, of σpT /pT = 0.05%pT GeV⊗799
1% and a transverse impact parameter resolution of 10 µm for high momentum800
particles in the central η region.801
The Atlas Inner Detector combines high-resolution detectors at the inner802
radii with continuous tracking elements at the outer radii, all contained in the803
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Figure 3.2: A 3D model of the Atlas Inner Detector.
Central Solenoid, which provides a nominal field of 2 T. The highest granu-804
larity is achieved around the vertex region using semiconductor pixel detectors805
followed by a silicon micro-strip detector. Typically for each track the pixel806
detector contributes three and the strips four space points. At larger radii typ-807
ically 36 tracking points are provided by the straw tube tracker. The relative808
precision of the measurement is well matched, so that no single measurement809
dominates the momentum resolution. The outer radius of the Inner Detector810
is 1.15 m, and the total length 7 m. In the barrel region the high-precision811
detectors are arranged in concentric cylinders around the beam axis, while the812
end-cap detectors are mounted on disks perpendicular to the beam axis. The813
barrel TRT straws are parallel to the beam direction. All end-cap tracking814
elements are located in planes perpendicular to the beam direction.815
The Inner Detector comprises three complementary sub-detectors: the Pixel816
Detector, the Semiconductor Tracker and the Transition Radiation Tracker.817
Relevant features are described briefly below.818
3.3.2 Pixel Detector819
It consists of sensitive elements cover radial distances between 50.5 mm and 150820
mm. The detector consists of 1744 silicon pixel modules [22] arranged in three821
concentric barrel layers and two end-caps of three disks each. It provides typi-822
cally three measurement points for particles originating in the beam-interaction823
region. Each module covers an active area of 16.4 mm× 60.8 mm and contains824
47232 pixels, most of size 50 µm×400 µm. The direction of the shorter pitch de-825
fines the local x-coordinate on the module and corresponds to the high-precision826
position measurement in the r − φ plane. The longer pitch, corresponding to827
the local y-coordinate, is oriented approximately along the z direction in the828
barrel and along r in the end-caps. A module is read out by 16 radiation-hard829
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front-end chips [26] bump-bonded to the sensor; the total number of readout830
channels is ∼ 80.4 million. Hits in a pixel are read out if the signal exceeds a831
tunable threshold. The pulse height is measured using the Time-over-Threshold832
(ToT) technique.833
3.3.3 Semi-Conductor Tracker834
The SCT detector is constructed by sensitive elements span radial distances835
from 299 mm to 560 mm. The detector consists of 4088 modules of silicon-strip836
detectors arranged in four concentric barrels and two end-caps of nine disks837
each. It provides typically eight strip measurements (four space-points) for838
particles originating in the beam-interaction region. The strips in the barrel are839
approximately parallel to the solenoid field and beam axis, and have a constant840
pitch of 80 µm, while in the end-caps the strip direction is radial and of variable841
pitch. Most modules [27, 28] consist of four silicon-strip sensors [29]; two sensors842
on each side are daisy-chained together to give 768 strips of approximately 12 cm843
in length. A second pair of identical sensors is glued back-to-back with the844
first pair at a stereo angle of 40 mrad to provide space points. The strips are845
read out by radiation-hard front-end readout chips [30], each chip reading out846
128 channels; the total number of readout channels is ∼ 6.3 million. The hit847
information is binary: a hit is registered if the pulse height in a channel exceeds848
a preset threshold, normally corresponding to a charge of 1 fC.849
Measurements in the silicon detectors often perform a selection on the angle850
of a track incident on a module. The angle between a track and the normal to851
the plane of a sensor is called α. The angle between a track and the normal852
to the sensor in the plane defined by the normal to the sensor and the local x-853
axis, i.e. the axis in the plane of the sensor corresponding to the high-precision854
measurement in the Pixel Detector or perpendicular to the strip direction in the855
SCT, is termed phi local .856
3.3.4 Transition Radiation Tracker857
The TRT sensitive volume covers radial distances from 563 mm to 1066 mm.858
The detector consists of 298304 proportional drift tubes (straws), 4 mm in859
diameter, read out by 350848 channels of electronics.860
The straws in the barrel region are arranged in three cylindrical layers and861
32 φ sectors; they have split anodes and are read out from each side [31]. The862
straws in the end-cap regions are radially oriented and arranged in 80 wheel-like863
modular structures [32].864
The TRT straw layout is designed so that charged particles with transverse865
momentum pT > 0.5 GeV and with pseudorapidity |η| < 2.0 cross typically866
30 straws. The TRT provides electron identification via transition radiation867
from polypropylene fibers (barrel) or foils (end-caps) interleaved between the868
straws. The much higher energy of the transition radiation photons ( ∼ 6 keV869
compared with the few hundred eV deposited by an ionizing particle) is detected870
by a second high-threshold discriminator located in the radiation-hard front-end871
electronics [33].872
The Beam Conditions Monitor (BCM) [34] is designed to monitor the rate873
of background particles and to protect the silicon trackers from instantaneous874
high radiation doses caused by Lhc beam incidents. The BCM consists of two875
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stations, forward and backward, each with four modules located at a radius of876
5.5 cm and at a distance of ±1.84 m from the interaction point. Each module877
has two pCVD diamond sensors of 1× 1 cm2 surface area and 500 µm thickness878
mounted back-to-back. The 1 ns signal rise-time allows the discrimination of879
particle hits due to collisions (in-time) from background (out-of-time). The880
BCM signal provides both trigger information and an instantaneous hit-rate881
used as input to a beam-abort signal.882
|h|



















































































































































Figure 3.3: Material distribution (X0, λ) at the exit of the ID envelope, including
the services and thermal enclosures. The distribution is shown as a function of
|η| and averaged over φ. Above, the breakdown indicates the contributions of
external services and of individual sub-detectors, including services in their active
volume. Below, the breakdown shows the contributions of different ID components,
independent of the sub-detector.
3.3.5 Readout systems883
The Pixel and SCT detectors’ readout systems use optical transmission for the884
outgoing module data and the incoming timing, trigger and control data. The885
transmission is based on VCSELs operating at a wavelength of 850 nm and886
radiation-hard fibers [35]. For each SCT module, there are two optical links887
operating at 40 M bits/s for the data readout. Redundancy is implemented888
to allow for the loss of one optical link, without significant loss of data. For889
the cosmic-ray data-taking, the Pixel Detector links also operated at high data890
transfer velocity. The TRT uses shielded twisted-pair lines to transfer data to a891
patch panel inside the muon spectrometer, where up to 31 lines are multiplexed892
[15] into one 1.6 Gbits/s optical link.893
The off-detector readout electronics is based on custom-made Read-Out894
Driver (ROD) modules [36]. The RODs gather the data belonging to a single895
trigger into one packet (and in the case of the TRT perform data compression)896
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and transmit the data to the Atlas readout system using optical links. The897
RODs also perform monitoring and calibration tasks [37].898
3.3.6 Cooling899
The silicon detectors are cooled with a bi-phase evaporative system [38] which900
is designed to deliver C3F8 fluid at ∼ 25 ◦C in the low-mass cooling structures901
on the detector. The target temperature for the silicon sensors after irradiation902
is ∼ 0 for the Pixel Detector and ∼ 7 ◦C for the SCT; these values were chosen903
to mitigate the effects of radiation damage.904
In contrast to the silicon detectors, the TRT operates at room temperature.905
The electronics is cooled by a mono-phase-liquid cooling loop separate from the906
Pixel and SCT bi-phase system.907
3.4 ATLAS Calorimetry Overview908
The Atlas calorimetric system has a primary role in a general-purpose hadron909
collider detector [22]. It is designed to enable high resolution energy measure-910
ment and good hermeticity (essential for EmissT measurements) over a large pseu-911
dorapidity region |η| . 5 (Figure 3.4).912
The Atlas calorimeter system provides accurate energy and position mea-913
surements of electrons, photons, isolated hadrons, taus and jets. It also con-914
tributes in particle identification and in muon momentum reconstruction. In915
the barrel part of Atlas, together with the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter,916
TileCal focuses on precise measurements of hadrons, jets, taus and the missing917
transverse energy (ET ).918
The performance requirements are driven by the Atlas physics program:919
 The energy resolution for jets of σE/E = 50%
√
E ⊕ 3%, in the range920
|η| < 2.5 and with the energy in GeV, guarantees good sensitivity for921
measurements of physics processes at the TeV scale, e.g. quark compos-922
iteness and heavy bosons decaying to jets. While one cannot separate923
the individual calorimeter performance issues, studies have shown that a924
random 10% non-uniformity on the TileCal cells energy response, would925
increase the jet energy resolution constant term by no more than 1% [39].926
 For precision measurements such as the top quark mass, it will be desirable927
to reach a systematic uncertainty on the jet energy scale of 1%. Since928
about a third of the jet transverse energy is deposited in TileCal [40], its929
energy scale uncertainty should ultimately be below a 3% requirement.930
 The response linearity within 2% up to about 1 TeV is crucial for observing931
new physics phenomena (e.g. quark compositeness).932
 A good measurement of EmissT is important for many physics signatures,933
in particular for SUSY particle searches, Higgs and new physics as well.934
In addition to sufficient total calorimeter thickness and a large coverage935
in pseudorapidity, this very sensitive measurement requires also a small936
fraction of dead detector regions which create fake EmissT . The requirement937
depends on the signal to background ratio of the search.938
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Figure 3.4: Cut-away view of the Atlas calorimeter system.
The Atlas calorimeters consist of a number of sampling detectors with939
full φ-symmetry and coverage around the beam axis. The calorimeters closest940
to the beam-line are housed in three cryostats, one barrel and two end-caps.941
The barrel cryostat contains the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter, whereas942
the two end-cap cryostats each contain an electromagnetic end-cap calorimeter943
(EMEC), a hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC), located behind the EMEC,944
and a forward calorimeter (FCal) to cover the region closest to the beam. All945
these calorimeters use liquid argon as the active detector medium; liquid argon946
has been chosen for its intrinsic linear behavior, its stability of response over947
time and its intrinsic radiation-hardness.948
The precision electromagnetic calorimeters are lead-liquid argon detectors949
with accordion-shape absorbers and electrodes, in the barrel (up to |η| < 1.7)950
and in the end-caps (1.5 < |η| < 3.2). This geometry allows the calorimeters to951
have several active layers in depth, three in the precision-measurement region952
(0 < |η| < 2.5) and two in the higher η region (2.5 < |η| < 3.2) and in the953
overlap region between the barrel and the EMEC. In the precision-measurement954
region, an accurate position measurement is obtained by finely segmenting the955
first layer in η. The η-direction of photons is determined by the position of the956
photon cluster in the first and the second layer.957
The calorimeter system also has electromagnetic coverage at higher η (3.1 <958
|η| < 4.9) provided by the FCal. Furthermore in the region (0 < |η| < 1.8)959
the electromagnetic calorimeters are complemented by presamplers, an instru-960
mented argon layer, which provides a measurement of the energy lost in front961
of the electromagnetic calorimeters. An homogeneous presampler detector is962
placed just behind the cryostat wall in the region up to |η| = 1.8.963
The central hadronic calorimeter is an iron scintillating tiles (TileCal) di-964
vided in a barrel and two extended barrel (EB) sections, the central barrel965
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Figure 3.5: Cumulative amounts of material, in units of radiation length X0 and as
a function of |η|, in front of and in the electromagnetic calorimeters. The top left-
hand plot shows separately the total amount of material in front of the presampler
layer and in front of the accordion itself over the full eta-coverage. The top right-
hand plot shows the details of the crack region between the barrel and end-cap
cryostats, both in terms of material in front of the active layers (including the crack
scintillator) and of the total thickness of the active calorimeter. The two bottom
figures show, in contrast, separately for the barrel (left) and end-cap (right), the
thicknesses of each accordion layer as well as the amount of material in front of the
accordion.
covers up to |η| < 0.8 and the EB extend the coverage up to |η| < 1.7. The966
hadronic end-cap (HEC) covers the same range as the EM end-cap and uses967
LAr as the active material and copper as absorber. The HEC and electromag-968
netic calorimeter are placed in the same cryostat. In the forward region, up969
|η| ≃ 5, the system is completed by a very dense LAr-tungsten calorimeter with970
rod-shaped electrodes.971
For the outer hadronic calorimeter, the sampling medium consists of scintil-972
lator tiles and the absorber medium is steel. The tile calorimeter is composed973
of three parts, one central barrel and two extended barrels. The choice of this974
technology provides maximum radial depth for the least cost forAtlas. The tile975
calorimeter covers the range 0 < |η| < 1.7 (central barrel and extended barrels).976
The hadronic calorimetry is extended to larger pseudorapidities by the HEC,977
a copper/liquid-argon detector, and the FCal, a copper-tungsten/liquid-argon978
detector. The hadronic calorimetry thus reaches one of its main design goals,979
namely coverage over |η| ≤ 4.9.980
The numbers of radiation and interaction lengths in front of and in the981
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.982
The next sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 are devoted to the description of the elec-983
tromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry, respectively. A special emphasis is given984
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative amount of material, in units of interaction length, as a
function of |η|, in front of the electromagnetic calorimeters, in the electromagnetic
calorimeters themselves, in each hadronic compartment, and the total amount at
the end of the active calorimetry. Also shown for completeness is the total amount of
material in front of the first active layer of the muon spectrometer (up to |η| < 3.0).
in the description for the TileCal detector.985
3.4.1 Overview of the LAr Calorimeter986
Physics Requirements987
The main design requirements of the Atlas electromagnetic calorimeter988
(ECAL) are hermeticity, high granularity, good energetic and angular reso-989
lution and containment. Hermeticity is essential for EmissT resolution and for990
maintaining good acceptance on rare physics events.991
High granularity is required to separate photons from π0; this requirement is992
somewhat released in the forward direction (2.5 < |η| < 5), where the absence of993
a tracker makes photon identification much harder. Also, in the high-η regions994
the main calorimeter task is the reconstruction of jets and the measurement of995
EmissT so that a coarser granularity is acceptable.996
Energy and angular resolution are essential to achieve good mass resolution997
for resonances, such as the Higgs decays H → γγ and H → 4e.998
The total thickness of the electromagnetic compartment is 24 X0 at η = 0999
is required to ensure full containment of electromagnetic showers and especially1000
to keep the effect of longitudinal fluctuations of high-energy electrons (E >1001
500 GeV) showers to an acceptable level.1002
Design Characteristics1003
The central Atlas electromagnetic calorimeter of uses liquid argon (LAr) as1004
active material and lead as absorber.1005
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η Cell η size
EM Calorimeter range Layer 1 Layer 2
Barrel 0-1.4 0.025/8 0.025
1.4-1.475 0.025 0.075






Table 3.2: EM calorimeter η granularity in layers 1 and 2.
When charged particles cross the LAr gap between electrodes and absorbers,1006
they ionize the liquid argon. Under the influence of the electric field, the ioniza-1007
tion electrons drift towards the electrode inducing a current. The initial current1008
is proportional to the energy deposited in the liquid argon. The calorimeter1009
signals are then used to compute the energy per trigger tower or per cell.1010
The LAr EM calorimeter covers up to calorimeter up to |η| < 3.2; a high1011
performance barrel and an end-cap section for 1.5 < |η| < 3.2 (Figure A.7). In1012
addition a thin (11 mm) presampler layer is located just behind the cryostat wall1013
in the region |η| < 1.8. It is used to measure the early profile of the EM shower1014
and to correct for the energy loss in the material upstream of the calorimetric1015
system (inner detector, cryostat, solenoid coil).1016
The EM barrel consists of two identical half-barrels separated at z = 0 by1017
a 6 mm gap, while each of the two EM end-cap is mechanically divided in two1018
coaxial wheels. The accordion shape of the electrodes (which surround the lead1019
absorber) provides complete azimuthal symmetry without any azimuthal cracks.1020
In the barrel region, the lead thickness changes, as a function of the pseu-1021
dorapidity, to optimize the energy resolution, while the LAr gap has a constant1022
thickness of 2.1 mm. The geometry of the accordion becomes more complicated1023
in the end-cap, where the amplitude of the accordion waves increase with the1024
radius. Here the absorber has a constant thickness and it is the size of the LAr1025
gap that increases with the radius.1026
The calorimeter has high granularity (∼ 2×105 channels) and the EM barrel1027
modules are subdivided in three longitudinal samples. The outer wheel of the1028
end-cap has also three samples, while the inner-wheel has only two. The first1029
sample, which is 4.3 radiation lengths long, has a fine segmentation in η (in the1030
barrel ∆η = 0.003), for a precise determination of the pseudorapidity of the im-1031
pinging particle. Since the total amount of material in front of the EM calorime-1032
ter at η = 0 is about 1.7X0, there are 6 radiation lengths in front of the second1033
sample, which is the largest one, with its 16X0 of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.025× 0.0252.1034
This is important for photon-related physics when there are uncertainties in1035
event origin, since photons do not leave information in the particle tracking1036
system. The third sample has a coarser segmentation in pseudorapidity and its1037
thickness changes with η to have a total length of the EM calorimeter of 24X0.1038
The analog signal from the EM calorimeters leave the cryostat through cold-1039
to-warm feedthroughs. They are located in the outer side of the cylinder, in the1040
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gap between the barrel and the extended barrel of the hadronic calorimeter.1041
Different amplifiers provide three different gains: low, medium and high with1042
ratios 1 : 10 : 100, to cover energies from a few MeV to 3 TeV. The front-end1043
electronics is also located here and provides the digitization of the analog signal1044
with fast ADCs. The signal is sampled every 25 ns and stored in a pipeline;1045
on a Level 1 Accept signal, 5 samples are sent to the Read Out Drivers (ROD)1046
where the signal is estimated using an optimal filtering technique (OF) which1047
minimizes pile-up and noise contributions.1048










where α is the stochastic term (statistics-related fluctuations), b the noise term1051
and c the constant term. The target values for these terms are respectively1052
α = 10%, b = 170 MeV (without pile-up) and c = 0.7%1053
3.4.2 Overview of the Tile Calorimeter1054
Tile Architecture1055
TileCal is a large hadronic sampling calorimeter (HCAL) using scintillator as1056
the active material and steel as the absorber (Figure 3.7). It provides jet ET and1057
EmissT measurements over the pseudorapidity range |η| < 5 with full azimuthal1058
coverage. In the barrel region (|η| < 1.7) the HCAL consists of iron absorber1059
plates instrumented with plastic scintillating tiles, while in the end-caps (1.5 <1060
|η| < 3.2) LAr modules with Cu absorber are used. In the forward region1061
(3.1 < |η| < 4.9) an active LAr matrix is again used, but with a tungsten1062
absorber.1063
Figure 3.7: The hadronic tile calorimeter.
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The scintillator-tile hadronic calorimeter has 3 longitudinal samplings but1064
with a bigger granularity; ∆η × ∆φ = 0.1 × 0.1 for the two first layers and1065
∆η ×∆φ = 0.2× 0.1 for the last one. The choice of a longitudinally segmented1066
detector is motivated by the possibility of achieving better energy resolution via1067
weighting in a non-compensating calorimeter.1068
Spanning the pseudorapidity region −1.7 < η < 1.7, the calorimeter is sub-1069
divided into the barrel, also called long barrel (LB), in the central region −1.0 <1070
η < 1.0 and the two extended barrels (EB) that flank it on both sides 0.8 <1071
|η| < 1.7, as shown in Figure 3.4. Both the barrel and extended barrel cylinders1072
are segmented into 64 modules in φ, corresponding to a ∆φ granularity of ∼ 0.11073
radians.1074
Radially, each module is further segmented into three layers which are ap-1075
proximately 1.5, 4.1 and 1.8 λ (nuclear interaction length for protons) thick for1076
the barrel and 1.5, 2.6 and 3.3 λ for the extended barrel. The ∆η segmentation1077
for each module is 0.1 in the first two radial layers and 0.2 in the third layer1078
(Figure A.9).1079
Between the barrel and the extended barrel regions there is a gap of 68 cm1080
that is necessary to accommodate the services for the inner detector and the1081
front-end electronics of the EM calorimeter. The gap is partially instrumented1082
by the Intermediate Tile Calorimeter (ITC), as schematically shown in Fig-1083
ure A.10. It is composed of two radial sections attached on the face of the ex-1084
tended barrel made, as the rest of TileCal, of scintillator in an iron matrix. The1085
outer section, 31 cm thick, starts at the outer radius and covers 45 cm in radius.1086
It is followed by the inner section which is 9 cm thick and extends over 45 cm1087
to lower radii.1088
The η, φ and radial segmentation define the three dimensional TileCal cells.1089
Each cell volume is made of dozens of steel plates and scintillating tiles. Wave-1090
length shifting fibers coupled to the tiles on either φ edge of the cells, as shown in1091
Figure A.11, collect the produced light and are read out by two different photo-1092
multiplier tubes (PMTs), each linked to one readout channel. Light attenuation1093
in the scintillating tiles themselves would cause a response non-uniformity of up1094
to 40% in the case of a single readout, for particles entering at different impact1095
positions across φ. The double readout improves the response uniformity to1096
within a few percent, in addition to providing redundancy.1097
The hadronic end-cap calorimeter1098
Each one of the two Hadronic End-Cap (HEC), as illustrated by Figure A.12,1099
consists of two independent wheels of outer radius 2.03 m, for a total coverage1100
of 1.5 < |η| < 3.2. Both wheels consist of an array of copper plates (25 mm1101
thick in the first wheel and 50 mm thick in the second). The gap between the1102
plates (8.5 mm) is split by three electrodes into 4 drift spaces of 1.8 mm. The1103
readout electrode is the central one, while the side ones are HV carriers. Each1104
of the two wheels is composed by 32 pie-shaped identical modules and is divided1105
into two longitudinal segments.1106
In order to limit the capacitance seen by a single preamplifier and thus1107
to allow for a faster response, only two gaps are ganged together at the pad1108
level. Miniature coaxial cables running between the sectors carry signals to1109
the pre-amplifiers boards located at the wheel periphery. Output signals from1110
(typically) four pre-amplifiers are summed together on the same board. Then a1111
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Hadronic Calorimeter TileCal Hadronic LAr
Coverage Barrel Extended Barrel End-Cap
|η| < 1.0 0.8 < |η| < 1.7 1.5 < |η| < 3.2
Technology iron/scintillator copper/LAr
Long. Samples 3 4
Granularity (∆η ×∆φ) Samples 1, 2: 0.1 × 0.1 1.5 < |η| < 2.5: 0.1× 0.1
Sample 3: 0.2× 0.1 2.5 < |η| < 3.2: 0.2× 0.2
Table 3.3: Geometry of the Atlas hadronic calorimeter.
buffer drives the output signal up to the cold-to-warm feedthroughs.1112
While the detector envelope is cylindrical, as shown in Figure A.13, for sake1113
of mechanical simplicity, the readout cells defined in this way are fully projective1114
in azimuth and pseudo-projective in η. To minimize the dip in the material den-1115
sity at the transition between the end-cap and the forward calorimeter (around1116
|η| = 3.1) EM calorimeter reaches |η| = 3.2 and the end-cap is thereby overlap-1117
ping the forward calorimeter.1118
3.4.3 The Forward Calorimeter1119
Because of the high level of radiation it has to cope with, the forward calorimeter1120
(FCAL) has been built using LAr technology which is intrinsically radiation-1121
hard. It is integrated in the forward cryostat together with the EM end-cap1122
and the HEC and its front face is at about 4.7 m from the interaction point1123
(Figure A.14).1124
In order to minimize the amount of neutron albedo in the inner detector1125
cavity, the front face of the FCAL is recessed by about 1.2 m with respect to the1126
EM calorimeter front face. This severely limits longitudinal space for installing1127
about 9.5 active interaction lengths, and therefore calls for a high-density design,1128
which also avoids energy leakage from the FCAL to its neighbors.1129
The FCAL consists of three sections: the first one is made of copper while1130
the other two are made of tungsten. In each section the calorimeter consists of a1131
metal matrix with regularity-spaced longitudinal channels filled with concentric1132
rods and tubes. The rods are at positive high voltage while the tubes and1133
the matrix are grounded. The LAr in the gap is the sensitive medium. This1134
geometry allows for an excellent control of the gaps which are as small as 250 µm1135
in the first section.1136
3.4.4 The Zero Degree Calorimeters1137
Finally, the most forward calorimeters of Atlas are located away from the1138
main detector, at a distance of about 140 m either side of the interaction point.1139
The Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDC [39]) measure neutral particles, especially1140
neutrons, at very low angles, |η| > 8.2). Their main purpose is to determine the1141
centrality of heavy ion collisions, but they also assist to increase the acceptance1142
for diffractive processes and provide a trigger for minimum bias events during1143
low luminosity running.1144
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3.4.5 Tile Readout, Reconstruction, Calibration & Per-1145
formance1146
Tile Electronics and Readout System1147
The Tile Calorimeter readout architecture divides the detector in four parti-1148
tions. The barrel is divided in two partitions (LBA and LBC) by the plane1149
perpendicular to the beam line and crossing the interaction point and each of1150
the two extended barrels is a separate partition (EBA and EBC). The TileCal1151
readout electronics system is contained in “drawers” which slide into the struc-1152
tural girders at the outer radius of the calorimeter. Barrel modules are read out1153
by two drawers (one inserted from each face) and extended barrel modules are1154
read out by one drawer each. Each drawer contains 45 (32) readout channels1155
in the barrel (extended barrel), resulting in 9856 channels grouped in 5184 cells1156
for the complete system. The front-end electronics as well as the drawers’ Low1157
Voltage Power Supplies (LVPS) are located on the calorimeter itself and are1158
designed to operate under the conditions of magnetic fields and radiation. One1159
drawer with its LVPS reads out a region of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.8 × 0.1 in the barrel1160
and 0.7× 0.1 in the extended barrel.1161
In the electronics readout (Figure A.15), the signals from the PMT are first1162
shaped using a passive shaping circuit. The shaped pulse is amplified in separate1163
high (HG) and low (LG) gain branches, with a nominal gain ratio of 64 : 1. The1164
shaper, the charge injection calibration system (CIS), and the gain splitting1165
are all located on a small printed circuit board known as the 3-in-1 card [41].1166
The HG and LG signals are sampled with the Lhc bunch-crossing frequency1167
of 40 MHz using a 10-bit ADC in the Tile Data Management Unit (DMU)1168
chip which is located on the digitizer board [42]. This chip contains a pipeline1169
memory that stores the sampled data for up to 6.4 µs. The pipeline memory1170
can be adjusted in coarse timing steps of 25 ns. The digitization timing of the1171
ADCs can be adjusted in multiples of ∼ 0.1 ns so that the central sample is as1172
close to the PMT pulse peak as possible and to make sure the full extension of1173
the pulse is sampled. However, this adjustment is possible only for groups of1174
six channels, so a residual offset remains, that must be dealt with the signal at1175
reconstruction level.1176
Due to bandwidth requirements, only seven samples from one gain are read1177
out from the front-end electronics. A gain switch is used to determine if the1178
high or low gain is sent. The digitized samples are sent via optical fibers to1179
the back-end electronics which are located outside the experimental hall. From1180
the digitized samples, the back-end electronics determine the time and energy1181
of the channel’s signal. In addition to the digital readout of the PMT sig-1182
nal, a millisecond-timescale integrator circuit is also located on the 3-in-1 card.1183
The Tile integrator is designed to measure the PMT current during 137Cs cal-1184
ibrations and also to measure the current from minimum bias proton-proton1185
interactions at the Lhc. The integration period is approximately 14 ms and1186
a 12-bit ADC is used for the readout. Adder boards are distributed along the1187
drawer. Each adder board receives the analogue signals from up to six 3-in-11188
cards corresponding to cells of the same η. The trigger signal corresponding to1189
a “tower” of cells with ∆φ ×∆φ = 0.1 × 0.1 is formed by an analogue sum of1190
the input signals and, together with the signals from the other calorimeters, are1191
sent via long cables to the Level-1 (L1) calorimeter trigger system to identify1192
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jets, taus, total calorimeter energy and EmissT signatures. A second output of1193
the adder boards (so-called muon output) contains only the signal from cells1194
of the outermost calorimeter layer that can be used later to reduce the muon1195
background rates. The adder boards also provide the sum of the signal in all1196
four gap and crack scintillators.1197
In addition to the standard cells, the Intermediate Tile Calorimeter (ITC)1198
covers the region 0.8 < η < 1.0 (labeled D4 and C10 in Figure A.9). To ac-1199
commodate services and readout electronics for other Atlas detector systems,1200
several of the ITC cells have a special construction: four D4 cells have reduced1201
thickness and eight C10 cells are plain scintillator plates. Located on the remain-1202
ing, inner radius surface of the extended barrel modules, the gap scintillators1203
cover the region of 1.0 < η < 1.2 (labeled E1 and E2 in the same figure), while1204
the cryostat scintillators are located on the front of the Liquid Argon end-cap1205
and cover the region 1.2 < η < 1.6 (labeled E3 and E4). In the present (initial)1206
configuration, eight cryostat scintillators have been removed to permit routing1207
of signal cables from the 16 Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillators (MBTS). Lo-1208
cated on the front face of the Liquid Argon end-cap cryostat, the MBTS span1209
an η range of 2.12 < |η| < 3.85 and are readout by the TileCal EB drawers.1210
They also contribute to the L1 trigger via the muon output of one of the adder1211
boards. For low luminosity running, these scintillators are used for triggering1212
and rate measurements of halo muons, beam-gas and minimum bias events.1213
Signal Reconstruction1214
The channel signal properties – pulse amplitude, time and pedestal – for all1215
TileCal channels are reconstructed with the Optimal Filtering (OF) method [43],1216
which makes use of weighted linear combinations of the digitized signal samples1217
(spaced by 25 ns). Due to the simplicity of its mathematical formulation, OF1218
is implemented in the Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) of the ReadOut Driver1219
boards (RODs) [44] and therefore provides energy and time information to the1220
High Level Trigger (HLT) of Atlas during the online data-taking.1221
The seven digitized samples are also available oﬄine for all the events to-1222
gether with the results of the OF reconstruction from the RODs. The procedure1223











where Si is the sample taken at time ti with i = 1 . . . n. The coefficients of these1226
combinations, αi and bi, known as the OF weights, are obtained from knowledge1227
of the pulse shape and noise autocorrelation matrix, and are chosen in such a1228
way that the impact of the noise to the calorimeter resolution is minimized.1229
Figure A.16 shows the pulse shape extracted from data taken at the test-beam,1230
selecting a channel with a given value of deposited energy for each gain. This1231
pulse shape is the reference used in the estimation of the OF weights.1232
The reconstructed channel energy used by the HLT and oﬄine is:1233
Echannel = A× CADC→pC × CpC→GeV × CCs × CLaser (3.19)
The signal amplitude A represents the measured energy in ADC counts as1234
in Equation 3.18. The factor CADC → pC is the conversion factor of ADC1235
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to charge and it is determined using a well defined injected charge with the1236
CIS (Charge Injection System) calibration system. The factor CpC→GeV is the1237
conversion factor of charge to energy in GeV and it has been defined at test-beam1238
for a subset of modules via the response to electron beams of known momentum.1239
This is a global factor and has a layer dependence. The factor CCs corrects for1240
residual non-uniformities after the gain equalization of all channels has been1241
performed by the Cs radioactive source system. The factor CLaser corrects for1242
non-linearities of the PMT response measured by the Laser calibration system.1243
The derived time dependence of the last two factors will be applied to preserve1244
the energy scale of TileCal.1245
The OF time, τ in Equation 3.18, is the time difference between the peak1246
of the reconstructed pulse and the peak of the reference pulse. The OF weights1247
used in the reconstruction were calculated based on this reference pulse shifted1248
by a time phase that depends on each channel’s timing offsets measured with1249
the calibration systems (and single-beam data), the time-of-flight from the in-1250
teraction point to that cell and the hardware time adjustments. Thus the recon-1251
structed time τ should be compatible with zero for energy depositions coming1252
from the interaction point. If the time residual is not well known, for small1253
deviations (|τ | < 15 ns the uncertainty of the reconstructed amplitude depends1254
on τ through a well-defined parabolic function, that can be used for an energy1255
correction at the level of the HLT or oﬄine reconstruction.1256
The OF results rely on having, for each channel, a fixed and known time1257
phase between the pulse peak and the 40 MHz Lhc clock signal. This is not1258
the case during the commissioning phase of the detector, where signals caused1259
by cosmic rays are completely asynchronous with respect to the Lhc clock.1260
Nevertheless OF can still be applied in this case and an accurate reconstruction1261
may be obtained by applying the proper weights for each event according to1262
the time position of the signal. The estimation of the signal time is achieved1263
through an iterative procedure provided by a set of OF weights calculated at1264
different phases from 75 ns to +75 ns in steps of 1 ns.1265
Another signal reconstruction algorithm is the Fit method. It is based on a1266
three parameter fit to the known pulse shape function g(t), as expressed by:1267
Si = Ag(ti − τ) + ped (3.20)
The meaning of the variables Si and ti and the parameters A and τ is the1268
same as for the OF method, while ’ped’ is a free parameter that defines the1269
baseline of the pulse. The Fit method is mathematically equivalent to OF in1270
the absence of pile-up and noise, but it is not suitable for fast online signal1271
processing in DSPs. Results from the Fit and OF methods were compared1272
with test-beam data and were found to be equivalent [45]. Since the autumn of1273
2008 data-taking, the Fit method is used only for CIS calibration data, where1274
the pulse is a superposition of charge-proportional and charge-independent (so-1275
called leakage pulse) components [45]. The cell energy is the sum, and the1276
cell time the average, of the respective measurements by the two corresponding1277
readout channels. In cases of single readout cells, or if one of the channels is1278
masked out, the cell energy is twice the energy measured in the single available1279
channel. The measurement of the cell’s energy is thus robust to failures in a1280
single readout channel.1281
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Tile Calibration1282
TileCal is equipped with three different calibration system, each designed to1283
test a different segment of the read out chain.1284
A radioactive cesium source is used to check the calorimeter response (optics,1285
PMTs) independently of the electronic chain. A hydraulic system can drive a1286
137Cs γ source through each tile row, in order to check the response of all the1287
optics and PMT chain. The readout of the cesium signal is performed via a1288
dedicated slow integrator on the 3-in-1 cards.1289
A laser system is used to check the linearity and stability of the system.1290
The laser sends short light pulses directly to the PMTs via clear optical fibers1291
connected to half the PMTs of a module. The laser calibration will be used1292
also to verify the equalization of the acquisition chain from PMT to electronics1293
boards, and to set the timing of the PMTs inside a single drawer.1294
The Charge Injection System (CIS) injects a well known amount of charge1295
directly into the 3-in-1 card to check the stability of the electronics chain itself1296
and to verify the gain of the two amplifiers.1297
The slow integrator of the 3-in-1 cards will also be used to read, indepen-1298
dently from the digital data stream, the integrated signal over many bunch1299
crossings. The relative stability of the current monitored in this way from each1300
TileCal cell is an independent check of the stability of the system.1301
In order to detect non-uniformities or degradation in the detector elements1302
(optical and otherwise), the calibration systems are specified to meet a precision1303
of 1% on the measurement of the response of a cell (Figure A.17).1304
Tile Performance1305
A calorimeter is designed to measure the energy deposited in a contained elec-1306
tromagnetic (EM) or hadronic shower. The Atlas calorimeter is a sampling1307
detector with liquid argon as active medium which generates signal and lead as1308
passive medium which functions as an absorber. The resolution of a calorimeter1309









The first term is called the stochastic term, it represents statistics-related fluc-1311
tuations such as intrinsic shower fluctuations, photoelectron statistics, dead1312
material at the front of the calorimeter and sampling fluctuations.1313
In modern calorimeters the energy is mainly deposited by ionization and1314
excitation, the measured energy for an incident electron is in first order propor-1315
tional to the length of all charged tracks in the electromagnetic cascade, which1316
is itself is proportional to the initial particle energy. Even in an homogeneous1317




an additional fluctuation is induced by the sampling (the amount of energy1319
released in the absorber is not measured) and the dead material in front of the1320




the ratio between the plate thickness t and the sampling fraction f .1322
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Figure 3.8: Fractional energy resolution obtained for pions as a function of the
inverse square root of the beam energy, Ebeam, for combined LAr and tile calorimetry
at |η| = 0.25. The curve corresponds to the result of a fit to the data points with
the functional form as shown.
The b term comes mainly from electronic noise summed over readout chan-1323
nels. Scintillating calorimeter with photosensitive detectors as read out (like1324
photomultipliers in TileCal) tend to have very low noise terms. On the other1325
hand, charge collecting detectors (like the LAr calorimeter) usually have higher1326
noise terms.1327
The main contributions to the systematic term c are detector non-uniformity,1328
radiation damage and calibration uncertainty. Modern detectors can be quite1329
large and thus have very rigorous specifications for their components to keep1330
the constant term low. The c parameter is usually on the level of 1% or smaller.1331
A jet energy resolution of ∆ = 50%
√
E ⊕ 3% in the central region |η| < 2.51332
and with the energy in GeV, is needed to provide satisfactory jet reconstruction1333
(jet-jet mass reconstruction as well as EmissT measurements). Linearity is, how-1334
ever, a much more stringent requirement as some physics channel (above all the1335
search for quark substructure) require it to be better that 1% up to a transverse1336
energy of 4 TeV.1337
The aim of the calorimeters is to measure the absolute jets energy scale to1338
the ∼ 1% level.1339
3.5 Muon Spectrometer1340
3.5.1 Overview1341
The design of the muon spectrometer [46] aims an excellent momentum resolu-1342
tion over all pseudorapidities, taking advantage of the open air core geometry1343
of the toroid. The muon spectrometer forms the outer part of the ATLAS1344
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detector and is designed to detect charged particles exiting the barrel and end-1345
cap calorimeters and to measure their momentum in the pseudorapidity range1346
|η| < 2.7. It is also designed to trigger on these particles in the region |η| < 2.41347
(Section 3.5.6). The driving performance goal is a stand-alone transverse mo-1348
mentum resolution of approximately 10% for pT ≃ 1 TeV tracks, which trans-1349
lates into a sagitta along the z (beam) axis of about 500 µm, to be measured1350
with a resolution of . 50 µm. Muon momenta down to a few GeV (∼ 3 GeV,1351
due to energy loss in the calorimeters) may be measured by the spectrometer1352
alone. Even at the high end of the accessible range, ∼ 3 TeV, the stand-alone1353
measurements still provide adequate momentum resolution and excellent charge1354
identification.1355
The muon detector consists of three layers of measuring stations using four1356
different types of chambers. The precision measurement (Section 3.5.2) is1357
performed by the Monitored Drift Tube chambers (MDT), discussed in Sec-1358
tion 3.5.3, covering most of the acceptance, supplemented by Cathode Strip1359
Chambers (CSC) in the very forward region (Section 3.5.4). Each of the MDT1360
chambers consists of two assemblies of three or four layers of high pressure drift1361
tubes, separated by supports in which are integrated optical alignment systems1362
monitoring the geometrical deformations of the large chambers. The resolution1363
of the individual drift tube (thin walled aluminum tubes filled with 93% Ar -1364
7% CO2 at 3 bar) is ∼ 80 µm. About 1200 MDT chambers are required to cover1365
the large area of 5500 m2.1366
In the barrel region (up to |η| ≤ 1), the trigger function is provided by three1367
station of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC), discussed in Section 3.5.6, located1368
on both sides of the middle station and inside the outer station. The chambers1369
have no wires and gas amplification is achieved in the small gap. The readout1370
is performed with η and φ strips providing a space-time resolution of typically1371
1 cm× 1 ns.1372
In the forward region, Thin Gap Chambers (TGC), are arranged in three1373
stations near the middle station of precision chambers. These chambers are1374
similar to multi-wire proportional chambers, the trigger signals are obtained1375
from the wires and read-out strips oriented orthogonal to the wires. More1376
details can be found in Section 3.5.6.1377
Table A.4 summarizes the basic design characteristics, performance and1378
functionality of the ATLAS muon spectrometer.1379
3.5.2 Precision-tracking chambers1380
The purpose of the precision-tracking chambers is to determine the coordinate1381
of the track in the bending plane. After matching of the MDT and trigger1382
chamber hits in the bending plane, the trigger chamber’s coordinate in the non-1383
bending plane is adopted as the second coordinate of the MDT measurement.1384
This method assumes that in any MDT/trigger chamber pair a maximum of1385
one track per event be present, since with two or more tracks the η and φ hits1386
cannot be combined in an unambiguous way. Simulations have shown that the1387
probability of a track in the muon spectrometer with pT > 6 GeV is about1388
6 × 10−3 per beam-crossing, corresponding to about 1.5 × 10−5 per chamber.1389
Assuming uncorrelated tracks, this leads to a negligible probability to find more1390
than one track in any MDT/trigger chamber pair. When correlated close-by1391
muon tracks do occur, caused for example by two-body-decays of low-mass1392
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Figure 3.9: Schematic view of the muon spectrometer with its sub-systems.
particles, the ambiguity in η and φ-assignment will be resolved by matching1393
the muon track candidates with tracks from the inner detector.1394
Precision-tracking chambers in the barrel region are located between and1395
on the eight coils of the superconducting barrel toroid magnet, while the end-1396
cap chambers are in front and behind the two end-cap toroid magnets. The1397
φ-symmetry of the toroids is reflected in the symmetric structure of the muon1398
chamber system, consisting of eight octants. Each octant is subdivided in the1399
azimuthal direction in two sectors with slightly different lateral extensions, a1400
large and a small sector, leading to a region of overlap in φ. This overlap of1401
the chamber boundaries minimizes gaps in detector coverage and also allows1402
for the relative alignment of adjacent sectors using tracks recorded by both a1403
large and a small chamber. The chambers in the barrel are arranged in three1404
concentric cylindrical shells around the beam axis at radii of approximately 5 m,1405
7.5 m, and 10 m. In the two end-cap regions, muon chambers form large wheels,1406
perpendicular to the z-axis and located at distances of |z| ≈ 7.4 m, 10.8 m, 14 m,1407
and 21.5 m from the interaction point.1408
The air-core magnet concept for the muon spectrometer minimizes the1409
amount of material traversed by the muons after exiting the calorimeters. How-1410
ever, the muons also encounter the muon chambers themselves and their sup-1411
ports, as well as other passive materials such as the toroid coils, vacuum vessels1412
and magnet support structures, as shown in Figure A.18. In the barrel, cham-1413
bers are mounted on aluminium structures supported by the coils of the toroid1414
magnet. In the end-cap, special wheel-like aluminium support structures have1415
been built to carry the MDT’s, TGC’s and their respective services.1416
Figure 3.9 shows the overall layout of ATLAS the muon system. In the center1417
of the detector, |η| ≈ 0, a gap in chamber coverage has been left open to allow1418
for services to the solenoid magnet, the calorimeters and the inner detector. The1419
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size of the gap varies from sector to sector depending on the service necessities,1420
the biggest gaps of 1−2 m being located in the large sectors. The angular range,1421
seen from the interaction point, where a high momentum (straight) track is not1422
recorded in all three muon layers due to the gaps, is about ±4.8◦ (|η| ≤ 0.08)1423
in the large and ±2.3◦ (|η| ≤ 0.04) in the small sectors. Additional gaps in the1424
acceptance occur in sectors 12 and 14 due to the detector support structure.1425
3.5.3 Monitored Drift Tube Chambers1426
The precision momentum measurement is performed by the Monitored Drift1427
Tube chambers (MDT’s), which combine high measurement accuracy, pre-1428
dictability of mechanical deformations and simplicity of construction. They1429
cover the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.7, except in the innermost end-cap layer1430
where their coverage is limited to |η| < 2.0. These chambers consist of three1431
to eight layers of drift tubes, operated at an absolute pressure of 3 bar, which1432
achieve an average resolution of 80 µm per tube, or about 35 µm per chamber.1433
3.5.4 Cathode-Strip Chambers1434
In the forward region, 2.0 < |η| < 2.7, Cathode-Strip Chambers (CSC) are1435
used in the inner-most tracking layer due to their higher rate capability and1436
time resolution. The CSC’s are multi-wire proportional chambers with cathode1437
planes segmented into strips in orthogonal directions (Figure A.19). This allows1438
both coordinates to be measured from the induced-charge distribution. The1439
resolution of a chamber is 40 µm in the bending plane and about 5 mm in the1440
transverse plane. The difference in resolution between the bending and non-1441
bending planes is due to the different readout pitch and to the fact that the1442
azimuthal readout runs parallel to the anode wires. An illustration of a track1443
passing through the forward region with |η| > 2.0 is shown in Figure A.20.1444
To achieve the sagitta resolution quoted above, the locations of MDT wires1445
and CSC strips along a muon trajectory must be known to better than 30 µm.1446
To this effect, a high-precision optical alignment system monitors the positions1447
and internal deformations of the MDT chambers; it is complemented by track-1448
based alignment algorithms briefly discussed in Section 3.5.5.1449
3.5.5 Alignment system of the precision chambers1450
In the Atlas spectrometer, the MDT as well as the CSC chambers and their1451
auxiliary alignment objects (alignment bars and reference system plates) are1452
installed with a precision of about 5 mm and 2 mrad with respect to their1453
nominal positions. In contrast, the actual chamber locations must be known to1454
a precision of . 30 µm in order to achieve the required momentum resolution:1455
this is more than two orders of magnitude tighter than the positioning accuracy.1456
To reach this precision goal, an alignment system was built which relates the1457
position of each chamber to that of its neighbors, both within an MDT layer1458
and along R− z trajectories within MDT towers. With the internal accuracy of1459
the MDT’s guaranteed by construction and their planarity monitored by optical1460
in-plane alignment sensors, this alignment system forms a dense, stable grid for1461
monitoring (in the barrel) or reconstructing (in the end-cap) the position of each1462
MDT wire in the muon system.1463
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The optical alignment techniques are insufficient to reconstruct on their own1464
the absolute positions of the MDT barrel chambers: only variations in relative1465
position can be determined with the required precision. Track-based alignment1466
algorithms must thus be used in combination with the optical system to achieve1467
the desired sagitta accuracy and also to determine the global positions of the1468
barrel and end-cap muon-chamber systems with respect to each other and to1469
the inner detector, in the overall Atlas reference frame. A more extensive1470
presentation of the alignment strategy and technical implementation can be1471
found in Ref. [47].1472
3.5.6 Trigger Chambers1473
An essential design criterion of the muon system was the capability to trigger1474
on muon tracks. The precision-tracking chambers have therefore been com-1475
plemented by a system of fast trigger chambers capable of delivering track in-1476
formation within a few tens of nanoseconds after the passage of the particle.1477
This allows the L1 trigger logic to recognize their multiplicity and approximate1478
energy range.1479
The main requirements for the trigger system are:1480
 discrimination on muon transverse momentum;1481
 bunch-crossing identification;1482
 fast and coarse tracking information to be used in the high-level trigger1483
stages;1484
 second coordinate measurement in the non-bending φ-projection to com-1485
plement the MDT measurement;1486
 robustness towards random hits due to n/γ-background in the experimen-1487
tal hall.1488
The trigger detectors must provide acceptance in the range |η| ≤ 2.4 and over1489
the full φ-range. This poses a considerable challenge to the design of the trigger1490
system as resolution requirements in barrel and end-cap are quite different, an1491
obvious reason being that muon momenta corresponding to a given pT , are1492
strongly increasing with η. At |η| = 2.4, for example, p is about 5.8 times larger1493
than pT , while the integrated bending power is only about twice the value as at1494
η = 0. This leads to the necessity of an increased and η-dependent granularity1495
in the end-cap trigger system, if the pT -resolution is to match the one in the1496
barrel.1497
Two different technologies have been selected for barrel (|η| ≤ 1.05) and1498
end-cap (1.05 ≤ |η| ≤ 2.4) regions.1499
In the barrel region, the trigger function is provided by three station of1500
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) located on both sides of the middle station1501
and inside the outer station. The chambers have no wires and gas amplification1502
is achieved in the small gap. The readout is performed with η and φ strips1503
providing a space-time resolution of typically 1 cm× 1 ns.1504
In the forward region, Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) are arranged in three1505
stations near the middle station of precision chambers. These chambers are1506
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similar to multi-wire proportional chambers, the trigger signals are obtained1507
from the wires and read-out strips oriented orthogonal to the wires.1508
Both chamber types deliver signals with a spread of 1525 ns, thus providing1509
the ability to tag the beam-crossing. The trigger chambers measure both coor-1510
dinates of the track, one in the bending (η) plane and one in the non-bending1511
(φ) plane.1512
To reduce the probability of accidental triggers caused by random combi-1513
nations of converted γ’s, the coincidence condition in both types of trigger1514
chambers is established separately in the η and φ-projection, a valid trigger1515
requiring a coincidence of both. This also suppresses fake triggers from curling1516
tracks, i.e. multi-MeV electrons from γ-conversions, spiraling in the magnetic1517
field, potentially creating correlated hits in the trigger chambers. In the barrel,1518
three layers of trigger chambers are implemented while in the end-cap a forth1519
layer is added to increase the trigger robustness in case of higher backgrounds.1520
To assure full acceptance down to the low-momentum limit, the trigger cham-1521
bers have regions of overlap with adjacent chambers and between the barrel and1522
end-cap regions. As this may cause double counting of tracks leading to fake1523
two-muon triggers, algorithms are in place to treat these overlap regions, either1524
within the barrel or end-cap trigger logic, or as a part of the muon interface1525
to the central trigger processor. An overview of the muon trigger chambers is1526
given in Ref. [48] and details about the coincidence system and readout logic1527
are given in Ref. [49].1528
Resistive Plate Chambers1529
In the barrel region, |η| ≤ 1.05, Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC’s) are used due1530
to good spatial and time resolution as well as adequate rate capability. A RPC1531
has no wires, which simplifies its construction and makes chambers less sensitive1532
to small deviations from planarity if appropriate spacers are used to keep the1533
gap width constant. Being located in the comparatively homogeneous field of1534
the barrel toroid and having sufficient spacing between the three trigger layers,1535
RPC’s give sufficient trigger selectivity even with moderate channel count, i.e.1536
spatial resolution.1537
Thin Gap Chambers1538
In the end-cap region, 1.05 < |η| < 2.4, Thin Gap Chambers (TGC’s) have been1539
selected: they operate on the same principle as multi-wire proportional cham-1540
bers and they provide good time resolution and high rate capability. Their spa-1541
tial resolution is mainly determined by the readout channel granularity, which1542
can be adjusted to the needs by wire ganging. TGC’s have demonstrated a high1543
level of reliability and robustness in previous experiments.1544
The fact that the three trigger layers in the end-cap are outside the magnetic1545
field seeing no curvature and that their respective distances are smaller than the1546
ones in the barrel, as illustrated by Figure A.21, also calls for a finer granularity1547
of the end-cap trigger readout. Furthermore, radiation levels in the end-cap1548
region reach a factor of 10 higher than in the barrel.1549
Another difficulty for end-cap triggering comes from the strong inhomo-1550
geneities of the magnetic field in the region 1.3 ≤ |η| ≤ 1.65. In this transition1551
region, the superposition of the fields of barrel and end-cap toroids leads to1552
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a complex field geometry with large field components in φ (the non-bending1553
plane) and strong inhomogeneities of the integrated bending power, which in1554
two locations in the η and φ plane is close to zero. In this angular region, all1555
tracks are nearly straight, similar to tracks with very high momentum. In order1556
to avoid high fake trigger rates, this region can be excluded from the trigger by1557
a masking algorithm, which again calls for a fine readout granularity to keep1558
the resulting trigger losses to a minimum.1559
3.6 Trigger and Data Acquisition1560
At the Lhc with designed luminosity of L = 1034 cm−2s−1, it is not technically1561
or financially feasible to permanently record every collision event to disk. The1562
maximum average rate of recorded events that can be achieved is ∼ 200 Hz,1563
corresponding to an acceptance rate of the order of one in 2 × 105 [22]. The1564
online rejection of events is dealt by the trigger system outlined in this chapter.1565
Atlas operates a three-level trigger. These are called Level 1 (L1), Level1566
2 (L2) and the Event Filter (EF). Level 2 and the Event Filter are collec-1567
tively called the High Level Trigger (HLT). The L1 trigger is implemented using1568
custom-made electronics, while the HLT is almost entirely based on commer-1569
cially available computers and networking hardware. Each level improves on the1570
previous level’s decision by running increasingly sophisticated algorithms at the1571
cost of increased execution time. If an event is rejected at any level, processing1572
on that event ceases and it is not passed on to the next level or permanent1573
storage in the case of the EF. Information is passed between levels based on Re-1574
gions of Interest (RoIs). These are regions of the detector where the L1 trigger1575
has identified possible trigger objects within the event and passing particular1576
trigger thresholds.1577
The full trigger system as described here (see Figure 3.10) is designed to be1578
used at relatively high luminosities, namely L > 1033 cm−2s−1. During earlier1579
stages of running, less stringent criteria can be used maintaining a constant1580
event accept rate at each level. In addition to less severe selection criteria, early1581
triggers may run one or more levels in pass-through mode, meaning that the1582
event is passed to the next level without further selection.1583
At increasing luminosities, the output rates of these early triggers will be too1584
high, requiring modification of the thresholds and/or selection criteria. Some1585
loose (even pass-through) triggers will continue to run for monitoring purposes,1586
but they will be heavily prescaled. This means that only a small, randomly1587
selected subset of events passing the trigger selection will be passed to the next1588
level.1589
3.6.1 L1 Trigger1590
The L1 trigger needs to be very fast in order to cope with a bunch crossing rate1591
of 40 MHz. It is therefore a hardware trigger based on the detector’s electronics,1592
with a limited granularity view of the calorimeter and muon systems. The Inner1593
Detector (Section 3.3) and precision muon chambers (MDTs, Section 3.5.3) are1594
not used for reasons of speed. In addition to the mainAtlas detector, L1 trigger1595
signals are provided by the beam pickups, Beam Conditions Monitor (BCM,1596
Section 3.3.4), Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC, Section 3.4.4), the luminosity1597
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Figure 3.10: A schematic view of the Atlas trigger system.
monitors ALFA and LUCID (Section 3.7) and forward scintillators designed to1598
detect minimum bias events (MBTS, Section 3.4.5).1599
The available system bandwidth limits the combined output rate for all L11600
triggers to about 75 kHz, which may be upgraded to a maximum of 100 kHz.1601
The available data buffering on the detector means that the L1 decision must1602
be completed within 2.5 µs or less, after the bunch-crossing with which it is1603
associated. About 1 µs of this time is taken up by signal propagation alone.1604
Energy deposits in the calorimeters are summed in towers of size ∆η×∆φ =1605
0.1 × 0.1. The different L1 signatures are derived from these towers and L11606
muon candidates. The L1 signatures include the detection of wide or narrow1607
localized energy deposits, jet and e/γ/τ candidates respectively, as well as the1608
“global” signatures: the missing transverse energy −∑pT and the scalar sum1609
of transverse energy deposits
∑
ET .1610
Assuming an event passes the L1 selection, event data are read out by1611
detector-specific electronics and transferred to the Readout Drivers (RODs)1612
at the instruction of the L1 Central Trigger Processor (CTP). In parallel, RoI1613
information is passed to the RoI Builder, ready for processing by the L2 trigger.1614
3.6.2 L2 Trigger1615
The L2 trigger is responsible for reducing the event rate down from the L1 trigger1616
output rate of 75100 kHz to ∼ 2 kHz. It is a software-based trigger, using RoIs1617
from L1 trigger, and run on a dedicated processor farm. The increased latency1618
with respect to L1, ∼ 40 ms including data transfer time, allows the L2 trigger to1619
utilize the full detector granularity in both position and energy. Typically, this1620
information will only be accessed within each RoI identified at L1, amounting1621
to 1− 2% of a complete event.1622
The L2 decision improves upon that of L1 in several ways. The improved1623
resolution means that higher pT thresholds can be used without compromising1624


















Figure 3.11: Block diagram of the L1 trigger. The overall L1 accept decision
is made by the central trigger processor, taking input from calorimeter and muon
trigger results. The paths to the detector front-ends, L2 trigger and data acquisition
system are shown from left to right in red, blue and black, respectively.
efficiency. In addition, better particle identification can be achieved, especially1625
through the use of the Inner Detector. Amongst other things, this allows elec-1626
trons and photons to be distinguished for the first time and tau-jet candidates1627
are identified as well. Once an event is selected by the L2 trigger, it is passed to1628
the event builder, where information from all parts of the detector are assembled1629
into one contiguous structure, before being passed to the Event Filter.1630
3.6.3 Event Filter Trigger1631
The EF acts as the final pass before data is written permanently to hard disks.1632
The final output rate must be less than 200 Hz, limited by oﬄine processing1633
power and storage capability. This is equivalent to approximately 300 MB/s.1634
Event rejection at this level is improved by using algorithms and calibrations1635
similar to those used for oﬄine reconstruction. This is possible as the time1636
budget of about 4 s per event is significantly larger than in Levels 1 and 2. Events1637
accepted by the EF are recorded in inclusive streams according to the type(s) of1638
objects which triggered the event. For example, there are streams foreseen for1639
electron, photon, muon, hadronic tau, jet, missing ET and B physics signatures,1640
as well as streams for calibration and detector monitoring [53], although this1641
list is not permanent. After tests of both inclusive and exclusive streaming, it1642
was decided to make these streams inclusive, meaning that complex events with1643
various final states, like tt¯, may end up in more than one stream.1644
3.6.4 Jet Trigger Algorithm1645
The jet trigger system of the Atlas experiment is fundamental for jet physics1646
analyses, since jet triggers are the primary means for selecting events contain-1647
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ing jets with high transverse momentum (pT ). Here, we summarize the main1648
features of the jet trigger algorithm, whilst more details can be found else-1649
where [22, 50, 51].1650
Jet Trigger General1651
The L1 jet trigger is based on a sliding-window algorithm that selects high1652
energy depositions in a square of size 0.4×0.4, 0.6×0.6, or 0.8×0.8 in ∆η×∆φ.1653
In the forward calorimeter (|η| > 3.2), no η granularity is available at L1 trigger1654
level. While the L2 and EF trigger algorithms were executed and their output1655
was recorded, they were not considered in the actual trigger decision. The L21656
trigger is based on a simplified version of a cone clustering algorithm, limited1657
to a maximum of three iterations on calorimeter clusters with full granularity.1658
The EF uses the same reconstruction algorithms as the oﬄine reconstruction,1659
with the only difference being the calorimeter calibration and the fact that1660
the clusters used to make the jets are only those inside a region of interest1661
surrounding the direction of the L1 jet.1662
L1 Jet Trigger Algorithm1663
The Atlas electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are segmented into ap-1664
proximately 7200 trigger towers, with granularity of approximately 0.1 × 0.11665
in η − φ phase-space. The granularity varies slightly in different sub-detector1666
systems; for further details consult Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Analog signals from1667
these trigger towers are transmitted directly to the L1 system. The L1 hard-1668
ware digitizes the trigger tower signals, associates them with a bunch-crossing1669
and performs pedestal subtraction. The L1 system also applies a noise suppres-1670
sion threshold and transverse energy calibration. The electromagnetic tower ET1671
response is calibrated at the EM scale and the hadronic tower ET response is1672
calibrated for jets.1673
The L1 trigger constructs “jet elements” made of the sum of 2 × 2 trigger1674
towers in the EM calorimeter added to 2 × 2 trigger towers in the hadronic1675
calorimeter, which gives a coarse granularity of 0.2 × 0.2 in η − φ space. The1676
jet reconstruction algorithm consists of a sliding window of programmable size,1677
defining rectangular RoIs, that could be either 2×2, 3×3, or 4×4 jet elements,1678
corresponding to window sizes of 0.4, 0.6, or 0.8 in η−φ. A jet is reconstructed if1679
the total transverse (EM+Hadronic) energy within the window is above a given1680
threshold. The step size for the sliding window is 0.2 in both η and φ, which1681
implies significant overlap of the window in neighboring positions. To prevent1682
the L1 algorithm from identifying overlapping jets, the transverse energy of a1683
cluster, defined as a region spanned by 2 × 2 jet elements, is required to be a1684
local maximum within ±0.4 units in η and φ. The L1 jet algorithm identifies1685
jets within the region of |η| < 3.2. Eight independent combinations of jet ET1686
threshold and window size are available for trigger menus. Figure 3.12 shows a1687
schematic diagram of the jet reconstruction algorithm at L1.1688
In contrast to the other calorimeters, the L1 forward calorimeter (FCAL)1689
trigger towers have a coarser granularity of approximately 0.4× 0.4 in η and φ.1690
The forward jet trigger electronics was originally designed to only be used for1691
the calculation of missing ET at L1, and not to identify in addition jets in the1692
forward regions of the detector. As a consequence, limited granularity of the1693






Figure 3.12: Left: Schematic diagram of the L1 jet algorithm showing a window
of 4 × 4 jet elements spanning the EM and hadronic calorimeter in depth, and
a local maximum transverse energy cluster of 2 × 2 jet elements. Right: Jet
trigger algorithms, based on 0.2× 0.2 jet elements and showing RoI’s (shaded). In
the 0.6 × 0.6 case there are four possible windows containing a given RoI. In the
0.8× 0.8 case the RoI is required to be in the center position, in order to avoid the
possibility of two jets per window.
FCAL data is available at L1. A jet element in the FCAL is formed by summing1694
calorimeter towers in η. Therefore, the FCAL jet elements have a η granularity1695
of 0.4 with only a single η bin at each end. This has an impact on how the HLT1696
forward jet reconstruction algorithm is implemented (see Section 5 of Ref. [52]).1697
3.6.5 Data Acquisition1698
The data acquisition system (DAQ) receives and buffers the event data from the1699
detector-specific readout electronics at the L1 trigger rate. The data transmis-1700
sion is performed over point-to-point Readout Links (ROL’s). It transmits to the1701
L2 trigger any data requested by the trigger (typically the data corresponding1702
to RoI’s) and for those events fulfilling the L2 selection criteria, event-building1703
is performed. The assembled events are then moved by the data acquisition1704
system to the EF and the events selected there are moved to permanent event1705
storage.1706
3.7 Luminosity Determination1707
In order to measure absolute cross-sections in Atlas [53, 54], it is necessary to1708
know the luminosity delivered as a function of time. The luminosity in Lhc is1709
not constant over a physics run, but decays due to the degradation of intensities1710
and emittances of the circulating beams. The main cause of the luminosity1711
decay during nominal Lhc operation is the beam loss from collisions. Over the1712
course of a fill expected to last up to 24 hours, the instantaneous luminosity will1713
vary significantly, decaying exponentially with a lifetime constant of about 151714
hours (Section 2.2.8 in Ref. [55]). To track these variations, each fill of the Lhc1715
will be divided by Atlas into so-called luminosity blocks. These are periods1716
over which it may be assumed that the instantaneous luminosity is constant.1717
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Its duration varies according to the beam conditions, but is likely of the order1718
of minutes.1719
3.7.1 Basics of Luminosity Measurement1720





where Rinel is the rate of inelastic collisions and σinel is the pp inelastic cross-1722
section. If a collider operates at a revolution frequency fr and nb bunch-crossings1723









Thus, the instantaneous luminosity can be determined using any method that1726
measures the ratio µ/σinel.1727
A fundamental ingredient of the Atlas strategy to assess and control the1728
systematic uncertainties affecting the absolute luminosity determination is to1729
compare the measurements of several luminosity detectors, most of which use1730
more than one counting technique. These multiple detectors and algorithms are1731
characterized by significantly different acceptance, response to pile-up events,1732
i.e. multiple pp interactions within the same BC, and sensitivity to instrumental1733
effects and to beam-induced backgrounds. The level of consistency across the1734
various methods, over the full range of single-bunch luminosities and beam1735
conditions, provides valuable cross-checks as well as an estimate of the detector-1736
related systematic uncertainties.1737
At present, Atlas monitors the delivered absolute luminosity by measuring1738
the observed interaction rate per crossing visible µ, µvis, independently with a1739
variety of detectors and using several different algorithms. Therefore, the total1740








where ǫ is the efficiency for one inelastic pp collision to satisfy the event-selection1742
criteria, and µvis ≡ ǫµ is the average number of visible inelastic interactions1743
per BC, i.e. the mean number of pp collisions per BC that pass that “event”1744
selection. The visible cross-section1745
σvis ≡ ǫσinel (3.27)
is the calibration constant that relates the measurable quantity µvis to the lu-1746
minosity L . Both ǫ and σvis depend on the pseudorapidity distribution and1747
particle composition of the collision products and are therefore different for1748
each luminosity detector and algorithm.1749
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In the limit µvis << 1, the average number of visible inelastic interactions1750




where N is the number of events passing the selection criteria that are observed1752
during a given time interval and NBC is the number of BC in that same interval.1753
When µ increases, the probability that two or more pp interactions occur in the1754
same BC is no longer negligible and µvis is no longer linearly related to the raw1755
event count N . Instead, µvis must be calculated taking into account Poisson1756
statistics and in some cases instrumental or pile-up related effects.1757
Several methods can be used to determine σvis. At the Tevatron, luminosity1758
measurements are normalized to the total inelastic pp¯ cross-section with sim-1759
ulated data. Unlike the case of the Tevatron, where the pp¯ cross-section was1760
determined independently by two experiments, the pp inelastic cross-section at1761 √
s = 7 TeV has not been measured yet. Extrapolations from lower energy in-1762
volve significant systematic uncertainties, as does the determination of ǫ, which1763
depends on the modeling of particle momentum distributions and multiplic-1764
ity for the full pp inelastic cross-section. The ALFA detector [56], located at1765
Lhc Point 1, is designed to provide an absolute luminosity calibration at Atlas1766
through the measurement of elastic pp scattering at small angles in the Coulomb-1767
Nuclear Interference region. In addition, the absolute luminosity delivered to1768
Atlas may be by using W and Z/γ∗ boson production. These processes have1769
been calculated to NNLO precision [57]. Current PDF estimates lead to uncer-1770
tainties on W and Z/γ∗ production rates of a few percent. If the cross-sections1771
for these processes can be understood sufficiently well, they could ultimately1772
complement ALFA as an independent luminosity measurement.1773
The calibration of σvis is performed using dedicated var der Meer scans [58]1774
(vdM ), where the absolute luminosity can be inferred from direct measurements1775









where n1 and n2 are the numbers of particles in the two colliding bunches and1777 ∑
x and
∑





y are measured performing vdM scans. The observed event1779
rate is recorded while scanning the two beams across each other first in the1780
horizontal (x) and then in the vertical (y) direction. This measurement yields1781
two bell-shaped curves with the maximum rate at zero separation, from which1782




y. The luminosity at zero separation can1783
then be computed using Equation 3.29, and σvis extracted from Equation 3.261784
using the measured values of L and µvis.1785
The vdM technique allows the determination of σvis without a priori knowl-1786
edge of the inelastic pp cross-section or of detector efficiencies. Scan results1787
can therefore be used to test the reliability of MC event generators and of the1788
Atlas simulation. This can be achieved by comparing the visible cross-sections1789
predicted by the MC for various detectors and algorithms to those obtained1790
from the scan data.1791
Atlas uses the vdM method to obtain its absolute luminosity calibration1792
both for online monitoring and for oﬄine analysis. Online, the luminosity at1793
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the Atlas interaction point is determined approximately once per second using1794
the counting rates from the detectors and algorithms described in Section 3.7.2.1795
The raw event count N then is converted to a visible average number of inter-1796
actions per crossing µvis, as described in Ref. [53], and expressed as an absolute1797
luminosity using the visible cross-sections σvis measured during beam separation1798
scans.1799
The basic time unit for storing luminosity information for later use is the1800
Luminosity Block (LB). The duration of a LB is approximately 1 − 2 minutes,1801
with begin and end times set by the Atlas data acquisition system (DAQ). All1802
data-quality information, as well as the luminosity, are stored in a relational1803
database for each LB. The luminosity tables in the oﬄine database allow for1804
storage of multiple methods for luminosity determination and are set up so that1805
updated calibration constants can be applied. Luminosity information is stored1806
as delivered luminosity in Atlas. Corrections for trigger prescales, DAQ dead-1807
time and other sources of data loss are performed on an LB-by-LB basis when1808
the integrated luminosity is calculated.1809
3.7.2 Luminosity Detectors1810
Tracker To measure the momentum of charged particles, the Inner Detector1811
(Section 3.3) is used consisted by three subsystems:1812
 a pixel detector;1813
 a silicon strip tracker (SCT);1814
 a transition radiation straw tube tracker (TRT).1815
These detectors are surrounded by solenoidal magnet that provides a 2 T axial1816
field. The tracking efficiency as a function of transverse momentum (pT ), av-1817
eraged over all pseudorapidity, rises from ∼ 10% at 100 MeV to ∼ 86% for pT1818
above a few GeV.1819
MBTS For the initial running period in 2010 at low instantaneous luminosity1820
< 1033cm−2s−1, Atlas has been equipped with segmented scintillator coun-1821
ters, the Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillators (MBTS), located at z = ±365 cm1822
from the collision center (Section 3.4.5). The main purpose of the MBTS is to1823
provide a trigger on minimum collision activity during a pp BC. Light emitted1824
by the scintillators is collected by wavelength-shifting optical fibers and guided1825
to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The MBTS signals, after being shaped and1826
amplified, are fed into leading-edge discriminators and sent to the central trigger1827
processor (CTP). An MBTS hit is defined as a signal above the discriminator1828
threshold (50 mV).1829
LAr The precise timing (∼ 1 ns) provided by the liquid argon (LAr) calorime-1830
ter, covering the a region up to |η| < 4.9 (Section 3.4.1), is used to count events1831
with collisions, therefore providing a measurement of the luminosity. The lumi-1832
nosity analysis is based on energy deposits in the Inner Wheel of the electro-1833
magnetic end-cap (EMEC) and the first layer of the FCal. The precise timing1834
is used to reject background for the oﬄine measurement of the luminosity.1835
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BCM The primary purpose of the Beam Conditions Monitor (BCM, Sec-1836
tion 3.3.4) is to monitor beam losses and provide fast feedback to the accelerator1837
operations team. It is an essential ingredient of the detector protection system,1838
providing a fast accelerator abort signal in the event of large beam loss.1839
The BCM uses programmable front-end electronics (FPGAs) to histogram1840
the single-sided and coincidence rates as a function of Bunch-Crossing Identifier1841
(BCID). These histograms are read out by the BCM monitoring software and1842
made available to other online applications through the online network. Thus,1843
bunch-by-bunch rates are available and are not subject to DAQ dead-time. The1844
detector’s value as a luminosity monitor is further enhanced by its excellent1845
timing ( 0.7 ns ) which allows for rejection of backgrounds from beam-halo.1846
LUCID The primary luminosity monitor for Atlas is LUCID, which uses1847
Cerenkov radiation to detect inelastic pp scattering, providing a relative lumi-1848
nosity measurement using the observed charged particle multiplicity. LUCID is1849
primarily designed for online bunch-by-bunch luminosity monitoring, although1850
a subset of LUCID events will be recorded for more detailed oﬄine analysis of1851
the luminosity and potentially studies of diffraction.1852
There are two LUCID detectors, placed either side of the interaction point1853
at approximately z = ±17 m. Each contains twenty 15 mm diameter aluminium1854
drift tubes, filled with C4F10, arranged around the beam pipe at a radial distance1855
of approximately 10 cm. Simulations indicate that simply counting the number1856
of tubes with a signal above a particular threshold will estimate the bunch1857
luminosity sufficiently well for online monitoring, while more precise charge1858
measuring methods can be used in oﬄine processing.1859
ZDC The primary purpose of the Zero-Degree Calorimeter (ZDC, Sec-1860
tion 3.4.4) is to detect forward neutrons and photons with |η| > 8.3 in both pp1861
and heavy-ion collisions. The ZDC consists of two arms located at z = ±140 m1862
in slots in the Lhc Target Absorber Neutral [55], occupying space that would1863
otherwise contain inert copper shielding bars.1864
In its final configuration each arm consists of calorimeter modules, one elec-1865
tromagnetic module followed by three hadronic modules. Taking into account1866
the limiting aperture of the beam-line, the effective ZDC acceptance for neu-1867
trals corresponds to 1 GeV in pT for a 3.5 TeV neutron or photon. Charged1868
particles are swept out of the ZDC acceptance by the final-triplet quadrupoles;1869
MC studies have shown that neutral secondaries contribute a negligible amount1870
to the typical ZDC energy. A hit in the ZDC is defined as an energy deposit1871
above CFD threshold. The ZDC is fully efficient for energies above ∼ 400 GeV.1872
ALFA Due for completion in 2010, the ALFA detector will monitor the ab-1873
solute luminosity delivered to Atlas with an expected precision of better than1874
5%. It will measure the elastic scattering amplitude of protons in the forward1875
direction, which is related to the total (elastic and inelastic) cross-section by1876
the optical theorem. Relying on Atlas itself for this measurement would lead1877
to considerable inaccuracy due to the large extrapolations made necessary by1878
its limited acceptance. Instead, special runs with low emittance beams will al-1879
low ALFA to detect the interference region between electroweak and hadronic1880
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forward scattering, giving the one extra parameter needed for an absolute lumi-1881
nosity measurement. This is possible because the scintillating fibers of ALFA1882
are both far from the interaction point (at |z| = 240 m) and can be positioned1883
very close to the beam (∼ 1 mm), giving access to proton scattering events with1884
very small momentum transfers (<
√
10−3 GeV). This closeness to the beam1885
is possible due to the use of Roman pots that allow moving detectors near the1886
beam and in which the detectors are only separated from the beam vacuum1887
by a thin window. To obtain more precise results, ALFA’s measurements can1888
be compared with those from TOTEM [61] experiment, which will measure the1889
total pp cross-section at Lhc Point 5 (CMS).1890




Gauge theories are important as the successful field theories explaining the dy-1894
namics of elementary particles. Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is an abelian1895
gauge theory with the symmetry group U(1) and has one gauge field, the1896
electromagnetic field, with the photon being the gauge boson. The Stan-1897
dard Model (SM) is a non-abelian gauge theory with the symmetry group1898
U(1) × SU(2) × SU(3) and has a total of twelve gauge bosons: the photon,1899
three weak bosons and eight gluons. The SM, theoretically introduced in ’70s,1900
constitutes one of the most successful achievements in modern physics [62, 63].1901
It provides a very elegant theoretical framework, which is able to describe the1902
known experimental facts in particle physics with high precision.1903
This chapter provides a fundamental description of the electroweak sector1904
of the SM, the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y part, and the SU(3)C piece for the strong1905
interactions. The power of the gauge principle is shown, where the simpler1906
Lagrangians of QED and Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) are derived. The1907
electroweak theoretical framework is presented and the gauge structure and1908
the SSB mechanism are discussed. The present phenomenological status is also1909
discussed and with the main precision tests performed at the Z peak. This Higgs1910
production mechanisms in hadron colliders and decays are briefly reviewed at1911
the end.1912
4.1 Introduction1913
The Standard Model of the electroweak interactions is gauge theory based on1914
the symmetry group SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y [64]. This model describes the1915
interactions of fields, the electromagnetic, the weak and strong via the exchange1916
of the corresponing spin-1 gauge fields: 8 massless gluons (g) and 1 massless1917
photon (γ) for the strong and electromagnetic interaction, respectively, and 31918
massive gauge bosons, W± and Z0 for the weak interaction. Spin-1/2 particles,1919
consisting the fermionic matter, are represented by leptons (l) and quarks (q)1920
51
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, l−R , quR, qdR (4.2)
plus the corresponding anti-particles. Therefore, the left-handed files SU(2)L1923
doublets while their right-handed partners transfrom as SU(2)L singlets. The1924
three fermionic families in Equation 4.1 appear to have identical properties in1925
their gauge interactions but they only differ by ther mass and their flavour1926
quantum number.1927
The gauge mechanism is broken by the vacuum which triggers the Sponta-1928
neous Symmetry Breaking (SSB) of the electrowaek group to the electromag-1929
netic group1930
SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y SSB−−−→ SU(3)C ⊗ U(1)QED. (4.3)
The SSB mechanism generates the masses of the weak gauge bosons and ex-1931
plaines the appearance of a physics scalar particle in the model, the so-called1932
Higgs boson, which has not been experimentally observed yet.1933
4.2 Gauge Invariance1934
4.2.1 Quantum Electrodynamics1935




and which is invariant under global U(1) transformations1938
ψ(x)
U(1)−−−→ ψ′(x) ≡ exp{iQθ}ψ(x), (4.5)
where Qθ is an arbitrary real constant. The phase of the ψ(x) wave-function is1939
then a pure-dependent quantity without physical meaning. However, the free1940
Langrangian is no longer invariant if a phase transformation depending on the1941
space-time coordinate is allowed, i.e. under local phase redefinitions θ = θ(x),1942
because1943
∂µψ(x)
U(1)−−−→ ψ′(x) ≡ exp{iQθ}(∂µ + iQ∂µθ)ψ(x). (4.6)
Thus, once a given phase convention has been adopted at a reference point x0,1944
the same convention must be taken at all space-time points, which is a very1945
unnatural behavior.1946
The gauge principle is that requirement the U(1) phase invariance should1947
hold locally. This can be achieved only when some additional piece is added in1948
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the Langrangian, transforming in such way as to cancel the ∂µ term in Equa-1949
tion 4.6. Since this term curries a Lorentz index, the needed modifications must1950
be a field Aµ(x) which transforms as1951
Aµ(x)




and defines the covariant derivative1952
Dµψ(x) ≡ [∂µ − ieQAµ(x)]ψ(x). (4.8)
The covariant derivative has indeed the required property of transforming like1953
the field itself1954
Dµψ(x)
U(1)−−−→ (Dµψ)′(x) ≡ exp{iQθ}Dµψ(x). (4.9)
The Langrangian1955
L ≡ iψ¯(x)γµDµψ(x) −mψ¯ψ(x) = L0 + eQAµ(x)ψ¯(x)γµψ(x) = L0 +Lint
(4.10)
is then invariant under local U(1) transformations.1956
The gauge principle has generated an interaction between the Dirac spinor1957
ψ(x) and the gauge field Aµ(x), which is nothing else than the familiar vertex1958
of QED. Note that the corresponding electromagnetic charge eQ is completely1959
arbitrary. If one wants Aµ(x) to be a real propagating field, then a gauge-1960





where Fµν ≡ ∂µAν−∂νAµ is the usual electromagnetic field strength. A possible1962
mass term for the gauge field, such as Lm =
1
2m
2AµAµ, is forbidden because it1963
would violate the gauge invariance. Therefore, the photon field is predicted to1964
be massless and indeed is experimentally found that mγ < 6.10
−17 eV [65].1965
The total Langrangian in Equation 4.10 and 4.11 becomes1966
LQED = L0 +Lint +Lkin (4.12)
and gives rise to the well-know Maxwell equations of the electromagnetism the-1967
ory1968
∂µF
µν = Jν = eQψ¯γνψ (4.13)
where Jν is the fermion electromagnetic current. Starting from a simple gauge-1969
symmetry requirement, the right QED Langrangian is deduced and which leads1970
to a very successful quantum field theory.1971
Lepton Anomalous Magnetic Moments The most stringent QED test1972
comes from the high-precision measurements of the e and µ leptons anomalous1973
magnetic moments1974





whose experimental values are [65, 66, 67]1975
αe = (115 965 218.59±0.38)×10−11, αµ = (116 592 080±60)×10−11. (4.15)








Figure 4.1: Feynman diagrams contributing to the lepton anomalous magnetic
moment.
To a measurable level, αe arises entirely from virtual electrons and pho-1976
tons; these contributions are known to order O(α4) [68, 69]. The impressive1977
agreement achieved between theory and experiment has promoted QED to the1978
level of the best theory ever built to describe nature. The theoretical error is1979
dominated by the uncertainty in the input value of the QED coupling α ≡ e24π .1980
Turning parameters around, αe provides the most accurate determination of the1981
fine structure constant. The latest 2010 CODATA’s recommended value has a1982
precision of 3.3× 10−9 [70]1983
α = 7.2973525698(24)× 10−3 = 1/137.035999074(44). (4.16)
The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon is sensitive to small corrections1984
from virtual heavier states; compared to αe, they scale with the mass ratio1985
m2µ/m
2
e. Electroweak effects from virtual W
± and Z bosons amount to a con-1986
tribution of (154 ± 2) × 10−11 [69], which is larger than the present experi-1987
mental precision. Thus, αµ allows to test the entire SM theory. The main1988
theoretical uncertainty comes from strong interactions. Since quarks have elec-1989
tric charge, virtual quark-antiquark pairs induce hadronic vacuum polarization1990
corrections to the photon propagator, as illustrated by the Feynman diagrams1991
in Figure 4.1. Owing to the non-perturbative character of the strong interac-1992
tion at low energies, the light-quark contribution cannot be reliably calculated1993
at present. This effect can be extracted from the measurement of the cross-1994
sections σ(e+e− → hadrons) and σ(pp→ hadrons) and from the invariant-mass1995
distribution of the final hadrons in τ -lepton decays [71], which unfortunately1996
provide slightly different results [72, 73]1997
α(th)τ =
{
(116 591 802± 56)× 10−11 (e−e+ data)
(116 591 997± 63)× 10−11 (τ data). (4.17)
The quoted uncertainties include also the smaller light-by-light scattering1998
contributions, represented by Figure 4.1(d). The difference between the SM1999
prediction and the experimental value (4.15) corresponds to 2.7 σ(e+e−) or2000





Quarks and Color The large number of known mesonic and baryonic states2004
clearly signals the existence of a deeper level of elementary constituents of mat-2005







Figure 4.2: Tree-level Feyman diagram for the e−e+ annihilation into quarks.
ter: the quarks. Assuming that mesons are M ≡ qq¯ states, while baryons have2006
three quark constituents, B ≡ qqq, one can nicely classify the entire hadronic2007
spectrum. However, in order to be consistent with the Fermi-Dirac statistics2008
it is needed to assume the existence of a new quantum fermionic number, the2009
colour, such that each species of quark may have NC = 3 different colours:2010





ǫαβγ |qαqβqγ〉, M = 1√
3
δαβ |qαq¯β〉. (4.18)
In order to prevent the existence of non-observed extra states with non-zero2013
colour, one needs to further postulate that all asymptotic states are colourless,2014
i.e. singlets under rotations in colour space. This assumption is known as the2015
confinement hypothesis, because it implies the non-observability of free quarks;2016
since quarks carry colour they are confined within colour-singlet bound states.2017
A direct test of the colour quantum number can be obtained from the ratio2018
Re+e− ≡
σ(e+e− → hadrons)
σ(e+e− → µ+µ−) (4.19)
that can also be experimentally determined. The hadronic production occurs2019
through e+e− → γ∗, Z∗ → hadrons (Figure 4.3). Since quarks are assumed to2020
be confined, the probability to hadronize is just one. Consequently, the inclusive2021
cross-section into hadrons can be estimated by summing over all possible quarks2022
in the final state. The electroweak production factors which are common with2023
the e+e− → γ∗, Z∗ → µ+µ− process cancel out in the ratio of Equation 4.19.2024
At energies well below the Z peak, the cross-section is dominated by the γ-2025
















3 , Nf = 3 : u, d, s, c, b
. (4.20)
The measured ratio is shown in Figure 4.3.2028
Although the simple formula (4.20) cannot explain the complicated structure2029
around the different quark thresholds, it gives the right average value of the2030
cross-section (away from thresholds), provided that NC is taken to be three.2031
The agreement improves significantly at larger energies. Notice that strong2032
interactions have not been taken into account; only the confinement hypothesis2033
has been used.2034













































Figure 4.3: World data on the total cross-section of R(s) = σ(e+e− →
hadrons, s)/σ(e+e− → µ+µ−, s) The enumerator is the experimental cross-
section corrected for initial state radiation and electron-positron vertex loops,
σ(e+e− → µ+µ−, s) = 4πα2(s)/(3s). The broken lines show the naive quark
model approximation predictions with NC = 3. The solid curve is the 3-loop per-
turbative QCD prediction.
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Electromagnetic interactions are associated with the fermion electric charges,2035
while the quark flavours (up, down, strange, charm, bottom, top) are related to2036
electroweak phenomena. The strong forces are flavour conserving and flavour2037
independent. On the other side, the carriers of the electroweak interaction2038
(γ, Z, W±) do not couple to the quark colour. Thus, it turns out to be natural2039
to take colour as the charge associated with the strong forces and try to build2040
a quantum field theory based on it [75].2041
Non-abelian gauge summetry Let us denote qαf as a quark field of color2042
α and flavour f . To simplify the equations, a vector notation in the color2043





µ∂µ −mf )qf (4.21)
is invariant under global transformations of the group SU(3)C in the colour2045
space2046
qαf → (qαf )′ = Uαβqβf , UU † = U †U = 1, detU = 1. (4.22)











2 (α = 1, 2, . . . , 8) are eight 3 × 3 matrices and denote the generators2048
of the fundamental representation of the SU(3)C algebra, and θα are arbitrary2049











with fαβγ the SU(3)C structure constants which are real and totally antisym-2051
metric.2052
As in the QED case, the Lagrangian can be required to be also invariant2053
under local SU(3)C transformations, θα = θα(x). To satisfy this requirement,2054
the quark derivatives must substituted by covariant objects. Since there are2055
now N2C − 1 = 8 independent gauge parameters, eight different gauge bosons2056
Gµα(x), corresponding to the eight kinds of gluon fields, are needed2057
Dµαqf ≡
(




qf ≡ (∂µ − igSGµ(x)) qf (4.25)








has been introduced. The coupling constant gS, or αS =
g2S
4π , together with the2059
quark masses mf are the fundamental parametres of QCD.2060
In order to fix the transformation properties of the gauge fields, the Dµqf is2061
required to transform in exactly the same way as the colour-vector qf2062
Dµ → (Dµ)′ = UDµU †, Gµ → (Gµ)′ = UGµU † − i
gS
(∂µU)U †. (4.27)
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The gauge transformation of the gluon fields is more complicated than the2065
one obtained in QED for the photon. The non-commutativity of the SU(3)C2066
matrices introduces an additional term involving the gluon fields themselves.2067
For constant δθα, the transformation rule for the gauge fields is expressed in2068
terms of the structure constants fαβγ making the gluon fields to belong to the2069
adjoint representation of the SU(3)C colour group. Note also that there is a2070
unique SU(3)C coupling constant gS. In QED it was possible to assign arbi-2071
trary electromagnetic charges to the different fermions. Since the commutation2072
relation (4.24) is non-linear, this freedom does not exist for SU(3)C group.2073
To build a gauge-invariant kinetic term for the gluon fields, the corresponding2074
field strengths are introduced as follows2075
Gµν(x) ≡ i
gS




Gµνα (x) = ∂
µGνα − ∂νGµα + gSfαβγGµβGνγ .
(4.29)
Under a gauge transformation2076
Gµν → (Gµν)′ = UGµνU † (4.30)






µν , the gluon kinetic term2077
remains invariant.2078
Taking the proper normalization for the gluon kinetic term, the SU(3)C2079









µDµ −mf )qf . (4.31)
Predictive methods for QCD included lattice gauge theory and perturbative2081
expansions in the coupling constant. The Feynman rules of QCD involve quark-2082
antiquark-gluon vertex (qq¯g) and a three-gluon vertex (ggg), both proportional2083
to gS, and a four-gluon vertex (gggg) proportional g
2
S . Figure 4.4 illustrates the2084
basic Feynman diagrams for the interactions vertices of the QCD Langrangian.2085
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Figure 4.4: Interaction vertices of the QCD Langrangian.
Figure 4.5: Two and three-jet final states from hadronic Z boson decays Z → qq¯
and Z → qq¯g. Event display taken from ALEPH experiment [78].
The first line contains the correct kinetic terms for the different fields, which2088
give rise to the corresponding propagators. The colour interaction between2089
quarks and gluons is given by the second line, which involves the SU(3)C repre-2090
sentation matrices λα. Finally, owing to the non-abelian character of the colour2091
group, the Gµνα G
α
µν term generates the cubic and quartic gluon self-interactions2092
shown in the two last lines. The strength of these interactions is given by the2093
same coupling gS, which appears in the fermionic piece of the Lagrangian.2094
In spite of the rich physics contained in Lagrangian (4.32), it looks very2095
simple because of its colour symmetry properties. All interactions are given in2096
terms of a single universal coupling αS = g
2
S/(4π), which is called the strong2097
coupling constant. The existence of self-interactions among the gauge fields is a2098
new feature that was not present in QED; it seems then reasonable to expect that2099
these gauge self-interactions could explain properties like asymptotic freedom2100
(strong interactions become weaker at short distances) and confinement (the2101
strong forces increase at large distances), which do not appear in QED [76, 77].2102
Without any detailed calculation, one can already extract qualitative phys-2103
ical consequences from the QCD Langrangian. For instance, quarks can emit2104
gluons. At lowest order in gS , the dominant process will be the emission of a2105
single gauge boson. Therefore, the hadronic decay of the Z boson should result2106
in some Z → qq¯g events, in addition to the dominant Z → qq¯ decays.2107
Figure 4.5 shows a representative example of 3-jet events of Z boson decays,2108
with the required kinematics satisfied, which indeed appear in the LEP data.2109
Similar events show up in e+e− annihilation into hadrons, away from the Z2110
peak. The ratio between 3-jet and 2-jet events provides a simple and direct2111
estimate of the strength of the strong interaction at LEP energies: αS(s =2112
M2Z) ≡ g2S/(4/π) ≃ 0.12.2113
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4.3 Electroweak Unification2114
4.3.1 Experimental Observations2115
Low-energy experiments have provided a large amount of information about2116
the dynamics underlying flavour-changing processes. The detailed analysis of2117
the energy and angular distributions in experiments with β decays, such as2118
µ− → e−ν¯eνµ or n → pe−ν¯e, made clear that only the left-handed (right-2119
handed) fermion (anti-fermion) chiralities participate in those weak transitions.2120
Furthermore, the strength of the interaction appears to be universal. This is2121
further corroborated through the study of other processes, like the charged pions2122
decays π− → e−ν¯e or π− → µ−ν¯µ, which show that neutrinos have left-handed2123
chiralities while anti-neutrinos are right-handed.2124
From neutrino scattering experiments, data show the existence of different2125
neutrino types, νe 6= νµ, and that there are separately conserved lepton quantum2126
numbers which distinguish neutrinos from anti-neutrinos; thus the transitions2127
ν¯ep → e+n, νen → e−p and ν¯µp → µ+n, νµn → µ−p are being observed, but2128
processes like νep 9 e
+n, ν¯en 9 e
−p, ν¯µp 9 e+n or νµn 9 e−p cannot be2129
seen.2130
Together with theoretical considerations related to unitarity, a proper high-2131
energy behaviour, and the absence of flavour-changing neutral-current transi-2132
tions, µ− 9 e−e+e−, the low-energy information was satisfactory to determine2133
the structure of the modern electroweak theory [79]. The vector bosons W±2134
and Z, the mediators of the weak interaction, were theoretically introduced in2135
1968 [80] and their masses correctly estimated well before their experimental2136
discovery in 1983 at Cern.2137
Nowadays, huge numbers ofW± and Z decay events have been accumulated2138
in collider experiments and which bring much direct experimental evidence of2139
their dynamical properties.2140
Charged Currents The interaction of quarks and leptons with the exchange2141
of W± bosons, as displayed by Figure 4.6, exhibits the following features:2142
 Only left-handed fermions (fL) and right-handed anti-fermions (f¯R) cou-2143
ple to the W± bosons. Therefore, there is a 100% breaking of parity2144
P(left↔ right) and charge conjugation C(particle↔ anti-particles). How-2145
ever, the combined transformation CP is still a good symmetry.2146
 The W± bosons couple to the fermionic doublets in Equation 4.1, where2147








Figure 4.6: Tree-level Feyman diagrams for the µ− → e−ν¯eνµ and νµe− → µ−νe
processes.
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decay channels of the W− are then2149
W− → e−ν¯e, µ−ν¯µ, τ−ν¯τ , d′u¯, s′c¯. (4.33)
due to the very high mass of the top quark, mt > 2mW , it’s on-shell2150
production through W− → b′t¯ is kinematically forbidden.2151
 All fermion doublets couple to the W± bosons with the same universal2152
strength.2153
 The doublet partners of the up, charm and top quarks appear to be mix-2154





 , VV† = V†V = 1. (4.34)
Therefore, the weak eigenstates d′, s′, b′ are different than the mass eigen-2156
states d, s, b . They are related through the 3×3 unitary matrix V, which2157
characterizes flavour-mixing phenomena.2158
 The experimental evidence of neutrino oscillations shows that νe, νµ and2159
ντ are also mixtures of mass eigenstates. However, the neutrino masses2160
are extremely small, m2ν3 −m2ν2 ∼ 3 × 10−3 eV2 and m2ν2 − m2ν1 ∼ 8 ×2161
10−5 eV2 [81].2162
Neutral Currents The neutral carriers of the electromagnetic and weak in-2163
teractions have fermionic couplings (Figure 4.7) with the following properties:2164
 All interacting vertices are flavour conserving. Both the γ and Z couple2165
to a fermion and its anti-partner, i.e. γf f¯ and Zff¯ . Transitions of the2166
type µ 9 eγ or Z 9 e±µ∓ have never been observed.2167
 The interactions depend on the fermion electric charge Qf . Fermions with2168
the same Qf have exactly the same universal couplings. Neutrinos do not2169
have electromagnetic interactions (Qν = 0), but they have a non-zero2170
coupling to the Z boson.2171
 Photons have the same interaction for both fermion chiralities, but the2172
Z couplings are different for left-handed and right-handed fermions. The2173
neutrino coupling to the Z boson involves only left-handed chiralities.2174






Figure 4.7: Tree-level Feynman diagrams for e+e− → µ+µ− and e+e− → νν¯
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4.3.2 The Unbroken SU(2)L ⊗U(2)Y Theory2176
The right QED and QCD Lagrangians have been determined by using gauge2177
invariance. In order to describe weak interactions, a more elaborated structure2178
is needed though, with several fermionic flavours and different properties for left2179
and right-handed fields. Moreover, the left-handed fermions should appear in2180
doublets and in addition to the massless photon the gauge bosons W± and Z2181
should be massive particles. The simplest group with doublet representations2182
is SU(2). An additional U(1) group is necessary to include the electromagnetic2183
interactions. The appropriate symmetry group to consider is thus2184
G ≡ SU(2)L ⊗ U(2)Y , (4.35)
where the subindex L refers to left-handed fields. The meaning of the subindex2185
Y is not specified at this point since, as it is going to be shown later, the naive2186
identification with electromagnetism does not work.2187








, ψ2(x) = uR, ψ3(x) = dR (4.36)







, ψ2(x) = νeR, ψ3(x) = e
−
R. (4.37)








The Langrangian L0 is invariant under global transformations G in the flavor2192
space2193
ψ1(x)
G−→ ψ′1(x) ≡ exp {iy1β}ULψ1(x)
ψ2(x)
G−→ ψ′2(x) ≡ exp {iy2β}ψ2(x)
ψ3(x)
G−→ ψ′3(x) ≡ exp {iy3β}ψ3(x),
(4.39)









exclusively acts on the double field ψ1.2195
The parameters yi are called hypercharges, since the U(1)Y phase transfor-2196
mation is analogous to the QED one. The matrix transformation UL is non-2197
Abelian as in QCD. Notice that Equation 4.38 does not include any mass term2198
because it would mix the left and right-handed fields and hence spoiling all2199
symmetry considerations mentioned so far.2200
The Lagrangian can now be required to be also invariant under local2201
SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y gauge transformations, i.e. with αi = αi(x) and βi = βi(x).2202
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In order to satisfy this symmetry requirement, the fermion derivatives must be2203
changed by covariant objects. Since now there are four gauge parameters, αi(x)2204
and β(x), four different gauge bosons are needed2205
Dµψ1(x) ≡
[
∂µ − igW˜µ(x) − ig′y1Bµ(x)
]
ψ1(x),
Dµψ2(x) ≡ [∂µ − ig′y2Bµ(x)]ψ2(x),






denotes a SU(2))L matrix field. Thus, the correct number of gauge fields are2207
acheived so as to describe the W±, Z and γ.2208
Demanding Dµψj(x) to transform in exactly the same way as the ψj(x)2209
fields, the transformation properties of the gauge fields are then fixed as follows2210
Bµ(x)

















. The transformation of the Bµ field is identical2211
to the one obtained in QED for the photon, while the W iµ fields of SU(2)L2212
transform in a way analogous to the gluon fields of QCD. Also, the ψj couplings2213
to the Bµ field are completely free as in QED, meaning that the hypercharges yj2214
can be arbitrarily chosen parameters. Since the SU(2)L commutation relation2215
is non-linear, this freedom does not exist for the W iµ and hence there is only a2216







is invariant under local G transformations. In order to build the gauge-invariant2219
kinetic term for the gauge fields, the corresponding field strengths are intriduces2220
as shown below2221



















ν − ∂νW iµ + gǫijkW jµW kν . (4.47)
Bµν remains invariant under G transformations, while W˜µν transforms covari-2224
antly2225
Bµν
G−→ Bµν , W˜µν G−→ ULW˜µνU †L. (4.48)



















Since the field strengths W iµν contain a quadratic piece, the Lagrangian Lkin2227
gives rise to cubic and quartic self-interactions among the gauge fields. The2228










Figure 4.8: Charged-current interaction vertices.
strength of these interactions is given by the same SU(2)L coupling g, which2229
appears in the fermionic piece of the Lagrangian. The gauge symmetry forbids2230
the writing of a mass term for the gauge bosons. Fermionic masses are also2231
not possible, because they would communicate the left and right-handed fields,2232
which have different transformation properties, and therefore would produce an2233
explicit breaking of the gauge symmetry. Thus, the SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y Lagrangian2234
in Equations 4.44 and 4.49 only contains massless fields.2235
4.3.3 Charged-current Interactions2236
The Lagrangian (4.44) contains interactions of the fermion fields with the gauge2237
bosons fields W˜µ and Bµ2238





















is responsible to have charged-current interactions with the boson field Wµ ≡2241 (






2 and its complex conjugate W †µ ≡
(












W †[u¯γµ(1− γ5)d+ ν¯eγµ(1 − γ5)e] + h.c.
}
(4.52)
The universality of the quark and lepton interactions is now a direct consequence2244
of the assumed gauge symmetry. However, the Langrangian in Equation 4.522245
cannot describe the observed dynamics, because the gauge bosons are still mass-2246
less and thus result in long-range forces. Figure 4.8 shows the two representative2247
Feynman diagrams for charged-current interactions.2248
4.3.4 Neutral-current Interactions2249
Equation 4.50 contains also interactions with the neutral gauge fields W 3µ and2250
Bµ and it’s worth identifying these bosons with Z and photon field. However,2251





2s  c ff
Figure 4.9: Neutral-current interaction vertices.
since the photon has the same interaction with both fermion chiralities, the2252
singlet gauge boson Bµ cannot be equal to the electromagnetic field. That2253
would require equal hypercharge parameters y1 = y2 = y3 and g
′yj = eQj2254
, which cannot be simultaneously valid. Since both gauge W 3µ and Bµ fields2255
introduced in Langrangian (4.50) are neutral, an arbitrary combination of the2256






cos θW sin θW






where θW is the rotation angle from one basis to the other.2258
The physical Z boson has a mass different from zero, which is forbidden2259
by the local gauge symmetry. In the next section, the concept for generating2260
non-zero boson masses, through the SSB mechanism will be described. For2261
the moment, it is assumed that something breaks the symmetry, generating2262
the Z mass, and that the neutral mass eigenstates are a mixture of the triplet2263
and singlet SU(2)L fields. In terms of the fields Z and γ, the neutral-current2264





















cos θW − g′yj sin θW
]
}ψj . (4.55)
The angle θW can be determined from the condition that the photon couples2266
with the electric charge. In order to derive QED from the Aµ piece appeared in2267
Equation 4.54, one needs to immediately impose the conditions2268
g sin θW = g
′ cos θW = e and Y = Q− T3 (4.56)







, Q2 = Qu/ν , Q3 = Qd/e. (4.57)
The first equality relates the SU(2)L and U(1)Y couplings to the electromagnetic
coupling g, providing the desired unification of the electroweak interactions. The
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Table 4.1: Neutral-current couplings.
u d νe e
2υf 1− 83 sin2 θW −1 + 43 sin2 θW 1 −1 + 4 sin2 θW
2αf 1 -1 1 -1
second identity fixes the fermion hypercharges in terms of their electric charge
and weak isospin quantum numbers
Quarks: y1 = Qu − 12 = Qd + 12 = 16 y2 = Qu = 23 y3 = Qd = − 13
Leptons: y1 = Qν − 12 = Qe + 12 = − 12 y2 = Qν = 0 y3 = Qe = −1.
A hypothetical right-handed neutrino would have both electric charge and weak2271
hypercharge equal to zero. Since it would not couple neither to the W± bosons,2272
such a particle would not have any kind of interaction (sterile neutrino). For2273
aesthetic reasons, right-handed neutrinos are not considered any longer in this2274
formalism.2275
The angle θW is a parameter of the model. For a given θW , all gauge2276
couplings are determined by the electric charge e; the weak and electromagnetic2277
interactions are thereby unified.2278
Using the relations (4.56), the neutral-current Lagrangian can be written as2279
LNC = LQED +L
Z
NC (4.58)





µQjψj ≡ eAµJµem (4.59)





2 sin θW cos θW
JµZZµ (4.60)





µ(σ3 − 2 sin2 θWQj)ψj = Jµ3 − 2 sin2 θWJµem. (4.61)









f¯γµ(υf − αfγ5)f, (4.62)
where αf = T
f
3 and υf = T
f
3 (1 − 4|Qf | sin2 θW ). Table 4.1 summarizes the2284
neutral-current couplings of the different fermions.2285
4.3.5 Gauge self-interactions2286
In addition to the usual kinetic terms, the Lagrangian (4.49) generates cubic2287
and quartic self-interactions among the gauge bosons (Figure 4.10).2288
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W + W + W + W +
W − W − W − W −
Figure 4.10: Feyman diagrams for the gauge boson self-interaction vertices.
L3 = −ie cot θW
{




µZν − ∂νZµ) }




µAν − ∂νAµ) }

















µZ − νAν −W †muZµWνAν −W †µAµW )νZν
}
(4.66)
−e2 {W †µWµAνAν −W †µAµW )νAν} . (4.67)
Notice that at least a pair of chargedW bosons, W †µW
µ, are always present.2289
The SU(2)L algebra does not generate any neutral vertex with only photons2290
and Z bosons.2291
4.4 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking and Higgs2292
Sector2293
The choise of the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y gauge group as a good symmetry of the2294
Langrangian of electroweak interactions, allowed to derive charged and neutral-2295
current interactions of the type needed to describe weak decays. The QED2296
theory was nicely incorporated into the same theoretical framework and more-2297
over, additional self-interactions of the gauge bosons are deduced, which are2298
generated by the non-Abelian structure of the SU(2)L group. Gauge symmetry2299
also guarantees a well-defined renormalizable Lagrangian. However, this La-2300
grangian is not phenomenologically valid and unable to describe reality. The2301
deficiency of this model as it stands is that the gauge bosons are massless par-2302
ticles; while this is fine for the photon field, the physical W± and Z bosons2303
should be quite heavy objects.2304
The problem now is to generate the required masses while having a fully2305
symmetric Lagrangian and preserving the renormalizability of the gauge theory.2306
This can be achieved by breaking the gauge symmetry in some way. This2307
dilemma may be solved by the possibility of getting non-symmetric results from2308
an invariant Lagrangian.2309
Let us consider a new Lagrangian, which2310
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 is invariant under a group G of transformations;2311
 has a degenerate set of states with minimal energy, which transform under2312
G as the members of a given multiplet.2313
If one of those states is arbitrarily selected as the ground state of the system,2314
the symmetry is said to be spontaneously broken.2315
A well-known physical example is provided by a ferromagnetic material.2316
Although the Hamiltonian is invariant under rotations, the ground state has2317
the spins aligned into some arbitrary direction. Also, any higher-energy state,2318
built from the ground state by a finite number of excitations, would share this2319
anisotropy. In the theory of Quantum Fields, the ground state is the vacuum;2320
thus the SSB mechanism would appear when there is a symmetric Lagrangian,2321
but a non-symmetric vacuum.2322
The existence of flat directions connecting the degenerate states of minimal2323
energy is a general property of the SSB of continuous symmetries. In a Quantum2324
Field Theory it implies the existence of massless degrees of freedom.2325
4.4.1 Goldstone-Nambu Theorem2326
Let us consider a complex scalar field φ(x), with Lagrangian2327
Lφ = ∂µφ
†∂µφ− V (φ), V (φ) = µ2φ†φ+ λ (φ†φ)2 (4.68)
which is invariant under global phase transformations of the scalar field2328
φ(x)→ φ′(x) ≡ exp{iθ}φ(x). (4.69)
In order to have a ground state, the potential V (φ) should be bounded from2329
below, meaning λ > 0. For the quadratic piece there are two possibilities, shown2330
in Fig 4.11.2331
1. µ2 > 0: The potential has only the trivial minimum φ = 0. and it describes2332
a massive scalar particle with mass µ and quartic coupling λ.2333
Figure 4.11: Higgs potential V (φ) for an arbitrary positive value of λ and for
negtive and positive values of µ2.
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> 0 and V (φ0) = −λ
4
υ4 (4.70)
The quantum analog for this case is a non-vanishing expectation value2336
(vev) of |φ|2 in the phsyical vacuum state. The appearance of this non-2337
vanishing vev selects a preferred direction in weak isospin plus hypercharge2338
space and thereby “spontaneously breaks” down the SU(2) ⊗ U(1) sym-2339
metry.2340
Owing to the U(1) phase-invariance of the Lagrangian, there is an infinite num-2341





By choosing a particular solution, θ = 0 for example, as the ground state, the2343





[υ + φ1(x) + iφ2(x)] (4.72)
where φ1 and φ2 are real fields, the potential of the scalar field φ takes the form2346















Therefore, φ1 describes a massive state of mass m
2
1 = −2µ2, while φ2 remains2347
massless.2348
The first possibility µ2 > 0 is simply the classical situation with a single2349
ground state. The second case, with SSB, is more interesting. The appearance2350
of a massless particle when µ2 < 0 is easy to understand: the field φ2 describes2351
excitations around a flat direction in the potential, i.e. into states with the2352
same energy as the chosen ground state. Since those excitations do not cost any2353
energy, they obviously correspond to a massless state.2354
The fact that there are massless excitations associated with the SSB mech-2355
anism is a completely general result, known as the Goldstone theorem: “if a2356
Lagrangian is invariant under a continuous symmetry group G, but the vacuum2357
is only invariant under a subgroup H ⊂ G, then there must exist as many mass-2358
less spin-0 particles (Goldstone bosons) as broken generators, i.e. generators of2359
G which do not belong to H .”2360
4.4.2 The Higgs Mechanism2361
At first sight, the Goldstone theorem does not seem to give a solution to the2362
mass problem, since it still deals with massless states rather with massive ones.2363
However, something very interesting happens when there is a local gauge sym-2364
metry.2365
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The gauged scalar Langrangian (4.68) of the Goldstone model2367
LS = (Dµφ)




∂µ − igW˜µ − ig′yφBµ
]
φ, yφ = Qφ − T3 = 1
2
, (4.76)
is invariant under local SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y transformations. The value of the2369
scalar hypercharge is fixed by the requirement of having the correct couplings2370
between the scalar φ(x) and the vector Aµ(x), i.e. the photon does not couple2371
to the complex field φ(0)(x) and φ(+)(x) has the appropriate electric charge.2372
The potential is very similar to the one considered before. There is though an2373








which is the modulus of the vev of field φ. Note that, an explicit the association2375
of the classical ground state with the quantum vacuum is made. Since the2376
electric charge is a conserved quantity in nature, only the neutral scalar field2377
φ(0)(x) can acquire a vacuum expectation value. Once a particular ground2378
state is chosen, the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry is spontaneously broken to the2379
electromagnetic subgroup U(1)QED, which by construction still remains a true2380
symmetry of the vacuum. According to the Goldstone theorem, a general rule2381
of deriving the number of massless bosons appeared in a spntaneous symmetry2382
breaking is2383
NNG(massless bosons) = N(original symmetries)−N(surviving symmetries)
(4.78)
In order to apply this general rule to this case, the number of original symme-2384
tries of the Langrangian Lφ (4.68) must be counted correctly. The SM model2385
postulates the existance of four real fields φi, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) which degerate in2386
mass and therby the symmetry is O(4), the group of rotations of a four dimen-2387
sional space. There are six independent generators of such rotations and six2388
conserved Noether currents2389
jikν = ǫ
iklm(∂µφl)φ)m, (i, k, l, m = 1, 2, 3, 4) (4.79)
where ǫiklm is the usual completely antisymmetric tensor in the internal space2390
of the fields φi. In the meantime, the Langragian LS is invariant under SU(2)2391
transformations of the complex field φ, characterized by four independent gen-2392
erators and thus do not realize the full symmetry of the original Langragian2393
Lφ (4.68). So, the SU(2) symmetry seems to be common to other sectors of2394
the SM while the O(4) symmetry is specific for the Higgs sector only. Because2395
of the symmetry breaking of one of the fields, let us assume the φ1, acquires a2396
non-vanishing vev. Then the surviving symmetry of the Langrangian is O(3),2397
or the group of rotations of a three dimensional space span by φ2,3,4. In the2398
latter case there are three independent rotations. Consequently, Equation 4.782399
becomes2400
NNG = 6− 3 = 3. (4.80)
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The three surviving symmetry transformations are relaized now as rotations2401
among the three massless Goldstone bosons and hence three massless states2402
should appear.2403














with four real fields, θi(x), (i = 1, 2, 3) and H(x), having zero vev. The impor-2405
tant characterestic is that the local SU(2)L invariance of the Lagrangian allows2406
to rotate away any dependence on θi(x). These three fields are precisely the2407
would-be massless Goldstone bosons associated with the SSB mechanism. The2408
covariant derivative (4.76) couples the scalar multiplet to the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y2409
gauge bosons. Taking the physical (unitary) gauge θi(x) = 0, the kinetic piece2410



















The vacuum expectation value of the neutral scalar has generated a quadratic2412
term for the W± and the Z bosons, i.e. those gauge bosons have acquired2413
masses by the υ2 term2414




while the photon remained massless. The H field has no electromagnetic inter-2415
action; its interactions with the other gauge fields are given by the cubic and2416
quartic terms (H2 + 2υH) appeared in (4.82), which are completely governed2417
by the gauge couplings.2418
Therefore, it is found a clever way of giving masses to the intermediate2419
carriers of the weak force. The Langrangian LS (4.75) is added to the SU(2)L⊗2420
U(1)Y model. The total Lagrangian is invariant under gauge transformations,2421
which guarantees the renormalizability of the associated Quantum Field Theory.2422
However, SSB occurs and the three broken generators give rise to three massless2423
Goldstone bosons which, due to the underlying local gauge symmetry, can be2424
eliminated from the Lagrangian. Moving to the unitary gauge, the W± and the2425
Z (but not the γ, because U(1)QED is an unbroken symmetry) have acquired2426
masses.2427
The combination in Equation 4.53 has now the meaning of writing the gauge2428
fields in terms of the physical boson fields with definite mass. It is instructive to2429
count the number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). Before the SSB mechanism, the2430
Lagrangian contains masslessW± and Z bosons, i.e. 3× 2 = 6 d.o.f., due to the2431
two possible polarizations of a massless spin-1 field, and four real scalar fields.2432
After SSB, the three Nambu-Goldstone modes are ’eaten’ by the weak gauge2433
bosons, which become massive and thus acquire one additional longitudinal2434
polarization. There are then 3 × 3 = 9 d.o.f. in the gauge sector, plus the2435
remaining scalar particle H , which is called the Higgs boson. The total number2436
of d.o.f. remains of course the same.2437
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4.4.3 Parameters and Predictions of the Gauge Sector2438
Three basic parameters g, g′ and υ determine the gauge field masses and elec-2439
troweak interactions in the Standard Model. For low energy electoweak inter-2440
actions, it is customary to use with α = e2/(4π), GF and sin
2 θW because the2441
first two parameters are well known leaving the electroweak mixing angle as the2442
single parameter to be pinned down.2443
The Fermi coupling constant GF can be precisely determined by measuring2444













(1+δRC), f(x) ≡ 1−8x+8x3−x4−12x2 log x.
(4.84)
Taking into account the radiative corrections δRC known to O(α2), one obtains2446
GF = (1.16637± 0.00001)× 10−5 GeV−2. (4.85)
The Fermi coupling constant gives also a direct value of the electroweak scale,2447








= 246 GeV. (4.86)
Combining together the relations g sin θW = g
′ cos θW = e, α = e
2
4π , MW =2449



















The mixing angle θW can be determined by two independent ways. The first2451
is by the measured gauge bosonic masses [82]2452
MZ = 91.1875± 0.0021 GeV < MW = 80.425± 0.034 GeV. (4.88)
From these experimental numbers, the estimated electrowaek mixing angle is2453





An independent estimate of sin2 θW can be independently estimated from2454
the muon decay µ− → e−ν¯eνµ. The momentum transfer q2 = (pµ − pνµ)2 =2455
(pe + pνe)
2 . m2µ is much smaller than M
2
W Therefore, the W propagator in2456













The measured values of α−1, MW and GF imply2459
sin θ2W = 0.215 (4.91)
which is in very good agreement with (4.89).2460




















Figure 4.12: Higgs couplings to the gauge bosons.
4.4.4 The Higgs Boson2461
The scalar Lagrangian LS in Equation 4.75 has introduced a new scalar particle2462
into the model: the “Higgs” boson H . In terms of the physical fields (unitary2463

















































The Higgs interactions, shown in Figure 4.12, have a very characteristic2468
form: they are always proportional to the mass squared of the coupled boson.2469
All Higgs couplings are determined by MH , MW , MZ and the vev υ. So2470
far the experimental searches for the Higgs have only provided exclusion zones2471
corresponding to the kinematical range accessible at LEP and the Tevatron.2472
LEP has set a a lower bound on the Higgs mass [83]2473
MH > 114.4 GeV (95% C.L.) (4.96)
and more recently (2010) Tevatron excluded the intermediate mass zone ∼ 155−2474
175 GeV.2475
4.4.5 Fermion Masses2476
A fermionic mass term Lm = −mψ¯ψ = −m(ψ¯LψR + ψ¯RψL) is not allowed,2477
because it breaks the gauge symmetry. However, an additional scalar doublet2478
has been introduced into the model and thereby the following gauge-invariant2479
fermion-scalar coupling can be considered2480





















Figure 4.13: Fermionic couplings of the Higgs boson.
where the second term involves the C-conjugate scalar field φC ≡ iσ2φ∗. In the2481





(υ +H){c1d¯d+ c2u¯u+ c3e¯e} (4.98)
and thus the SSB mechanism generates also fermion masses2484
md = −c1 υ√
2
, mu = −c2 υ√
2
, me = −c3 υ√
2
(4.99)
Since not all parameters ci are known, the values of the fermion masses are2485
arbitrary.2486








{c1d¯d+ c2u¯u+ c3e¯e}. (4.100)
The Higgs mechanism for generating masses introduces an arbitrary coupling2489
parameter for each fermion mass and hence provides no fundamental under-2490
standing of mass values. The neutrinos cannot acquire masses or couplings to2491
the H field in analogous way, since there are no νR fields in the Standard Model.2492
4.4.6 Higgs Production and Decays2493
In hadron-hadron colliders, the Higgs boson can be basically produced in the2494
following production modes (Figure 4.14):2495
 Gluon-gluon fusion: Gluon fusion through a triangular heavy-quark2496
loop is the dominant production mechanism of the SM Higgs boson at2497
hadron colliders. When combined with the decay channels H → γγ,2498
H → WW , and H → ZZ, this production mechanism is one of the2499
most important for Higgs-boson searches and studies over the entire mass2500
range, 100 GeV < MH <∼ 1 TeV, to be investigated in pp collisions at2501
the Lhc.2502
 Vector-boson fusion: The production of a Higgs boson in association2503
with two hard jets in the forward and backward regions of the detector,2504
frequently quoted as the vector-boson fusion (VBF) channel, is the second2505
dominal process for Higgs production and the basic seach channel in the2506
intermediate mass range 120− 200 GeV.2507

































Figure 4.14: Feynman diagrams for: gluon-gluon fusion gg → H (top-left), elec-
troweak production via the VBF qq → Hqq mechanism (t, u, s-channels), emission
from W or Z boson, gg → HZ, and qq¯, gg → tt¯H associated production.
The production of a Higgs boson + 2 jets receives two contributions at2508
hadron colliders. The first type, where the Higgs boson couples to a weak2509
boson that links two quark lines, is dominated by t and u-channel-like2510
diagrams and represents the genuine VBF channel. The hard jet pairs2511
have a strong tendency to be forward-backward directed spanned by a2512
large η gap, due to color conservation between the scattered quarks in2513
initial and final state. In contrast to other jet-production mechanisms, it2514
offers a good background suppression due to the lack of centrally produced2515
jets.2516
 WH/ZH production mode: Searches for the Higgs boson in the WH2517
and ZH production modes, usually defined as Higgs-strahlung processes,2518
aim basically to discover light Higgs boson.2519
This production channel it has been considered mainly by exploiting two2520
decay modes, H → W+W− and Hbb¯. While the former may help to2521
directly determine the Higgs boson coupling toW bosons, the latter decay2522
mode might contribute to the discovery of a low-mass Higgs boson, mH <2523
100 GeV.2524
 Production in association with tt¯ pairs: Higgs radiation off top2525
quarks qq/gg → Htt¯ plays a role for light Higgs masses below ∼ 150 GeV2526
at hadron colliders. Although the associated tt¯H cross-section is large2527
resulting to significant event rates, is has rather complex and dense event2528
topology.2529
Figure 4.15 illustrates the production cross-section at Lhc as a function of2530
the SM Higgs mass.2531
The couplings of the Higgs boson are always proportional to some mass scale.2532
The Hff¯ interaction grows linearly with the fermion mass, while the HWW2533
and HZZ vertices are proportional to M2W and M
2
Z , respectively. Therefore,2534
the most probable decay mode of the Higgs will be the one into the heaviest2535
possible final state. This is illustrated in Figure 4.16(a) which illustrates the2536
various branching ratios. The H → bb¯ decay channel is by far the dominant one2537
below the W+W− production threshold. When MH is large enough to allow2538
the production of a pair of gauge bosons, H → W+W− and H → ZZ become2539
dominant. For MH > 2mt, the H → tt¯ decay width is also sizeable, although2540
smaller than the WW and ZZ ones because of the different dependence of the2541
corresponding Higgs coupling with the mass scale.2542
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Figure 4.15: Standard Model Higgs boson production cross-sections [84].
The total decay width of the Higgs, ΓH grows with increasing values of2543
MH (Figure 4.16(b)). The effect is very strong above the W
+W− production2544
threshold. A heavy Higgs becomes then very broad. At MH ∼ 600 GeV, the2545
width is around 100 GeV, while for MH ∼ 1 TeV, the Higgs width is already of2546
the same size as the Higgs mass itself .2547
4.4.7 Higgs Mass Bounds2548
The Higgs boson mass is bounded from both experimental and theoretical as-2549
pects.2550
Requiring a stable vacuum and assuming the SM to be valid up to an energy2551
scale in the order of 1 TeV, leads to 60 GeV < MH < 750 GeV [85]. Another2552
theoretical bound on the Higgs boson mass can be obtained from unitarity at2553
the scattering of polarised gauge bosons, leading to an upper limit of MH <2554
850 GeV [85].2555
The Higgs particle contributes to the radiative corrections to the high-2556
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Figure 4.16: Branching fractions of the different Higgs decay modes (left) and
total decay width of the Higgs boson (right) as a function of MH [84].
precision electroweak observables, such as the effective weak mixing angle θeffW2557
measured in forward-backward and polarization asymmetries at LEP [86, 87],2558
putting thus inderectly constraints on its mass, the only yet unknown free pa-2559
rameter in the SM. LEP has also set constraints from direct searches of the2560
Higgs boson [83, 87]. These indirect and direct constraints on MH are com-2561
bined together giving constraint bounds on the Higgs mass range. At 95% C.L.,2562
the exclusion limits for Higgs is2563
114.4 GeV < MH < 260 GeV (4.101)
Recently, the CDF and D0 collaborations have performed combinations of mul-2564
tiple direct searches for the SM Higgs boson in pp¯ collisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV,2565
exluding the mass ranges between 100 < MH < 109 GeV and 156 < MH <2566
177 GeV at 95% C.L. [88]. The world results of the ratios of the 95% C.L.2567
expected and observed limit to the SM cross-section are shown by Figure 4.17.2568
4.5 Aspects of QCD2569
4.5.1 QCD Langrangian2570
As discussed in Section 4.2.2, QCD is a gauge field theory with SU(3) as un-2571
derlying gauge group, which describes the interactions of colored quarks and2572
gluons [77, 82, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93]. The Langrangian introduced in Equation 4.312573













where ψq,a are quark-field spinors for a quark of flavor q with color α that runs2575
from α = 1 to NC = 3. The AC correspond to te gluon fields with C running2576
from 1 to N2C − 1 = 8. Quarks are in the fundamental representation of the2577
SU(3) color group and gluons in the adjoint one. The tCαβ correspond to eight2578
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Figure 4.17: Observed and expected 95% C.L. upper limits on the ratios to the
SM cross-section, as functions of the Higgs boson mass for LEP and combined CDF
and D0 analyses. The bands indicate the 68% and 95% probability regions where
the limits can fluctuate, in the absence of signal. The limits displayed in this gure
are obtained with the Bayesian calculation [88].
3× 3 matrices and are the generators of the SU(3) group. The field tensor FAµν2579
is given by2580






C the structure constants of the SU(3) group.2581
The “Casimir” color-factor associated with gluon emission from a quark is2582
CF ≡ (N2C − 1)/(2NC) = 4/3, tAαβtAβγ = CF δαγ . The color-factor CA = NC = 3,2583
fACDfBCD = CAδAB is associated with gluon emission from a gluon. Finally,2584




βγ = TRδAB is the color-factor for a gluon to split into a qq¯ pair.2585
4.5.2 Why SU(3)C?2586
Flavour-changing transitions have a much weaker strength than processes me-2587
diated by the strong force. The quark flavour is associated with the electroweak2588
interactions, while strong forces appear to be flavour-conserving and flavour-2589
independent. On the other side, the carriers of the electroweak interaction, γ,2590
Z,W±, do not couple to the quark colour. Thus, it seems natural to take colour2591
as the charge associated with the strong forces and try to build a quantum field2592
theory based on it. The empirical evidence described so far, puts a series of2593
requirements that the fundamental theory of colour interactions should satisfy:2594
1. Exact colour symmetry GC - hadrons do not show colour multiplicity;2595
2. Number of colour quantum number NC = 3, so quarks belong to the2596
triplet representation 3 of GC ;2597
3. Quarks and antiquarks are different states, so 3∗ 6= 32598
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4. Confinement hypothesis: hadronic states are colour singlets, i.e. the non-2599
observability of free quarks since quarks carry colour enforces them to be2600
confined within colour-singlet bound states;2601
5. Asymptotic freedom: strong interactions become weaker at short dis-2602
tances, so that quarks behave as free particles for Q2 →∞.2603
The symmetry group SU(3) survives the necessary conditions 1, 2 and 3. The2604
well-known SU(3) decomposition of the products of 3 and 3∗ representations,2605
qq¯ : 3⊗ 3∗ = 1⊕ 8
qqq : 3⊗ 3⊗ 3 = 1⊕ 8⊕ 8⊕ 10
qq : 3⊗ 3 = 3∗ ⊕ 6
qqqq : 3⊗ 3⊗ 3⊗ 3 = 3⊕ 3⊕ 3⊕ 6∗ ⊕ 6∗ ⊕ 15⊕ 15⊕ 15⊕ 15′
guarantees that there are colour-singlet configurations corresponding to meson2606
(qq¯) and baryon (qqq) states, as required by the confinement hypothesis. So,2607
physical states are classified in multiplets of the flavor SU(3)f group. Other2608
exotic combinations such as diquarks (qq, q¯q¯) or four-quark states (qqqq, q¯q¯q¯q¯)2609
do not satisfy this requirement. Clearly, the theory of colour interactions should2610
be based on SU(3)C .2611
4.5.3 The Renormalization Group Equations2612
In avaluating the Feyman diagrams that contain loops, divergent intergrals over2613
loop momenta occur. To make sense of these quantities, the divergent expres-2614
sions are initially made “temporarily finite” by a regularization procedure which2615
introduces additional parameters, such as a gluon massmg or an ultraviolet mo-2616
mentum cut-off Λ. The divergences of perturbation theory are thus re-expressed2617
in a well-defined way and these regularized divergences are removed by absorv-2618
ing them into the definitions of physical quantities through a renormalization2619
procedure. This is achieved by introducting an arbitrary dimensional scale µR.2620
Renormalized quantites in the theory, such as the vertex coupling strength g,2621
depend on the chosen scale µ. Different renormalization prescriptions with dif-2622
ferent µ must all lead to the same observable amplitudes. The equations that2623
express the invariance of the physics under changes of parameter µ are known2624
as the Renormalization Group Equations (RGE) [77, 90].2625
4.5.4 Running Coupling and Renormalization Scale2626
As mentioned before, a Quantum Field Theory is called renormalizable if all2627
ultraviolet divergences can be reabsorbed through a redefinition of the origi-2628
nal fields and couplings. All ultraviolet divergent contributions to all possible2629
scattering processes should be eliminated through a possible redefinition of the2630
coupling constant. In gauge theories, such as QED and QCD, the underlying2631
gauge symmetry guarantees the renormalizability of the quantum field theory.2632
The renormalized coupling is depending on the arbitrary scale and on the chosen2633
renormalization scheme.2634
In the framework of perturbative QCD (pQCD), predictions for observables2635
are expressed in terms of the renormalized coupling αS(µ
2
R), a function of an2636
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arbitrary renormalization scale µR. When one takes µR close to the scale of2637
the momentum transfer Q in a given process, then αS(µ
2
R ≃ Q2)is indicative2638
of the effective strength of the strong interaction in that process. The coupling2639




















2857− 50339 nf + 32527 n2f
128π3
where b0, b1 and b2 are the one, two and three-loop β-function coefficients,2641
correspondingly.2642
The minus sign is the origin of asymptotic freedom, i.e. the fact that the2643





2) = 0, (4.105)
while for momentum transfers in the 100 GeV − 1 TeV range, the coupling is2646
αS ∼ 0.1.2647
The β-function coefficients bi are given for the coupling of an effective theory2648
in which nf of the quark flavors are considered light (mq ≪ µR), and in which2649
the remaining heavier quark flavors decouple from the theory. The coupling2650
for the theory with nf + 1 light flavors can be related to that with nf flavors2651
























where mh is the mass of the (nf +1)
th flavor 1. Numerically, when one chooses2653
µR = mh, the matching is a small effect, owing to the zero value for the c102654
coefficient.2655
Working in an energy range where the number of flavors is constant, a simple2656










The parameter Λ is a constant of integration which corresponds to the scale2659
where the perturbatively-defined coupling would diverge, i.e. it is the non-2660
perturbative scale of QCD (npQCD). When µR ≫ Λ, αS(µ2) → 0 and thus2661
the asymptotic freedom is recovered. At lower energies the running coupling2662
gets larger; for µ → Λ, αS(µ2R) → ∞ and perturbation theory breaks down.2663
Equation 4.107 suggests that confinement at low energies is quite plausible in2664
1When mh is in the modified minimal subtraction scheme MS at scale mh, the cnℓ coeffi-
cients are c11 =
1
6π
, c22 = c211, c21 =
19
24π2
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QCD. A convenient approximate analytic solution to the RGE that includes2665




























parametrized in terms of a constant quantity Λ. Alternatively, the value of αS2667
can be quoted at a given scale (typically MZ) instead of Λ, when RGE is solved2668
numerically.2669
The value of the coupling αS , as well as the exact forms of the b2, c10 and2670
higher order coefficients, depend on the renormalization scheme in which the2671
coupling is defined, i.e. the convention used to subtract infinities in the context2672
of renormalization. The coefficients given above hold for a coupling defined in2673
the modified minimal subtraction MS scheme [77], which is by far the most2674
widely used scheme.2675
4.6 Structure of QCD Predictions2676
4.6.1 Inclusive Cross-Sections2677
The simplest observables in QCD are those that do not involve initial-state2678
hadrons and that are fully inclusive with respect to details of the final state.2679
One example is the total cross-section for e+e− → hadrons at center-of-mass2680
energy Q. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, a direct test of the colour quantum2681
number can be obtained from the ratio2682
σ(e+e− → hadrons, Q)
σ(e+e− → µ+µ−Q) ≡ R(Q) = REW [1 + δQCD(Q)] , (4.109)
where REW(Q) is the purely electroweak prediction for the ratio and δQCD(Q)2683
denotes the correction due to QCD effects. For energies Q ≪ MZ , where the2684





















where the first four terms in the αS series expansion and n are given in Refs. [94,2687
95].2688
One characteristic feature of Equation 4.110 is that the coefficients of αnS2689
increase rapidly order by order: calculations in perturbative QCD tend to con-2690
verge more slowly than would be expected based just on the size of αS . An-2691
other feature is the existence of an extra power-correction term O(Λ4Q4 ), which2692
accounts for non-perturbative QCD contributions. All high-energy QCD pre-2693
dictions involve such corrections, though the exact power of Λ/Q depends on2694
the observable.2695
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4.6.2 Scale Dependence2696
In Equation 4.110 the renormalization scale for αS has been chosen equal to2697



























2) coefficients will exactly cancel the contributions of αS(µ
2
R) and2701
the final result will be independent of the choice of µR. Therefore, physical2702
observables do not depend on unphysical scales.2703
With terms up to n = N , a residual µR dependence will remain implying2704
thus an uncertainty on the prediction of R(Q) due to the arbitrariness of the2705
scale choice. This uncertainty will be O(αN+1S ), i.e. of the same order as the2706
neglected terms. For this reason it is standard to use QCD predictions’ scale2707
dependence as an estimate of the uncertainties due to neglected terms. Usually,2708
a central value for µR ∼ Q is chosen, in order to avoid the poor convergence of2709
the perturbative series that results from the large lnn−1(µ2R/Q
2) terms in the2710
c¯n expansion coefficients when µR ≪ Q or µR ≫ Q.2711
4.6.3 Deep Inelastic Scattering, Structure Functions and2712
Factorization Scale2713
To illustrate the key features of QCD cross-sections in processes with initial-2714
state hadrons, let us consider deep-inelastic scattering (DIS), e−p → e− + X ,2715
where an electron e− (four-momentum k) emits a highly off-shell photon (four-2716
momentum q) that interacts with the proton (four-momentum p). For photon2717
virtualities Q2 ≡ −q2 far above the squared proton mass (but far below the2718
Z mass), the differential cross-section in terms of the kinematic variables Q2,2719







(1 + (1− y)2).F2(x, Q2)− y2.FL(x, Q2)
}
, (4.112)
where α is the electromagnetic coupling and F2(x, Q
2) and FL(x, Q
2) are pro-2721
ton structure functions, which encode the interaction between the photon in2722
given polarization states and the proton. Structure functions are not calculable2723
in perturbative QCD, nor is any other cross-section that involves initial-state2724
hadrons. To zeroth order in αS , the structure functions are given directly in2725







2) = 0. (4.113)
where fq/p(x) is the parton distribution function (PDF) for quarks of flavor q2728
inside the proton, i.e. the number density of quarks of type q inside a fast-2729
moving proton that carry a fraction x of its longitudinal momentum. Since2730
PDFs are non-perturbative and difficult to calculate in lattice QCD [96], they2731
must be extracted from experimental data.2732
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The result above, with PDFs fq/p(x) that are independent of the scale Q,2733
corresponds to the “quark-parton model” picture in which the photon interacts2734
with point-like free quarks, or equivalently, one has incoherent elastic scattering2735
between the electron and individual constituents of the proton. As a conse-2736
quence, in this picture also F2 and FL functions are independent of scale Q.2737




































Equation 4.111 is expressed as series in powers of αS(µ
2
R) each term involving a2739
coefficient that can be calculated using Feynman diagrams rules. An important2740
difference relative to that representation, stems from the fact that the quark’s2741
momentum when it interacts with the photon can differ from its momentum2742
when it was extracted from the proton, because it may have radiated gluons in2743
between.2744
As a result, the C
(n)
2,i coefficients are functions that depend on the ratio, z, of2745





qδ(1− z) and C(0)2,g = 0. The majority of the emissions that modify2747
a parton’s momentum are actually collinear to that parton q, and don’t depend2748
on the fact that the parton is destined to interact with a photon. It is natural2749
to view these emissions as modifying the proton’s structure rather than being2750
part of the coefficient function for the parton’s interaction with the photon. The2751
separation between the two categories is somewhat arbitrary and parametrized2752
by a factorization scale, µF . Technically, one uses a procedure known as fac-2753
torization to give rigorous meaning to this distinction, most commonly through2754
the MS factorization scheme, defined in the context of dimensional regulariza-2755
tion. The MS factorization scheme involves an arbitrary choice of factorization2756
scale µF , whose meaning can be understood generally as follows: emissions2757









coefficient, while emissions with transverse momenta below µF are accounted2759








The PDFs’ resulting dependence on µF is described by the Dokshitzer-2761



























where Pi←j is known as the parton → parton splitting function, and the sum2764
is performed over the parton flavor. For example, the corresponding g → q2765
splitting function is P
(1)
q←g(z) = 12 [z
2+(1−z)2] [98]. For heavy quark production,2766
PDFs are known to next-to-leading order (NLO), O (α2S) [99].2767
As with the renormalization scale µR, the choice of factorization scale µR is2768
arbitrary. However, if one has an infinite number of terms in the perturbative2769
series, the µF -dependences of the coefficient functions C
(n)
2,i and PDFs fi/p will2770
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fully compensate each other. Given only N terms of the series, a residual uncer-2771
tainty O(αN+1S ) is associated with the ambiguity in the choice of µF . As with2772
µR, varying µF in a claculation, provides an input in estimating uncertainties2773
on predictions. In inclusive DIS predictions, the default choice for the scales is2774
usually µR = µF = Q.2775
4.6.4 Hadron Collisions2776
The extension to processes with two initial-state hadrons is straightforward and2777
for example the total (inclusive) cross-section for W boson production in pp¯2778


































where s is the squared center-of-mass energy of the collision. At LO, n = 0,2780
the hard (partonic) cross-section σˆ is simply proportional to δ(x1x2s −M2W ),2781
W -boson width approximation [101]. It is non-zero only for choices of i, j that2782
can directly give a W , such as u, d¯. At higher orders, n ≥ 1, new partonic2783
channels contribute, such as gq, and there is no restriction, x1x2s =M
2
W2784
Eq 4.116 involves a factorization between hard cross-section and PDFs. As2785
long as the same factorization scheme is used in DIS and pp¯ or pp, usually the2786
MS scheme, then PDFs extracted in DIS can be directly used in both pp and2787
pp¯ predictions [102].2788
4.6.5 Accuracy of Predictions2789
Scale Variations LO calculations are often said to be accurate to within a2790
factor of two. This is based on the observed impact of scale variation across a2791
range of observables and of the experience with NLO corrections in the cases2792
where these are available. In other processes, involving partonic scattering chan-2793
nels at NLO and/or large ratios of scales (such as the production of high-pT jets2794
containing B-hadrons), the NLO to LO K-factors can be substantially larger2795
than 2.2796
The accuracy of a given particular perturbative QCD prediction is usually2797
estimated by varying the renormalization and factorization scales around a2798
central value Q that is taken close to the physical scale of the process. A2799
conventional range of variation is2800
Q
2
< µR, µF < 2Q. (4.118)
There does not seem to be a broad consensus on whether the scales µR and µF2801
should be kept identical or varied independently. One option is to vary them2802
independently with the restriction [103]2803
1
2
µR < µF < 2µR. (4.119)
This limits the risk of misleadingly small uncertainties due to fortuitous can-2804
cellations between the µR and µF dependence when both are varied together,2805
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while avoiding the appearance of large logarithms of µ2R/µ
2
F when both are2806
varied completely independently.2807
Non-perturbative QCD Corrections The accuracy of QCD predictions is2808
limited also by non-perturbative QCD corrections (npQCD), which typically2809
scale as a power of Λ/Q. For measurements that are directly sensitive to the2810
structure of the hadronic final state the corrections are usually linear in Λ/Q.2811
The non-perturbative corrections are further enhanced in processes with a sig-2812
nificant underlying event, such as in pp and pp¯ collisions, and in cases where the2813
perturbative cross-sections fall steeply as a function of pT or some other kine-2814
matic variable. Non-perturbative corrections are commonly estimated from the2815




Experimental Signature In hard interactions, final-state partons and2820
hadrons appear predominantly in collimated bunches. These bunches are gener-2821
ically called jets. To a first approximation, a jet can be thought of as a hard2822
parton that has undergone soft and collinear showering and then hadronization.2823
The signature for a jet in detectors is large energy deposition in a localized group2824
pf calorimeter cells associated to multiple tracks pointing in the same direction.2825
Jets are used both for testing our understanding and predictions of high-2826
energy QCD processes and also for identifying the hard partonic structure of2827
decays of massive particles like top quarks.2828
In order to map observed hadrons onto a set of jets, one uses a jet definition.2829
The mapping involves explicit choices: for example when a gluon is radiated2830
from a quark, for what range of kinematics should the gluon be part of the2831
quark jet etc. Good jet definitions are2832
 infrared and collinear safe [105];2833
 simple to use in theoretical and experimental contexts;2834
 applicable to any type of inputs , like parton or hadron momenta, charged2835
particle tracks, and/or energy deposits in the detectors;2836
 able to build jets that are minimally sensitive to non-perturbative effects.2837
Jet Building Nowadays, two main jet families are extensively used at hadron2838
colliders: iterative cone algorithms and sequential recombination algorithms.2839
Most cone algorithms start with some seed particle i, sum the momenta2840
of all particles j within a cone of opening-angle R, typically defined in terms2841
of (pseudo-)rapidity and azimuthal angle. The direction of this sum is then2842
taken as a new seed and repeat until the cone is stable and call the contents2843
of the resulting stable cone a jet if its transverse momentum is above some2844
threshold pT,min. The parameters R and pT,min should be chosen according to2845
the needs of a given analysis. The use of seed particles is a problem corcerning2846














Figure 4.18: Examples of quark-quark and quark-gluon hard scattering in the
collision of two hadrons A and B.
infrared and collinear safety. Seeded algorithms are generally not compatible2847
with higher-order or sometimes even LO QCD calculations, especially in multi-2848
jet contexts, as well as potentially subject to large non-perturbative corrections2849
and instabilities. Seeded algorithms, such as JetCLU, MidPoint are therefore to2850
be deprecated. A modern alternative is to use a seedless variant, SISCone [106].2851
Sequential recombination algorithms at hadron colliders are characterized2852







2 between all pairs of particles i, j,2853
where ∆ij is their distance in the rapidity-azimuthal plane, kt,i is the transverse2854
momentum with respect to the incoming beams, and R is a free parameter. They2855
also involve a “beam” distance diB = k
2p
t,i. The smallest of all the dij and diB2856
is first identified. When dij is minimum, i and j are four-momenta are merged2857
according to a recombination scheme. If the smallest distance is a diB , then i is2858
removed from the collection of particles and called a jet (see also Section 5.2).2859
As with cone algorithms, one usually considers only jets above some2860
transverse-momentum threshold pT,min. The parameter p determines the kind2861
of algorithm:2862
 p = 1 corresponds to the (inclusive-) kt algorithm [107, 108];2863
 p = 0 defines the Cambridge-Aachen algorithm [109];2864
 p = −1 is adopted by the anti-kt algorithm [110].2865
All these variants are infrared and collinear safe to all orders of perturbation2866
theory. Whereas the former two lead to irregularly shaped jet boundaries, the2867
latter results in cone-like boundaries.2868
4.7.2 Two and Three-Jet Productions2869
In hard-scattering interaction of quarks and gluons in hadron collisions, the2870
effective center-of-mass energy
√
sˆ of the interaction is, unlike in e+e− collisions,2871
smaller than the one of the colliding hadrons
√
s and is given by2872
sˆ = xaxbs (4.120)
where xa,b are the fractions fo the proton momentum carried by the colliding2873
partons (see Figure 4.18).2874
The cross-section formula for the lowest-orfer parton-parton scattering pro-2875
cesses can take the form [111]2876
dσˆ
dtˆ





























Figure 4.19: Example of parton distribution functions of x times the unpolar-
ized parton distributions f(x), where f = uυ, dυ, u¯, d¯, s, c, b, g, and their as-
sociated uncertainties using the NNLO MSTW2008 parameterization at a scale
µ2 = 10 GeV2 and µ2 = 104 GeV2 [112].
where sˆ = (a+b)2 is the subprocess center-of-mass energy squared, tˆ = (a−b)2,2877
uˆ = (a − d)2 assuming massless quarks, and M is the corresponding Muller2878
scattering amplitude. The transverse momentum pT of either scattered parton2879








neglecting any small intrinsic pT of the incident partons. The pT dependence2881














Summing over all initial parton pairs ab and subprocess channels ab → cd and2883
folding in the parton distribution functions fp/P (xP ), which give the probability2884
of finding a parton carrying a fraction xp of the proton momentum P (for2885













The upper integration limit is xA = xB = 1, while the lower limit is xaxB ≥2888
4
p2T
s derived from the restriction sin
2 θˆ ≤ 1. Two-jet cross-section is thereby2889
expected to be dominantly defined by lowest-order temrs calculated with parton2890
distribution functions evolved up to scales Q2 of order p2T or sˆ, corrected by2891
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K-factors to consolidate non-leading corrections. The jet cross-section is also2892
expected to rise at high-pT scales due to the rise in the number of contributing2893
partons at the relevant momentum fractions x ∼ 2pT /
√
s.2894
Letting ET be the transverse momentum of the produced jet with pseudora-2895

















The meaning of the formula is intuitive: fa/A(xA, µF ), fb/B(xB , µF ) give the2898
probability to find a parton a, b in hadronA, B correspondingly and dσˆ/(dETdη)2899
gives the cross-section for these incoming partons to produce the outgoing parton2900
which hadronize to jets.2901
Three scattered partons with large pT can be produced by 2 → 3 QCD2902
subprocesses in order α3S . There are plenty diagrams that contribute in the2903
three-parton production at the lowest order: qq′ → qq′g (distinct flavors of2904
incoming quarks), qq → qqg (identical quark flavors), qq¯ → ggg (quarks with2905
anti-flavor - three-gluon processes) and gg → ggg (five-gluon processes). Some2906
tree-level Feynman diagrams are shown by Figure 4.20. The generic formula2907
for the three-jet production cross-section in AB hadron collisions and for five2908
participating hadrons a+ b→ c+ d+ e is2909




dxAdxBfa/A(xA)fb/B(xB)dσ (ab→ cde) (4.126)
4.7.3 Strong Coupling Measurements2910
In the massless quark limit, QCD has only one free parameter: the strong2911
coupling αS . Thus, all strong interaction phenomena should be described in2912
terms of this single input. The measurements of αS at different processes and2913
at different mass scales provide then a crucial test of QCD. Obviously, the2914
test should be restricted to those processes where perturbative techniques are2915
reliable and valid. The MS scheme is usually adopted as the standard convention2916
in order to define the αS . Since the running coupling αS is a function of energy,2917
one can either compare the different determinations at the different scales where2918
they are measured, checking in this way the predictedQ2-scale dependence of the2919
Figure 4.20: Examples of 2→ 3 parton subprocesses.
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Figure 4.21: Left: Summary of measurements of αS(M
2
Z), used as input for the
world average value. Right: Summary of measurements of αS as a function of the
respective energy scale Q. Both plots are taken from Ref. [113].
coupling, or use this prediction to bring all measurements to a common reference2920
scale where they are compared. Nowadays, the Z mass scale is conventionally2921
chosen for such a comparison. In order to assess the significance of the test, it2922
is very important to have a good understanding of the uncertainties associated2923
with the different measurements. This is not a trivial question, because small2924
non-perturbative effects can be present in many observables. In addition, some2925
quantities have been computed to a very good perturbative accuracy (NNLO),2926
while others are only known at the LO or NLO; the resulting values of αS2927
refer then to different perturbative approximations. The estimate of theoretical2928
uncertainties is also affected by the plausible asymptotic (i.e. non-convergent)2929
behaviour of the perturbative series in powers of αS . Although this is a common2930
problem of Quantum Field Theories, it is probably more severe in QCD because2931
the coupling is rather large at electroweak energy scales.2932
Figure 4.21(a) summarizes the most reliable measurements of the strong2933
coupling as function of the energy scale [113, 114]. The agreement with the2934
predicted running of αS , indicated by the curves, is indeed very good. This2935
figure provides strongest evidence for the correct prediction by QCD of the2936
scale dependence of the strong coupling.2937
Figure 4.21(b) compares the different measurements at the common reference2938





= 0.1184± 0.0007 (4.127)
with an astonishing precision of 0.6%.2940





At high-energy hadron colliders, events containing multiple jets in the final state2945
are plentiful and provide a fertile testing ground for the theory of the strong2946
interaction, the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). At high transverse momen-2947
tum (pT ), the production of jets is modeled by QCD as the hard scattering of2948
partons and the subsequent parton showering (PS), followed by a hadroniza-2949
tion process. Within this framework, the jet energy is related to the energy of2950
partons produced in hadron collisions. Consequently, the study of the multi-jet2951
events provides a fundamental and direct test of QCD at hadron colliders.2952
In addition to their role in testing QCD, multi-jet events are often an im-2953
portant background in searches for new particles and new interactions at high2954
energies. In particular, systematic uncertainties that contribute to multi-jet2955
cross-section measurements can carry over into search analyses. Even though2956
the impact of multi-jets on such analyses will vary according to the specific data2957
selection criteria, a study of multi-jet events serves as an important cross-check2958
of models used to estimate backgrounds originating from jets. Many Standard2959
Model (SM) searches such as, the hadronic decays of the top quark and the2960
Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) Higgs production in the fully hadronic di-tau chan-2961
nel, are fully exposed to the high rate production of QCD multi-jet background2962
events. Moreover, new physics searches like supersymmetry (SUSY), typically2963
require very large jet multiplicities and consequently a precise knowledge of final2964
states, which involves significant hadronic activity, is required.2965
Measurements of multi-jet cross-sections at the Tevatron have been per-2966
formed by the Cdf [115, 116] and D0 [117, 118] collaborations in proton-2967
antiproton (pp¯) collisions at 1.96 TeV center-of-mass energy. The Cms col-2968
laboration has recently released measurements of the three-jet to two-jet cross-2969
section ratios at a 7 TeV center-of-mass energy [119].2970
In this analysis, a first study is performed of multi-jet events from proton-2971
proton (pp) collisions at 7 TeV center-of-mass energy using the Atlas detector2972
at the Large Hadron Collider (Lhc) at CERN. The data sample used for the2973
analysis was collected from April until August 2010 and represents a total in-2974
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tegrated luminosity of 2.43 pb−1. Approximately half a million events with at2975
least two jets in the final state are selected using this data sample.2976
The motivation for the multi-jet measurement is twofold; to evaluate the2977
robustness of the leading-order (LO) perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations in2978
representing the high jet multiplicity events and to test next-to-leading-order2979
(NLO) pQCD calculations. For the LO comparisons, events with up to six jets2980
in the final state are studied. For the NLO pQCD study, the focus is on three-jet2981
events and their comparison to two-jet events. In this study, there is no four-jet2982
NLO pQCD calculation available.2983
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the cross-sections and kinematics2984
are defined for both the data measurement and Monte Carlo (MC) calculations.2985
Next, theoretical calculations based on MC simulations, to which the measure-2986
ments are compared, are described. What follows is a detailed description of2987
the basic event selection and data corrections. The main uncertainty coming2988
from the jet energy scale (JES) is discussed afterwards, followed by the results2989
and conclusions.2990
5.2 Cross-Section Definitions and Kinematics2991
Jets are identified and reconstructed using the anti-kt jet algorithm [110] with2992
full four momentum recombination. This sequential recombination jet algo-2993
rithm, implemented in the FastJet package [120, 121], constructs for each2994













p = −1 (5.3)
where2997
(∆R)2ij = (yi − yj)2 + (φi − φj)2, (5.4)
is the distance between the objects i and j in the η−φ plane. The quantity kti 12998
is the transverse momentum of object i with respect to the beam direction, φi is2999
its azimuthal angle, and yi is its rapidity. An explanation of kinematic quantities3000
can be found in Section 3.1.3001
A list containing all the dij and diB values is compiled. If the smallest entry3002
is a dij , objects i and j are combined (their four-vectors are added) and the list3003
is updated. If the smallest entry is a diB , this object is considered a complete3004
“jet” and is removed from the list. As defined above, dij is a distance measure3005
between two objects, and diB is a similar distance between the object and the3006
beam. Thus the variable R is typically a resolution parameter which sets the3007
relative distance at which jets are resolved from each other as compared to the3008
beam.3009
In the anti-kt clustering process, objects that are close in angle prefer to3010
cluster early, tending to occur with a hard particle first. This means that jets3011
1The case of p = 0 corresponds to the inclusive Cambridge/Aachen jet reconstruction
algorithm and p = 1 to the inclusive kt algorithm.
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Figure 5.1: An example of parton-level event clustered with four different jets
algorithms, illustrating the “active” catchment areas of the resulting hard jets with
size R = 1.0. The spike in each cluster is the initial seed to the algorithm and is
the highest pT object on which a jet is being constructed. The anti-kt algorithm is
collinear and infrared jet finder and generates hard jets with simple circular shape
with radius R. On the other hand, for the kT algorithm the jets have irregular
edges because many of the soft particles cluster together early in the recombination
sequence [110].
’grow’ in concentric circles out from a hard core, until they reach a radius R,3012
giving thus jets with circular surfaces in the η − φ plane.3013
In this analysis, two different values for the R parameter are principally3014
chosen: R = 0.4 and R = 0.6. Using two R-values for jets, allows com-3015
parisons to QCD calculations subject to rather different soft/non-perturbative3016
QCD (npQCD) corrections. The anti-kt algorithm is well-motivated and attrac-3017
tive since it can be implemented in NLO pQCD calculations, is collinear and3018
infrared-safe to all orders of the perturbation theory 2, and produces jets with3019
a simple geometrical shape, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.3020
For high multiplicity studies, namely up to six selected jets in an event, the3021
resolution parameter in the jet reconstruction is fixed to R = 0.4 to contend3022
with the limited detector phase-space and to reduce the impact of the underlying3023
event 3 (UE) in the jet energy determination [122]. For testing NLO pQCD3024
calculations, where the study focuses on three-jet events, a resolution parameter3025
2Collinear particles travel in parallel or anti-parallel directions. Soft parton emission refers
to the cases when the carried energy is low compared to other more energetic particles. Infrared
safe quantities are those that are insensitive to soft or collinear branching. Both collinear
splitting and soft emissions should not affect the stability of a reconstructed jet cone.
3The underlying event describes the soft interactions among all “spectator” partons not
directly involved in the high-Q2 scattering in pp collisions.
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of R = 0.6 is preferred, since a larger value of R is found to be less sensitive to3026
theoretical scale uncertainties [123].3027
Jet measurements are corrected for all experimental effects and refer to the3028
particle-level final state. At the particle level, jets are built using all final-state3029
particles with a proper lifetime longer than 10 ps, including muons and neutrinos3030
from hadronic decays. These corrections are described in Section 5.5.3031
The NLO pQCD calculation is not interfaced to any MC simulation to ac-3032
count hadronization and other non-perturbative effects. Therefore, a folding3033
procedure of non-perturbative effects into NLO predictions is needed, using LO3034
MC simulations and including leading-logarithmic parton showering effects. The3035
correction for non-perturbative effects applied to the NLO pQCD calculation is3036
described in Section 5.7.3.3037
Cross-sections are calculated in bins of inclusive jet multiplicity, meaning3038
that an event is recorded in a jet multiplicity bin if it contains a number of jets3039
that is equal to or greater than that multiplicity. For example, an event with3040
three reconstructed jets satisfying all analysis requirements will be counted both3041
in the two-jet and three-jet multiplicity bin. Inclusive multiplicity bins are used3042
because they are stable in the pQCD fixed-order calculation, unlike exclusive3043
ones. Only jets with transverse momentum pT ≥ 60 GeV and pseudorapidity3044
|y| ≤ 2.8 are counted in the analysis. These cuts are chosen to ensure that the3045
jets are reconstructed with high efficiency. The leading jet is further required3046
to have pT ≥ 80 GeV to stabilize the NLO pQCD calculations [124].3047
Due to the high production rates of QCD multi-jet events produced in pp3048
collisions at Lhc, jet-oriented measurements ensure small statistical uncertain-3049
ties. Furthermore, QCD predicts that (N +1)-jet events are roughly a factor of3050
αS less likely to be created than N -jet events. A ratio of jet production cross-3051
sections is thus a function of αS . Using a ratio of cross-sections as opposed to3052
a cross-section distribution also features a reduction in systematic uncertainties3053
in data as well as a reduced dependence of the simulations on PDFs in MC. A3054
ratio of jet production cross-sections is therefore a promising approach probing3055
QCD at large energy scales and high jet multiplicities. For this purpose, the3056
total inclusive jet cross-section as a function of jet multiplicity is first measured.3057
Then, the ratio of the N -jet cross-section to the (N − 1)-jet cross-section for3058
values of N varying from three up to six is estimated.3059
Multi-jet kinematic properties and angular correlations are explored as well.3060
Differential cross-sections for the leading, second leading, third leading and3061
fourth leading jet in multi-jet events are measured as a function of the jet pT .3062
The differential cross-section for multi-jet production is also determined as a3063
function of HT , which is the scalar sum of the pT of selected jets in the event.3064
Differential cross-sections are also measured as a function of the azimuthal3065
and polar angle differences between jets in inclusive three-jet systems.3066
Two and three-jet QCD events are the most commonly produced jet multi-3067
plicities in pp collision events. These multiplicities are also the best understood3068
and modeled by available MC tools. A ratio of differential cross-sections of3069
three to two-jet events is consequently a natural choice to measure quantities3070
sensitive to coupling constant αS . In particular, for any observable X with3071
measured cross-section in multi-jet final states with N reconstructed jets, this3072
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The numerator and denominator of the inclusive ratio as described by Equa-3074
tion 5.5 includes events with higher jet multiplicities. This particular definition3075
translates mathematically in a combination of terms with different powers of αS3076
which varies as a function of jet observables, such as pT or Q. The inclusive R3/23077
ratio, as suggested in Equation 5.5, is a function of the strong coupling constant,3078
albeit a more complicated with respect to an exclusive jet analysis due to the3079
inclusion of higher jet multiplicity events. Furthermore, an inclusive jet analysis3080
is expected to be safer against NLO calculations, as real NLO contributions will3081
not be artificially truncated. On the other hand, purely exclusive jet multi-3082
plicities cannot be used in NLO analyses because NLO predictions inherently3083
contain contributions from multiple jet multiplicities. Using a ratio of exclusive3084
multiplicities would reject all of the real two and three-jet NLO contributions3085
from the denominator and numerator, respectively.3086
For the R3/2 ratio analysis, two independent measurements are performed3087







T . The analysis is basically focused on jets with resolution3089
parameter R = 0.6 due to the higher stability in NLO calculations and smaller3090
theoretical scale uncertainties associated to that size.3091
5.3 Theoretical Predictions3092
For the leading-order studies, there are several topics of primary interest and3093
thus various LO MC simulations are chosen in an attempt to enhance the sen-3094
sitivity to these issues. Of primary importance is the study of npQCD effects,3095
such as the UE, the parton fragmentation/hadronization model (HAD), and3096
the initial and final state radiation (ISR/FSR). Despite the high cut on the3097
pT scale chosen for this analysis, the increase in the contribution of UE at the3098
Lhc [125] can still have a non-negligible impact on the jet energy determina-3099
tion, particularly when a large resolution parameter, R = 0.6, is used in the3100
jet reconstruction. Equally important is the understanding of the differences3101
between the matrix-element/parton-shower (ME/PS) calculation (2 → n) and3102
the PS calculation (2 → 2) alone. These topics are not trivially separable and3103
physically uncorrelated. For instance, a precise tuning of the UE effect to data3104
is needed but the tuning process simultaneously fixes other inputs of the MC3105
simulation as well, such as the parton density function (PDF), the PS model,3106
and the HAD model.3107
All data measurements are compared to pQCD theoretical calculations at3108
LO and NLO. No attempt is made to assign a theoretical uncertainty to the LO3109
predictions, given the large uncertainties caused by the limitations of the per-3110
turbative calculation at the lowest order and other effects. Since no theoretical3111
uncertainty is assigned to the LO MC simulations, the different predictions are3112
all normalized to the measured inclusive two-jet cross-section bin and then used3113
for shape comparisons.3114
Many different effects are included in the LO MC simulations of jets at the3115
Lhc environment. These include the UE and HAD modeling, which can affect3116
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the cross-section calculation through their impact on the jet kinematics [125].3117
Effects arising from differences between the ME+PS calculation (with up to3118
2 → n ≤ 6 ME scattering diagrams) and the PS calculation alone (with only3119
2→ 2 ME scattering diagrams), also need to be understood.3120
Numerous different MC generators and several available tunes have been3121
studied in order to investigate the impact of each of these effects on the mea-3122
surements. Only a representative subset is shown in the results, even though3123
conclusions are drawn on the basis of all simulations studied. Tables with de-3124
tailed information about the MC samples, such as the event statistics and the3125
production cross-section can be found in Section B.3.3126
Events and jets are selected using the same criteria in data and MC simula-3127
tions.3128
5.3.1 Parton Shower Generators3129
Event generators such as Pythia and Herwig++ have been implemented for3130
the LO analysis. These models perform 2 → 2 leading order pQCD ME cal-3131
culations matched with phenomenological parton-cascade models to simulate3132
higher-order QCD effects.3133
PYTHIA The Pythia v6.426 [126, 127] event generator is compared to the3134
data to study the limitations of QCD 2-to-2 parton calculations. This generator3135
simulates non-diffractive pp collisions using a 2 → 2 ME calculation in LO3136
of the strong coupling αS to model the hard subprocess. Also, it uses a pT -3137
ordered PS scheme to model additional radiation in the leading-logarithmic3138
approximation [128]. Multiple parton interactions [129], as well as fragmentation3139
and hadronization based on the widely-used “Lund” string model [130] are also3140
simulated. This hadronization model involves stretching of color “strings” across3141
quarks and gluons and breaking it up into hadrons [131]. The proton PDF3142
MRST2007 PDF set, which is based on the modified leading order PDF set3143
MRST LO* [112, 132], is used for generating the Pythia samples, interfaced3144
with the AMBT1 4 [133] set of parameters. In this tune, the non-diffractive3145
model has been tuned exploiting the ATLAS measurements of charged particle3146
production at
√
s = 900 GeV and
√
s = 7 TeV collected in 2010 data taking3147
period. The parameters used for tuning multiple parton interactions are also3148
denoted in the text as Atlas MC10 tune [134, 135].3149
HERWIG++ Herwig++ v2.5 [136] with its default parameters is used in3150
this analysis, allowing for an alternative study of non-perturbative effects with3151
a different hadronization model. The Herwig++ event generator is based on3152
the Herwig MC program [137, 138], but redesigned in a modern programing3153
language. This generator implements a LO pQCD ME calculation for 2 →3154
2 processes plus an angular-ordered PS modeling in the leading logarithmic-3155
approximation, with an updated evolution variable and a better phase-space3156
treatment. A cluster hadronization model [139] is being used for fragmentation3157
into hadrons. This hadronization modeling breaks each gluon into qq¯ pair and3158
then groups together quarks and anti-quarks into colorless “clusters” which then3159
give the final state hadrons. The UE and soft inclusive interactions use a hard3160
4ATLAS Minimum Bias Tune 1
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Generator Pythia Herwig++
Matrix Element LO pQCD LO pQCD
Parton Cascade kT -ordered angular-ordered
Underlying Event multiple parton interac-
tions, affects both par-






Lund String Cluster Model
Table 5.1: Comparison of main features between Pythia and Herwig++ MC
generators for QCD processes modeling in hadron-hadron collisions.
and soft multiple partonic interactions model [140]. The MRST2008 MCal PDF3161
set [141] is embodied in the simulation.3162
For the purpose of understanding the detector effects, the particles generated3163
in the LO MC generators are passed through a full simulation of the Atlas3164
detector and trigger [142] based on GEANT4 [143]. Additional pp collisions3165
are added to the hard scatter in the simulation process in order to reproduce3166
realistic Lhc running conditions.3167
5.3.2 Multi-parton Generators3168
ALPGEN AlpGen [144] is one of the multi-leg ME MC generators used3169
for the LO QCD analysis. It generates events with up to six partons in the3170
final state using the LO set of proton PDFs CTEQ6L1 [145]. The generator is3171






where pT, i is the transverse momentum of the i
th final state parton, and3174
N partons is the total number of final state partons.3175
AlpGen is interfaced to Herwig/Jimmy [137, 138, 146, 147]. Herwig is3176
used to produce parton showers in leading-logarithmic approximation. Results3177
from the PS phase are matched to the ME with the MLM matching scheme [148]3178
(read Appendix B.2 for a detailed description). Herwig is also implemented for3179
the hadronization processes [137, 138] and Jimmy to model soft multiple parton3180
interaction [147]. AlpGen is alternatively interfaced to Pythia [126, 127].3181
Again, this is done in order to sum leading-logarithms to all orders in the PS3182
approximation, so to obtain the shower evolution of partons and to incorporate3183
npQCD effects in the simulation, such as the HAD process and the UE.3184
The 2009 MC09′ 5 Atlas generator tunes is used. Also, the Atlas 20103185
AUET1 tune 6 based on first data and which adopts the CTEQ6L1 [145] as3186
PDF, is used.3187
Additional tunes have been investigated to assess the impact of the UE3188
and PS tuning. With comparable UE tunes and AlpGen parameters, the3189
5The Atlas MC09′ tune only differs from MC09 tune in the value for PARP(82), which is
the same used in the MC08 tune [133].
6Implemented in the MC10 Atlas event simulation.
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comparison between AlpGen+Pythia and AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy helps3190
to uncover differences that may arise from different PS implementations and3191
HAD models.3192
SHERPA Multi-jet configurations incorporating high-order tree-level pQCD3193
diagrams are also produced by Sherpa [149]. With its default parameters and3194
renormalization scale scheme 7, Sherpa is also used to generate events with3195
up to six partons in the final state. This provides an independent ME calcula-3196
tion with a different matching scheme between the ME and the PS simulation.3197
Within Sherpa the required ME calculations are provided by its internal ME3198
generator Amegic++ [150] and the PS phase is handled by Apacic++ [151].3199
Detailed studies of individual tunes using Sherpa, however, are not performed3200
in this analysis.3201
5.3.3 NLO ME Generators3202
For the NLO pQCD study, NLO QCD predictions are generated with NLO-3203
Jet++ [152] package. The algorithm is based on the Catani-Seymour subtrac-3204
tion scheme described in Ref. [153]. The generator is configured to use five quark3205
flavors so as to be compatible with all LO MC samples. The final state partons3206
kinematic configuration is first generated pseudo-randomly. The software then3207
computes several contribution terms to the event, corresponding to Born, fi-3208
nite, subtraction and real contributions. The Born term corresponds to a single3209
tree-level Feynman diagram, while the real contribution includes an additional3210
final state parton. The finite and subtraction terms account for the interference3211
terms in the NLO approximation. The total event weight is computed as the3212
sum of the weights of all contributions.3213
A jet algorithm is applied to the generated partons. For this purpose, the3214
FastJet [154] the anti-kt clustering algorithm [110, 120] is used with resolution3215
parameters of reconstructed jets R = 0.4 and R = 0.6.3216
The evaluation of the purely theoretical uncertainty is based on the stan-3217
dard exploration of the cross-section dependence on the renormalization (µR)3218
and factorization (µF ) scales used in the perturbative calculation. The renor-3219
malization and factorization scales are defined as µR = µrQ and µF = µfQ3220
respectively, where Q is the hard scale. The µr and µf factors are respectively3221
known as the renormalization and factorization scale factors and are both set3222





where pT, i is the i
th parton jet’s transverse momentum and N jets is the total3224
number of parton jets present in the event. The hard scale parametrization was3225
chosen to be consistent with the LO samples and to minimize the uncertainty3226
on the final measurement due to renormalization and factorization scales.3227
The renormalization and factorization scales are varied independently by a3228
factor of two in order to estimate the impact of higher order terms not included3229
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or accidental cancellations between µF and µR, an additional constraint that3231
the ratio of the renormalization and factorization scales did not differ by more3232
than a factor of two3233
1
2
µR < µF < 2µR (5.8)
was imposed in the calculation (see Section 4.6.5).3234
During the NLOJet++ simulation process, each permutation of renormal-3235
ization and factorization scales yields a different event weight, while the event3236
kinematics themselves remain the same. This prevents from statistical fluctua-3237
tions between samples when considering the effect of the change in scale. The3238
overall scale uncertainty of a generated sample is computed bin-by-bin as the3239
maximum of all fluctuations around the central value (µr = 1, µf = 1), as3240
described further in Section 5.7.1.3241
Two families of NLO PDFs, the CTEQ 6.6 [155] and MSTW2008 NLO [112],3242
are used for calculating the central values. The selection of these PDF sets in3243
the NLO calculation is justified in Section 5.7.2. Results obtained with the3244
MSTW2008 NLO PDF set are mostly shown in this analysis since the results3245
obtained with the CTEQ 6.6 PDF set are very similar. The 90% confidence-limit3246
error sets are used in the evaluation of the PDF uncertainties. The uncertainty3247
in the measurement due to the uncertainty in the value of αS is calculated by3248
varying the value of αS by ±0.002 for each PDF set (Section 5.7.2).3249
The NLO calculations predict partonic cross-sections, which are practically3250
unmeasurable. For comparison with data at the particle level, npQCD cor-3251
rections must be applied on top of the NLO theoretical predictions. This was3252
done using leading-logarithmic PS MC simulations, by evaluating the ratio of3253
the cross-section with and without hadronization and UE simulation. Then,3254
the NLO theory distributions are multiplied by this correcting factor. The final3255
best prediction of the cross-section at NLO will be thus3256
σQCD = σNLO × (1 + δHAD+UE). (5.9)
The Pythia and Herwig++ models, described in Section 5.3.1, were used3257
as well as a variety of alternative tunes for cross-checks. The chosen central3258
value is Pythia MC10 sample [156] and the uncertainty is estimated as the3259
maximum spread of the other models investigated. To calculate the particle3260
and parton-level theory distributions, the Rivet [157] package was used. The3261
extraction of the npQCD corrections on top of the NLO pQCD calculations is3262
fully described in Section 5.7.3.3263
5.3.4 MC Generators and Tunes3264
Table 5.2 presents a summary of the different MC generators and tunes used to3265
be compared to data in this analysis. The samples used for the evaluation of the3266
systematic uncertainties in the non-perturbative corrections to the NLO QCD3267
calculation are also shown and are marked with an asterisk. The Pythia MC103268
simulation is used as baseline in the evaluation of the npQCD corrections for3269
NLO calculation and the extraction of the JES relative systematic error bands3270
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MC Generator PDF Set Atlas Tune
AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy CTEQ6L1 LO [145] AUET1 [158]
AlpGen+Pythia CTEQ6L1 LO [145] MC09′ [133]
Pythia ⋆ MRST2007 LO* [112, 132] MC09 [133]
Pythia ⋆ MRST2007 LO* [112, 132] MC09c [159]
Pythia ⋆ MRST2007 LO* [112, 132] MC09p [159]
Pythia ⋆ CTEQ6L1 LO [145] MC09′ [159]
Pythia ⋆ MRST2007 LO* [112, 132] AMBT1/MC10 [156]
Pythia ⋆ CTEQ5L LO [160] Z1 [161]
Pythia CTEQ65c [162] Perugia 2010 [161]
Pythia MRST MCal LO** [141] AMBT2 [159]
Pythia MRST MCal LO** [141] AMBT2b [159]
Pythia MRST MCal LO** [141] AUET2 [159]
Pythia CTEQ6 L1 LO [145] AUET2b [159]
Sherpa CTEQ66 [155] Default (v1.2.3)
Herwig++ ⋆ MRST2008 MCal [112, 132] Default (v2.5)
Table 5.2: Different MC generators and tunes used for the LO analysis in this
study. The star symbols indicate the samples used to determine the uncertainties
on the non-perturbative correction to the NLO pQCD calculations.
applied on measured data. Perugia2010, AUET2 8 and AMBT2 9 Pythia tunes3271
were both found to give an “anomalous” fixed-order-to-hadronized scale factor3272
for the R32 3-jet to 2-jet cross-section ratios in Atlas, when compared with all3273
other event generators and Pythia AMBT1. For this reason, these MC samples3274
are excluded from the npQCD correction studies (see Section 5.7.3).3275
5.4 Event Selection and Reconstruction3276
5.4.1 Data Statistics and Integrated Luminosity3277
The first measurement of multi-jet production at
√
s = 7 TeV was first per-3278
formed in Atlas using an integrated luminosity of 17 nb−1 [6]. This first mea-3279
surement only considered events selected only by a single jet trigger. Jets were3280
examined with only one parameter size R = 0.6, with pT larger than 60 GeV3281
and in a rapidity region |y| < 2.8,3282
The new analysis [9] updates the previous measurement by adding more data3283
of the 2010 dataset and reaching an overall integrated luminosity of (2.43 ±3284
0.08) pb−1, about 150 times larger than that of the previous study. The new3285
results double the kinematic reach in high jet pT and HT , far surpassing that3286
of the earlier measurement.3287
Figure 5.2(a) shows the cumulative luminosity delivered and recorded by3288
Atlas during Lhc stable beams and for pp collisions at 7 TeV center-of-mass3289
energy [53]. The delivered luminosity accounts for the luminosity delivered from3290
the start of stable beams until the Lhc requests Atlas to turn the sensitive3291
8Atlas Underlying Event Tune 2; LO** tune including ISR/FSR parameters, optimized
for UE.
9Atlas Minimum Bias Tune 2; LO** tune including ISR/FSR parameters, optimized for
MinBias.
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Figure 5.2: Left: Cumulative luminosity versus day delivered (green), and recorded
by Atlas (yellow) during stable beams and for pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV in 2010.
Right: The peak number of interactions per bunch crossing “BX”, known as µ,
as measured online by the Atlas luminosity detectors. In order to calculate the
equivalent mean number of interactions, an inelastic cross-section of 71.5 mb is
assumed [53].
detector off to allow a beam dump. Given is the luminosity, as determined from3292
counting rates, measured by the luminosity detectors. These detectors have been3293
calibrated with the use of the van-der-Meer beam-separation method [53, 58],3294
where the two beams are scanned against each other in the horizontal and ver-3295
tical planes to measure their overlap function. The systematic uncertainty of3296
the luminosity measurement is estimated to be 3.4%, dominated by the uncer-3297
tainty in the beam current product of 2.9%. The oﬄine luminosity determined3298
is 3.6% lower than the online luminosity shown in Figure 5.2(a). The ratio3299
of the recorded to delivered luminosity gives the Atlas data taking efficiency,3300
weighted by luminosity, of 93.6%.3301
The maximum mean number of events per beam crossing versus day is shown3302
by Figure 5.2(b). The mean number of events per crossing is calculated from3303
the per bunch luminosity assuming a total inelastic cross-section of 71.5 mb.3304
All data events considered in this analysis require good conditions for the3305
Lhc fills, such as stable beams, precise beam energy and high beam intensi-3306
ties. In addition, good data quality was required for the detector status and in3307
particular for the L1 central trigger processor, solenoid magnet, inner detectors3308
(Pixel, SCT, and TRT), calorimeters (barrel, end-cap, and forward), luminosity,3309
as well as tracking, jet, and missing energy reconstruction performance.3310
5.4.2 Trigger Performance3311
A set of different multi-jet triggers is used to select events for the analysis.3312
Only the L1 trigger was used to select events during the period of data used3313
in this analysis. While the L2 and EF trigger algorithms were executed and3314
their output was recorded, they were in a pass-through mode, meaning that3315
they were not considered in the actual trigger decision. Information about the3316
trigger menu available in data used by this analysis is summarized in Table 5.3.3317
Multi-jet triggers require several jets reconstructed with the L1 sliding win-3318
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L1 First enabled First prescaled Used in Used in
Trigger in run in run Bootstrap Analysis
L1 MBTS 1 152166 155228 yes no
L1 J10 152166 158045 yes no
L1 J15 152166 158045 yes no
L1 J30 152166 158045 yes no
L1 2J10 152166 159224 yes yes
L1 2J15 152166 159224 yes yes
L1 2J30 161118 never yes yes
L1 3J10 152166 never yes yes
L1 4J10 155228 never no no
Table 5.3: Trigger menu for the 2010 data of runs 152166 - 162882 [163].
dow algorithm [164], as described in Section 3.6.4. Only symmetric 2-jet and3319
3-jet triggers, i.e. all jets sharing the same energy threshold, are needed for3320
this analysis, since the 3-jet trigger ran without prescaling for the entirety of3321
the data collection period used in this analysis. The triggers with a 10 GeV3322
L1 threshold have been shown to be fully efficient for events with 2 and 3 anti-3323
kt jets with R = 0.6 above 60 GeV [50], respectively, bootstrapping from the3324
minimum bias triggers using minimum bias events 10.3325
The trigger efficiency is defined as the probability to satisfy the trigger as3326
a function of an observable such as jet pT , and is calculated as the ratio of3327
the jet distribution in events that passed the trigger with respect to a reference3328
distribution. This procedure is commonly called “bootstrap” method and is3329
usually used to extract the turn-on efficiency curve as a function of the jet pT .3330
It expands across the full pT range of the L1 jet triggers starting from lower-3331
pT -threshold trigger items. Once a set of events with certain topological and3332
kinematic characteristics is selected by a low-pT trigger, a subset of events can be3333
then selected by a second trigger with higher pT threshold. A turn-on efficiency3334
curve is thereby calculated by dividing the two distributions, as follows3335
ǫturn−on =
topo ∧ T1 ∧ T2
topo ∧ T1 , T 2 ⊆ T 1 (5.10)
where topo defines the topology requirements for the selected events and, T 13336
and T 2 correspond to the samples selected by the low and high-pT triggers,3337
respectively. The final result will give the relative efficiency of the trigger under3338
inspection with respect to the lower-threshold trigger used for bootstrapping.3339
Beside the trigger efficiency as a function of the jet pT , the bootstrap tech-3340
nique can also provide information on the efficiency with respect to many other3341
jet kinematic observables, such as the pseudorapidity η, rapidity y, the distance3342
∆R from other objects in the event and other.3343
In this analysis, all efficiencies calculated in data are compared to the effi-3344
ciency obtained in MC simulated events. QCD jet events have been simulated3345
using Pythia MC generator, that implements leading-order matrix elements3346
10Soft hadronic processes are often called minimum bias events because they are what
recorded by unselective and completely unbiased triggers.
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for perturbative QCD for 2 → 2 processes. The bootstrap technique has been3347
checked in MC simulated events ensuring that the results obtained are com-3348
pletely unbiased. This feature is shown in Figure B.5 which displays the oﬄine3349
turn-on efficiency curve of the single jet trigger L1 J10 compared to the boot-3350
strap method for triggers in MC simulation and data. From the same plots, it3351
is also obvious that the bootstrap technique has the advantage to provide full3352
information of the trigger efficiency under investigation across the full range in3353
the observable examined.3354
The single trigger efficiencies can be tested using unbiased events with or-3355
thogonal triggers. To have such an unbiased sample, one may consider events3356
selected by the minimum bias trigger, requiring a single hit in one of the Mini-3357
mum Bias Trigger Scintillators (MBTS) covering the end-cap calorimeter region3358
at both sides of the detector (see Sections 3.4.5 and 3.7.2). Jets are then unbias-3359
edly selected oﬄine and associated to the jet triggers as well. For this analysis,3360
the efficiency for triggering on the leading jet, as shown in Figures 5.3, is calcu-3361
lated using the MBTS triggers, which are fully efficient for events passing the3362
selection criteria.3363
Given the efficiency is known for single-jet triggers, the bootstrap method3364
can be applied to the multi-jet triggers using the former results as seed. The3365
efficiency of the trigger to fire on the second leading jet can be thus calculated by3366
requiring that the leading jet passes the single-jet trigger, performing a match3367
to a L1 jet region of interest (L1 ROI, described in Section 3.6), and so on.3368
Figures 5.4(a)-5.4(c) show the efficiency for the leading, second leading and3369
third leading jets responsible to fire the single, 2-jet and 3-jet trigger items, as3370
a function of the reconstructed pT for anti-kt jets of R = 0.6. The triggers3371
used here had a cut on the uncalibrated ET of 10 GeV at the L1 stage. The3372
event-level efficiency as a function of the closest distance between two selected3373
oﬄine jets for events selected using the 3-jet trigger is also shown 5.4(d), to3374
help in probing possible topological dependences in the trigger, especially in3375
higher jet multiplicity final states. No such topological effects are observed3376
for anti-kt R = 0.6 jets. The efficiency in data for Figure 5.4(d) is calculated3377
bootstrapping from the 2-jet trigger, assuming that any topological inefficiency3378
will only affect one of the L1 jet objects. The efficiencies in these plots, as3379
calculated in data using the bootstrap method, are compared to the efficiency3380
calculated in MC simulation. A reasonable agreement between MC simulation3381
and data is observed.3382
As a comparison, Figures 5.5 shows similar results for anti-kt jets with3383
R = 0.4. A good agreement between data and MC simulation is also evident.3384
However, as indicated by Figure 5.5(d), the 3-jet trigger result indicates a small3385
inefficiency for events where two jets are near-by in the η−φ phase-space. This3386
turn-on curve only includes events with three or more reconstructed jets, each3387
with pT > 60 GeV, so no inefficiency would be present due to the pT turn-on of3388
the trigger. An apparent drop in efficiency is observed when jets are close-by,3389
especially for distances ∆R < 0.6. This efficiency degradation is known to be3390
due to the large window size at L1, meaning that multiple narrow jets can be3391
contained in a single L1 Calo sliding window (Section 3.6.4). This effect is fur-3392
ther illustrated in Figure 5.6, where the efficiency of the 3-jet trigger is shown as3393
a function of third leading jet pT in bins of the closest distance between this and3394
any other jet. The inefficiency observed when jets are nearby depends weakly3395
on the jet pT and is well described in the detector MC simulation. Since the3396
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Figure 5.3: Trigger efficiencies for three different single jet trigger items, satisfying
10, 15 and 30 GeV ET thresholds of the L1 jet algorithm and integrating over
|y| < 2.8. The efficiencies are obtained using the bootstrap method, as described
in the text, and an orthogonal minimum bias trigger as seed. The left-side plots
show the turn-on curves for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 and the right-side for jets
with R = 0.6, all calibrated with the EM+JES calibration scheme [165].
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detector simulation accounts for this topological inefficiency, it is considered in3397
the correction with other detector effects, as described in Section 5.5.3398
A small discrepancy is observed between the trigger efficiency measured from3399
data and that modeled by the MC, only for jets in the crack region between3400
the inner barrel and the end caps, |y| ∼ 1.5. This is illustrated in Figure 5.7,3401
which shows the trigger efficiency for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4, measured from3402
data using the bootstrap method compared to the MC results. A similar effect3403
is observed for jets with R = 0.6. The effect is small, a few percent, much less3404
than other systematic errors like the JES, and as such, does not have a major3405
impact on the results. A conservative systematic uncertainty of 5% on the data3406
is included in order to account for this effect.3407
Despite the additional complexity that accompanies a multi-jet analysis com-3408
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Figure 5.4: Jet trigger efficiency for leading (a), 2nd leading (b) and 3rd leading (c)
jets as a function of reconstructed pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6. The efficiency
is shown both as calculated in data, with an unbiased bootstrap method, and in MC
for both the single, 2-jet and 3-jet triggers (when applicable). For the 3-jet trigger,
no topological dependence due to close-by activity is found in the efficiency on the
plateau (pT > 60 GeV) as a function of the distance between the two closest jets
in the event (d).
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Figure 5.5: Jet trigger efficiency for leading (a), 2nd leading (b) and 3rd leading (c)
jets as a function of reconstructed pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4. The efficiency
is shown both as calculated in data and in MC with an unbiased bootstrap method,
for both the 2-jet and 3-jet triggers (when applicable). For the 3-jet trigger, a
topological dependence is detected in the efficiency on the plateau (pT > 60 GeV)
as a function of the distance between the two closest jets in the event. This
dependence found in data, is well described by MC simulated events (d).
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Figure 5.6: 3-jet L1 trigger effi-
ciency as a function of the third
leading jet pT in bins of closest dis-
tance between this and any other
jet, for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4.
This plot includes only events with
three or more reconstructed jets.
The efficiency is shown both as cal-
culated in data with an unbiased
bootstrap method as detailed in the
text. A non-negligible degradation
in the trigger efficiency is observed
when jets are proximal, especially
when ∆R < 0.6.
pared to an inclusive jet analysis, the JES uncertainty is still the largest and3409
dominant systematic uncertainty for all the cross-section results, presented in3410
Section 5.4.6.3411
5.4.3 Trigger Selection3412
Events in the analysis falling in the three-jet inclusive multiplicity bin or higher3413
are selected using the three-jet trigger with a jet threshold of pT = 10 GeV3414
on the L1 jet objects. Due to the large prescale factors (see Section 3.6), a3415
combination of several two-jet triggers is used to select events falling in the two-3416
jet inclusive multiplicity bin, i.e. inclusive two-jet events that do not pass the3417
two-jet triggers because of trigger prescales are not used to measure any two-jet3418
cross-section. Symmetric two-jet L1 triggers with 10, 15 and 30 GeV are used to3419
maximize the available statistics. In the two-jet bin, triggers are thus combined3420
exclusively. This means that events in a specific region of phase-space are only3421
selected using one trigger, according to the second leading jet pT , required to3422
be 60 − 80, 80 − 110 and at least 110 GeV, respectively, and weighted by the3423
integrated luminosity associated to each trigger. The efficiency performance of3424
the 15 and 30 GeV di-jet L1 triggers, which are found to be efficient above 803425
and 110 GeV correspondingly, is illustrated by Figures 5.8.3426
A schematic view describing the strategy followed for the inclusive di-jet3427
analysis is shown by Figure 5.9. This sketch shows how the phase-space regions3428
are assigned to the L1 2J10, L1 2J15 and L1 2J30 triggers. For each kinematic3429
region, events are only selected using one trigger according to the second leading3430
jet pT and weighted by the integrated luminosity associated to each trigger.3431
5.4.4 Vertex Reconstruction3432
The primary vertex or vertices are found using tracks that originate in the beam3433
collision spot [166] with transverse momentum above 150 MeV and that satisfy3434
quality criteria in their reconstruction [167]. A vertex is seeded by searching for3435
the global maximum in the distribution of z-coordinate of reconstructed tracks.3436
The vertex is fit using the position of this seed along with neighboring tracks.3437
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Figure 5.7: Jet trigger efficiency for the leading jet as a function of reconstructed
jet pT (left column) for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 and R = 0.6, when these jets
are in the transition region |y| = [1.2, 2.1], and as a function of leading jet y (right
column) for all jets with pT > 60 GeV.
Tracks incompatible with the reconstructed vertex are used to seed new vertices3438
until no tracks are left. The event vertex is defined as the vertex in the event3439
for which the sum of the pT squared of the tracks associated to that vertex,3440 ∑
tracks
p2T , is largest.3441
This analysis only uses events in which at least one primary vertex with3442
at least five associated tracks has been reconstructed. No cut on the primary3443
vertex position is applied.3444
During the 2010 data taking, the instantaneous luminosity of the accelerator3445
was low enough such that contributions coming from pile-up events (defined in3446
the next section) were very small. For this reason, the mean number of secondary3447
vertices per event was very small for this data period. Figure 5.10 presents3448
a typical multiplicity distribution of selected primary vertices per event. All3449
reconstructed vertices are required to be consistent with the beamspot position3450
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Figure 5.8: Di-jet trigger efficiencies for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 to satisfy the L1
trigger with a 15 (left) and 30 GeV (right) threshold as a function of the calibrated
oﬄine pT of the second leading jet. Trigger jets were evaluated at electromagnetic
energy scale. The efficiency was extracted using an unbiased bootstrap technique
with the single L1 J15 and L1 J30 trigger correspondingly, as seeds to the method.
.
Figure 5.9: Symmetric two-jet L1
triggers with 10, 15 and 30 GeV
pT thresholds are used to maximize
the available statistics in the two-jet
bin. Triggers are combined exclu-
sively; events in a specific region of
phase-space are only selected using
one trigger according to the second
leading jet pT and weighted by the
luminosity associated to each trig-
ger.
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Figure 5.10: Number of good
reconstructed primary vertices
per event in 2010 data. Events
are required to pass data qual-
ity criteria, mostly regarding the
good functionality of the de-
tector. Selected vertices must
be consistent with the beam-
spot position. Also, recon-
structed vertices with less than
five matched tracks to them are
discarded.
and to have at least five tracks associated to them.3451
5.4.5 Pile-Up and Jet Vertex Fraction Discriminant3452
Increased instantaneous luminosity at the Lhc leads to additional pp interac-3453
tions, occurring in the same and previous bunch crossings, which produce hard3454
scattering events overlapping with the one from the main interaction triggering3455
the event. This is referred to as in-time and out-of-time pile-up, respectively.3456
The in-time pile-up result in additional reconstructed primary vertexes. The3457
increased average number of vertices can influence the efficiency of event selec-3458
tion through the effect of additional jets. Moreover, the energy measurement of3459
jets can be affected by the presence any additional pp interactions, since more3460
energy induced by these events can pile-up on the event of interest.3461
Since the contribution of jets evolving from events additional to those coming3462
from the hard scatter interaction is small but not negligible in data 2010, an3463
action must be taken in order to constrain this effect. Figure 5.11(a) shows the3464
measured distribution of primary vertices in data for the inclusive 2-jet-bin, as3465
well as for the inclusive 3-jet-bin, both normalized to unit area. The fraction of3466
events that contains more than one reconstructed primary vertex is > 40% for3467
the inclusive 2-jet-bin and > 50% for the inclusive 3-jet-bin.3468
A discriminant, the Jet-Vertex-Fraction (JVF) [168, 169, 170], is defined to3469
control the contribution of secondary interactions to the jets of interest. The3470
JVF of a jet is defined as the fraction of matched track pT originating from3471
the hard-scatter vertex over the sum of pT of all tracks matched to this jet.3472
Therefore, the JVF gives the probability that a jet belongs to the event with3473
the hardest-scatter vertex. A schematic view of the JVF concept is illustrated3474
in Figure 5.11(b). The JVF of a jet will normally have a value distributed3475
between zero and one. However, if a jet has no associated tracks, or its absolute3476
pseudorapidity η is beyond 2.0 and is therefore on the limit of the fiducial3477
acceptance of the tracking detectors, a value of JV F = −1 is assigned to this3478
jet. Consequently, these jets will not be removed in the analysis by a cut on the3479
absolute value of the JVF.3480
Figure 5.12 displays the jet cross-section as a function of the JVF discrim-3481
inant for the inclusive 2 and 3− jet-bins. All jets in this study have a a-priori3482
cut of |JV F | ≥ 0.50 applied.3483
The procedure followed to calculate the “optimal” JVF cut for the multi-jet3484
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Figure 5.11: Left: Multiplicity distribution of reconstructed primary vertices nor-
malized to unity, for the inclusive 2-jet-bin (blue) and the inclusive 3-jet-bin (black).
Right: Illustration of the Jet Vertex Fraction.
analysis is described below; for every number of primary vertices N ≥ 2, the3485
distribution of interest with a certain JVF cut applied is being compared to the3486
distribution for events with exactly one reconstructed primary vertex. This com-3487
parison is performed by calculating the Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s distance [171],3488
between the two distributions of interest. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test is3489
a nonparametric test for the equality of continuous, one-dimensional probability3490
distributions that can be used to compare a sample with a reference probability3491
distribution (one-sample K-S test), or to compare two samples (two-sample K-S3492
test). The K-S statistic quantifies a distance between the empirical distribution3493
function of the sample and the cumulative distribution function of the reference3494
distribution, or between the empirical distribution functions of two samples.3495
Afterwards, a variation of the JVF cut is applied on the distribution for3496
events with multiple primary vertices, searching for the value that minimizes the3497
Kolmogorov distance. The minimum value will correspond to the distribution3498
of multiple primary vertices with shape closest to that for events with exactly3499
one primary vertex.3500
In the optimization procedure of the JVF cut, the correlation between the3501
number of reconstructed primary vertices per event and the trigger in use must3502
be taken into account. As a consequence, for every individual trigger, a different3503
normalization must be applied to the distribution of interest with n primary3504
vertices (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6+) with a factor obtained by the ratio of events with3505
all primary vertices over those containing only a certain number of vertices.3506
Figure 5.13(a) presents the inclusive jet multiplicity distributions yielded for3507
events with exactly one reconstructed primary vertex, as well as for events with3508
2 primary vertices. In these plots, a JVF cut of |JV F | ≥ 0.50, 0.60, ...1.003509
has been applied. The corresponding ratio of the distributions for two primary3510
vertices to the distribution for events with one primary vertex are shown for3511
the several JVF cuts in Figure 5.13(b). Deviations from the baseline distri-3512
bution ( NPV = 1, |JV F | ≥ 0.50) occur essentially toward high jet inclusive3513
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Figure 5.12: Cross-section dis-
tribution for the inclusive 2-jet-
bin (red hatched area) using a
combination of two-jet triggers
and the inclusive 3-jet-bin (gray
hatched area) using a three-jet
trigger (see Section 5.4.3), as
a function of the Jet Vertex
Fraction. An a-priori cut of
|JV F | ≥ 0.50 applied on all
jets. The core of the JVF distri-
bution is peaked at unity show-
ing that the majority of jets
originates from the hard-scatter
vertex of the event.
multiplicities and for increasing values of the |JV F | discriminant.3514
Figure 5.14(a) shows the Kolmogorov distance between the inclusive jet mul-3515
tiplicity distribution with one reconstructed primary vertex and those for events3516
with 2, . . . 6+ primary vertices as a function of the JVF cut. In most cases, ap-3517
plying a JVF cut minimizes the Kolmogorov distance slightly when the cut is not3518
high, i.e. |JV F | ∼ 0.90. For this reason, a fairly soft JVF cut of |JV F | ≥ 0.703519
has been chosen for the multi-jet measurements. In order to estimate the sys-3520
tematic uncertainty associated with this particular choice, the JVF cut is varied3521
from 0.5 to 0.9 and the differences between the resulting distribution taken as3522
a systematic uncertainty. The effect of the JVF cut is further discussed in3523
Section 5.5.3524
5.4.6 Jet Reconstruction and Calibration3525
Jet Reconstruction3526
Jets are reconstructed at the electromagnetic scale 11, using the anti-kt al-3527
gorithm (see Section 5.2). The input objects to the jet algorithm are three-3528
dimensional topological clusters built from calorimeter cells [172]. Each3529
topocluster is constructed from a seed calorimeter cell with |Ecell| > 4σ , where3530
σ is the RMS of the pedestal noise of the cell. Neighboring cells are iteratively3531
added to the topocluster if the magnitude of their signal are 2σ from pedestal,3532
|Ecell| > 2σ. Finally, an outer layer of surrounding cells bordering the cluster is3533
added with |Ecell| > 0σ. In the jet reconstruction, each such calorimeter cluster3534
is considered as a massless particle with energy E =
∑
Ecell , originating from3535
the geometrical center of the Atlas detector (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0).3536
The four-momentum vector of the uncalibrated, EM-scale jet is defined as3537
the sum of four-momenta of the calorimeter clusters. These clusters use the3538
baseline calibration derived from test beams and from Z → ee data [173], which3539
11The electromagnetic scale is the basic calorimeter signal scale for the Atlas calorimeters.
It gives the correct response for the energy deposited in electromagnetic showers, while it does
not correct for the lower hadron response.
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(b) Ratio of the inclusive jet multiplicity
Figure 5.13: Left: Inclusive multiplicity for anti-kt R = 0.4 jets in events with
exactly one reconstructed primary vertex as well as for events with 2 primary vertices
where a JVF cut of |JV F | ≥ 0.50, 0.60, ...1.00 has been applied. The distribu-
tions have been normalized to the first multiplicity bin. Right: Ratio between the
different distributions with at least two primary vertices and the one-primary vertex
distribution.
reconstructs the energy of particles interacting electromagnetically. The jet is3540
then calibrated in three subsequent steps as outlined below, and in the following3541
sub-sections. This calibration procedure is specific to the release version 12 of3542
the Atlas software used in this analysis and is described in detail in Ref. [174]:3543
1. Additional energy due to multiple pp interactions within the same bunch3544
crossing (pile-up) is subtracted from the measured calorimetric energy3545
using correction constants extracted in in-situ data measurements [175];3546
2. The position of the jet is corrected such that the jet direction points to3547
the primary vertex of the interaction instead of the geometrical center of3548
Atlas;3549
3. The energy and the position of the jet are corrected for instrumental effects3550
(calorimeter non-compensation, additional dead material, out-of-cone ef-3551
fects).3552
Finally, the calibration restores the JES on average to that of the particles3553
entering the calorimeter, within 2% for the full kinematic range. A system-3554
atic uncertainty is quoted for the remaining non-closure, as discussed later in3555
Section 5.6.2.3556
In the multi-jet studies, the anti-kt algorithm [110] with two different reso-3557
lution parameters R = 0.4 and R = 0.6, and full four-momentum recombination3558
is used to reconstruct jets from topological clusters in the calorimeter. The jet3559
reconstruction is fully efficient in the MC simulation for jets with transverse3560
momentum above 30 GeV. The Atlas MC simulation compares well with the3561
jet reconstruction efficiency measured with data [176].3562
12Athena release 16.
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(a) Inclusive jet multiplicity distribution.
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(b) Inclusive jet multiplicity cross-section ra-
tio distribution.
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(c) Differential cross-section as a function of
HT with 2 or more jets.
JVF cut
























(d) Differential cross-section as a function of
HT with 3 or more jets.
Figure 5.14: Kolmogorov distance between various distributions with one recon-
structed primary vertex and the same observable for events with 2, 3, . . . 6+ or more
primary vertices as a function of the JVF cut (|JV F | ≥ 0.50, 0.55, ..., 1.00). The
distributions of interest are the inclusive jet multiplicity (a), the inclusive jet mul-
tiplicity cross-section ratio (b), the differential cross-section distribution over HT
for events with 2 or more jets (c) and the differential cross-section distribution over
HT for events with 3 or more jets (d).
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Pile-up Correction3563
Jets calibrated at the electromagnetic scale are affected by additional energy3564
due to multiple pp interactions within the same bunch crossing (int-time pile-up3565
events). An average correction to subtract the energy due to additional pp inter-3566
actions is applied at the electromagnetic scale. The pile-up correction is derived3567
in minimum bias data. The average additional ET per calorimeter tower is mea-3568
sured as a function of pseudorapidity η and number of reconstructed primary3569
vertices NPV. It takes into account the average additional energy deposited in3570
non-noise-suppressed calorimeter towers and the average number of towers in a3571
jet.3572
The jet energy offset correction is proportional to the number of constituent3573
towers in a jet as a measure of the jet area. For jets built directly from3574
dynamically-sized topological clusters, for which no clear geometric definition is3575
available, a model is used that describes the average area of a jet in terms of3576
the equivalent number of constituent towers. The sensitivity of the jet energy3577
resolutions to pile-up is negligibly found to be smaller than 1% in 2010 data.3578
This technique is well documented in Ref. [175].3579
Jet Origin Correction3580
The calorimeter clusters used for jet reconstructions are assumed to originate3581
from the geometrical center of Atlas (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0). The direction3582
of each topocluster is corrected to point back to the primary vertex with the3583
highest associated sum of track transverse momenta squared,
∑
p2T, track, in the3584
event. of the event. The beam spot is used instead if there is no primary vertex3585
reconstructed by the vertex algorithms.3586
The kinematics of each calorimeter cluster is recalculated using the direction3587
from the primary vertex to the cluster centroid. The raw jet four-momentum3588
is then redefined as the four-vector sum of the clusters. This correction im-3589
proves the angular resolution while the jet energy remains unaffected. A small3590
improvement in jet pT is introduced due to the changing jet direction, which3591
is rarely larger than 1%. This correction mainly depend on the z-coordinate of3592
the primary vertex.3593
Final Jet Energy Scale3594
The final part of the jet energy correction is based on the EM+JES calibration3595
scheme [165], which corrects for calorimeter non-compensation, energy losses in3596
inactive regions, out-of-cone showering effects and inefficiencies in the calorime-3597
ter clustering and jet reconstruction. This calibration is primarily dependent on3598
energy since calorimeters respond to the deposited energy, the jet direction, the3599
changing calorimeter technology and to the varying amounts of dead material3600
distributed in front of the calorimeters.3601
The EM+JES calibration is a MC-based procedure and derived from simu-3602
lated events using the nominal AMBT1 Pythia di-jet sample [177]. To extract3603
the correction factors, isolated particle jets, reconstructed using the MC event3604
record, are matched with isolated jets reconstructed in the calorimeter. The3605
correction is then calculated by dividing the true particle jet energy by the EM-3606
scale energy of the matching calorimeter jet. As an example, Figure 5.15 shows3607
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Figure 5.15: Simulated jet energy response R at the electromagnetic scale as a
function of EM+JES calibrated jet energy EEM+JEScalo and detector pseudorapidity
ηdet. Shown are also the η-intervals used to evaluate the JES uncertainty. The
inverse of the response shown in each bin is equal to the average jet energy scale
correction used in the EM+JES calibration scheme [176].
the simulated calorimeter response R for anti-kt R = 0.6 jets in various energy3608
and pseudorapidity bins.3609
Following this, a small η-dependent correction is applied to remove a bias3610
in the reconstructed η of jets that occurs when jets fall in poorly instrumented3611
regions of the calorimeter that have a lower response than the regions around3612
it. The reconstructed direction of the jet will be biased in such cases, since the3613
clusters that fall in these regions have a lower response when their individual3614
four-vectors are added up to build the jet four-vector, obtaining thus a smaller3615
overall weight. As a consequence of this effect, the jet is pulled toward the3616
region with the higher response. This η-correction is parameterized versus the3617
jet energy E and detector pseudorapidity ηdet, and is very small (∆η < 0.01) for3618
most regions of the calorimeter but larger in the crack regions (up to ∆η = 0.073619
for low pT jets in the HEC-FCal transition region). The final energy correction3620
is derived for jets with pT > 10 GeV at the EM-scale and is parameterized as a3621
function of jet transverse momentum pT and absolute value of pseudorapidity3622
|η|.3623
5.4.7 Event and Jet Selection Criteria3624
To reject events due to cosmic-ray muons and other non-collision backgrounds,3625
events are required to have at least one primary vertex that is consistent with3626
the beam spot position and that has at least five tracks associated to it. The3627
efficiency for collision events to pass these vertex requirements, as measured in3628
a sample of events passing all selections of this analysis, is well over 99%.3629
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Figure 5.16: Event display of a six-jet event satisfying the analysis requirements.
The towers in the bottom right figure represent transverse energy deposited in the
calorimeter projected on a grid of pseudorapidity η and azimuthal angle φ.
Jets considered in the analysis are selected using the following kinematic and3630
data quality selection criteria:3631
1. An event must contain at least one jet with |y| ≤ 2.8 and a pT ≥ 80 GeV;3632
2. Other jets are required to have |y| ≤ 2.8 and pT ≥ 60 GeV in order to be3633
counted;3634
3. A series of jet cleaning cuts were applied to eliminate various detector3635
effects and suppress beam and other non-collision backgrounds; Overall,3636
these cuts reduce the available statistics by less than 0.1% [178]. These3637
cuts have been shown to be efficient in eliminating spurious jets, while3638
rejecting only a negligible number of true jets [179]. Definitions of the jet3639
quality and jet cleaning cuts can be found in Appendix B.19;3640
4. Jets are only accepted if at least 70% of their charged particle pT comes3641
from the event vertex (|JV F | ≥ 0.70); Overall, this cut reduces the two-jet3642
cross-section by 0.4% and its effect increases with jet multiplicity. The cut3643
reduces the six-jet cross-section by 3.4%. All observables show a negligible3644
dependence on the number of reconstructed primary vertices when this cut3645
is applied. Jets with no charged particle content are accepted;3646
5. Only events with a minimum of two selected jets are used in the analysis;3647
For illustrative purposes, Figure 5.16 presents an event display of a six-3648
jet event passing all selection cuts. The transverse energy deposition in the3649
calorimeter is shown as a function of η and φ. For this event, the six selected3650
jets are well separated spatially.3651
For a total integrated luminosity of ∼ 2.4 pb−1, approximately half million of3652
multi-jet events survived the selection cuts. Table 5.4 presents the total number3653
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Table 5.4: Number of selected events, using the criteria described in this analysis,
as a function of inclusive jet multiplicity for jets reconstructed with the anti-kt algo-
rithm with resolution parameter R = 0.4 without accounting the trigger prescales.
Events are selected if they have a leading jet pT ≥ 80 GeV. Additional jets are
counted for that event, if they have pT ≥ 60 GeV. Events recorded in the de-
bug stream (see Appendix B.7) of the Atlas Data Acquisition System are also
accounted.
of multi-jet events versus inclusive jet multiplicity. No correction for trigger3654
prescales in the two-jet bin has been applied to the numbers in the table.3655
5.5 Data Correction3656
A correction to data measurements is needed to compare the measurements to3657
theoretical predictions. The correction, which accounts for trigger inefficiencies,3658
detector resolutions and other detector effects that affect the jet counting, is3659
performed in a single step using a bin-by-bin unfolding method calculated from3660
MC simulations. For each measured distribution, the corresponding MC sim-3661
ulation cross-section using truth jets, as defined in Section 5.2, is evaluated in3662
the relevant bins along with the equivalent distributions obtained after the ap-3663
plication of detector simulation and analysis cuts. The ratio of the true to the3664
simulated distributions provides the multiplicative correction factor (unfolding3665
factor) to be applied to the measured distributions.3666
To perform the unfolding [7], AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy AUET1 MC simu-3667
lation is used. The sample includes, on average, two additional soft pp collision3668
events overlapping with the hard scatter simulated by AlpGen . The data3669
has fewer overlapping collisions, as revealed by the distribution of the number3670
of selected vertices, and the MC simulation is subsequently weighted to match3671
the distribution from the data. The truth distribution is independent of the3672
additional collisions, since jets are built using particles simulated by the Alp-3673
Gen+Herwig/Jimmy MC simulation only.3674
The unfolding uncertainty is estimated by taking into account several effects.3675
One arises from the spread in correction factors coming from different gener-3676
ators (AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy AUET1 and Pythia AMBT1). A second3677
detailed study is performed in which the simulated jet pT , y and φ resolution3678
is varied. Third, the shape of the simulated distributions is varied in order to3679
account for possible biases caused by the input distributions. MC samples with3680
a trigger inefficiency in the crack region, with different pile-up rejection cuts3681
and different primary vertex multiplicity distributions are also used to estimate3682
the uncertainty arising from trigger effects and from the impact of overlapping3683
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pp collisions. All these effects impact the unfolding systematics, and their un-3684
certainties are ultimately added in quadrature to provide the final systematic3685
uncertainty in the unfolding correction. Statistical uncertainties on the unfold-3686
ing factors are important for certain bins and added to the total uncertainty.3687
All these effects are set out in point below.3688
ALPGEN/PYTHIA Differences The term that is calculated using the3689
differences between the AlpGen and Pythia generators is the most subtle one,3690
since it combines differences in the jet shapes and PS evolution, which can affect3691
the probability for two jets to be seen as one in the calorimeter. Differences occur3692
also due to the additional pp interactions and in how the UE affects the signal3693
jets. These effects stemmed directly from the MC simulation differences have3694
been studied individually using samples without additional pp interactions. This3695
study confirms that no significant cancellation of effects between them happens3696
to artificially reduce the systematic uncertainty in the unfolding.3697
Resolution Smearing The term calculated smearing the resolution of the3698
reconstruction of the jet kinematics simply accounts for the limited knowledge3699
of the jet pT , η and φ resolution which have been measured in data to within3700
less than 10% [176, 180].3701
Variation of Shape of Input Distributions The term calculated varying3702
the shape of the input distributions accounts for a bias inherent to the bin-by-3703
bin correction. However, since the shape of the distribution is well constrained3704
by the measurement’s cuts, the shape change used is small, and consistent with3705
shape changes allowed by the systematic uncertainties in the measurement.3706
Other effects The last few terms considered in the unfolding account for3707
the differences between MC simulation and data in the trigger efficiencies3708
(Section 5.4.2), for the different impact of the JVF cut on the different multi-jet3709
observables, and for the fact that the vertex distributions are different for3710
events collected with different triggers.3711
3712
As an example, the unfolding factors for the inclusive jet multiplicity spec-3713
trum are presented along with their systematic uncertainties in Figure 5.17. In3714
particular, the corresponding uncertainties are calculated for the cross-section3715
(a) and for the n-to-n− 1 cross-section ratios (b) as a function of the inclusive3716
multiplicity for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4. The overall correction factor for the3717
multiplicity spectrum is below 5% at the first bins, while for higher multiplicities3718
increases up to 20%, dominated by the statistical error. The combined system-3719
atic uncertainty is shown as an orange band around the unfolding factors. The3720
main components contributing to the systematic uncertainty are shown at the3721
bottom of each figure with different color fills. Although non-negligible, the un-3722
certainty is still smaller than the uncertainty coming from the JES calibration,3723
discussed in the next section, for most bins and observables.3724
More results on the unfolding factors along with the systematic uncertainties3725
are presented in Figure 5.18. The correction factor is less than 15% for all the3726
differential cross-section measurements as a function of jet pT and less than 10%3727
for the differential cross-section as a function of HT at all values. For the R323728
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(a) Inclusive cross-section (b) σn/σn−1 cross-section ratios
Figure 5.17: Unfolding factors [7] for (a) the cross-sections and (b) for the n to
n−1 cross-section ratios, as a function of the inclusive jet multiplicity. The unfolding
factors, calculated using theAlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy AUET1 sample, are shown
with the overall systematic uncertainty as a yellow solid band around the points.
The statistical error is dominating the total systematic uncertainty of the unfolding
factors. See the text for a further explanation of the legend labels.




T , the correction factor is less than 5%3729
in the full spectrum.3730
The unfolding of the differential cross-sections as a function of angular distri-3731
butions |∆η| and |∆φ|, required slight modifications to the bin-by-bin unfolding3732
technique. The differences raised due to the large statistical fluctuations in the3733
MC sample at large angles. In order to heal these statistical effects on the calcu-3734
lation of unfolding coefficients, a larger granularity has be chosen only in the MC3735
spectra. This method adds smoothness to the unfolding constants and studies3736
shown that is applicable on data without any loss of accuracy. Figures 5.18(l)-3737
5.18(q) show the unfolding factors for the σ−1N≥3dσ/|∆η| and σ−1N≥3dσ/|∆φ| dis-3738
tributions, using an appropriate binning to capture the variation of the unfolding3739
constants and reduce the statistical uncertainty.3740
5.6 Systematic Uncertainties3741
This section focuses on the other systematic effects and uncertainties that propa-3742
gate in the final jet cross-section measurements: the jet energy resolution (JER),3743
the jet energy scale (JES) and the error on the calculation of the integrated lu-3744
minosity.3745
5.6.1 Jet Energy Resolution3746
The jet resolution in Atlas is determined with two different methods: the3747
di-jet balance and the bi-sector techniques [176, 181], presenting a very good3748
agreement within 2%.3749
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Figure 5.18: Bin-by-bin correction coefficients with their statistical uncertainties,
calculated using the AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy AUET1 MC sample. The bands
show the overall systematic uncertainties of the unfolding factors and are included
in the final systematic uncertainties of every measured quantity.
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In the pT resolution studies, jets are binned according to reconstructed ra-3750
pidity in four different bins to account for different instrumented parts of the3751
Atlas calorimeter3752
 Central region: |y| < 0.8;3753
 Extended Tile Barrel: 0.8 < |y| < 1.2;3754
 Crack region: 1.2 < |y| < 2.1;3755
 End-Cap region: 2.1 < |y| < 2.8.3756
The data resolution as measured using both in-situ techniques is consistent with3757
the MC simulation resolution within the determined systematic uncertainties at3758
10% for jets in different rapidity regions, up to |y| < 2.8. The good agree-3759
ment between data and MC simulation from the in-situ measured resolutions,3760
σ(pT )/pT , of about 4− 5% in the central region, allows analyses the use of the3761
true fractional jet momentum resolution truth estimated from MC simulation.3762
The observed systematic uncertainties associated with the in-situ methods are3763
found to be 8% at pT = 30 GeV and 4% at pT = 500 GeV, respectively.3764
The baseline parameterization of the nominal jet energy resolution is derived3765
by fitting the truth fractional resolution from Monte Carlo simulation of Pythia3766
QCD jets within the jet pT range of 30 − 500 GeV. In-situ measurements3767
are also available for jets with 30 < pT < 500 GeV and |y| > 2.8. In the3768
latter kinematic range, the comparison of the jet resolution measured with the3769
two in-situ techniques in data and MC shows agreement within the systematic3770
uncertainties of less than 10%. The uncertainty on the jet resolution for each3771
rapidity region is assigned from the weighted average of the systematic errors on3772
the relative data/MC difference, and it is flat as a function of jet pT . Outside3773
the kinematic range of in-situ measurements, the Monte Carlo parameterization3774
is kept but the uncertainty is conservatively increased:3775
1. Jets with pT = 10 GeV are assigned an uncertainty that is three times3776
that of jets with pT = 30 GeV. The uncertainty is taken to be linearly3777
decreasing as a function of jet pT from its value at 10 GeV to the value at3778
30 GeV.3779
2. Jets with pT > 1000 GeV are assigned the uncertainty twice that of jets3780
with pT = 500 GeV.3781
3. The uncertainty for jets with 500 < pT < 1000 GeV is taken as a linear3782
extrapolation between the uncertainties for 500 GeV and 1000 GeV jets.3783











where N , S and C are the noise, stochastic and constant terms, respectively.3786
Formula 5.11 is used to fit both data and MC simulation in order to get the3787
final jet pT resolution.3788
Results on the true fractional pT resolution of anti-kt R = 0.4 EM+JES3789
jets, obtained from MC simulation (truth), are summarized in Figure 5.19 for3790
different pseudorapidity intervals.3791
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Figure 5.19: MC truth jet pT resolution as a function of the jet pT for anti-kt
R = 0.4 jets in different rapidity regions. Jet energies are calibrated with the
EM+JES calibration scheme [165]. Results are produced using the JER Atlas
official tool [181].
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η region Atlas detector regions
0.0 < |η| < 0.3 Central
0.3 < |η| < 0.8 (Barrel)
0.8 < |η| < 1.2 End-cap
1.2 < |η| < 2.1 (Barrel-end-cap transition
2.1 < |η| < 2.8 and HEC)
2.8 < |η| < 3.2 Transition (HEC-FCal)
3.2 < |η| < 3.6 Forward
3.6 < |η| < 4.5 (FCal)
Table 5.5: Detector regions and η-windows used for the JES uncertainty estimation.
5.6.2 Jet Energy Scale Uncertainty3792
The uncertainty in the JES is the dominant systematic uncertainty for many3793
of the multi-jet observables performed in this measurement. The rather steeply3794
falling cross-section as a function of jet pT implies that even a relatively small un-3795
certainty in the determination of the jet pT translates into a substantial change3796
in the cross-section distribution as events may migrate up or down the steeply3797
falling curve. Therefore, it is very crucial to estimate the size of the JES to the3798
best knowledge.3799
Systematic Uncertainties for Isolated Jets3800
The JES systematic uncertainty is derived combining information from test-3801
beam data, Lhc collision data and MC simulations. The pseudorapidity bins3802
used for the estimate of the JES uncertainty divide the detector in seven η-3803
regions, based on its geometry, with boundaries shown in Table 5.5. The JES3804
systematic uncertainty for all jets with pseudorapidity |η| > 0.8 is determined3805
using the JES uncertainty derived for the central barrel region, 0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8,3806
as a baseline and adding a contribution from the relative calibration of the3807
jets with respect to the central barrel region using di-jet balance techniques.3808
This choice is motivated by the better knowledge of the detector geometry in3809
the central region and by the use of pion response measurements in the Atlas3810
combined test-beam, where a full slice of the Atlas barrel detector had been3811
installed for the estimate of the calorimeter response uncertainties.3812
This section briefly describes the sources of systematic uncertainties and3813
their effect on the response of EM+JES calibrated jets. The contributions to3814
the JES systematics are categorized according to the following effects3815
1. JES calibration method;3816
2. Calorimeter response;3817
3. Detector simulation;3818
4. Physics model and parameters employed in the MC event generator;3819
5. Relative calibration for jets with η > 0.8;3820
6. Additional pp collisions (pile-up).3821
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Figure 5.20: Simulated jet pT response (full circles), after the application of the
EM+JES calibration, and jet energy response (open squares) as a function of jet
pT in the central (left) and end-cap (right) calorimeter regions [174].
The JES systematic uncertainty is only derived for isolated jets. The re-3822
sponse of jets as a function of the distance to the closest reconstructed jet and3823
the additional uncertainty associated to close-by jets is studied separately and3824
discussed in Section 5.6.2.3825
Non-closure of the JES calibration Any deviation from unity (non-3826
closure) in jet pT and energy response after the application of the JES cor-3827
rections to the nominal MC sample, implies that the kinematics of the cali-3828
brated calorimeter jet are not fully restored to the corresponding particle jets3829
(Figure 5.20). This can be mainly caused by the fact that the same correction3830
factors for energy and transverse momentum are used. Therefore, in the case3831
of a non-zero jet mass that does not reflect the truth jet mass, restoring only3832
the jet energy and pseudorapidity will lead to a bias in the pT calibration, and3833
vice-versa.3834
The systematic uncertainty due to the non-closure of the nominal JES cal-3835
ibration is taken as the largest deviation of the response from unity between3836
energy and pT . In the barrel region 0.3 < |η| < 0.8 this contribution amounts3837
to about 2% at low jet pT s and smaller than 1% for pT > 30 GeV. In the end-3838
cap and forward region, the closure is better than 1% for pT > 20 GeV, while3839
the energy response is within 1% for jets with pT > 30 GeV. The deviation of3840
the jet response from unity after calibration is taken as an additional source of3841
systematic uncertainty.3842
Uncertainty on the calorimeter response The response and correspond-3843
ing uncertainties of single particles interacting in the Atlas calorimeters can3844
be used to derive the JES uncertainty in the central calorimeter region as de-3845
tailed in Ref. [182]. The Atlas simulation infrastructure allows for linking the3846
true calorimeter energy deposits in each calorimeter cell to the particles gener-3847
ated in the collision, allowing thus the determination of the uncertainty of the3848
calorimeter response to jets, obtained from the response uncertainty of the indi-3849
vidual particles constituting that jet. The used in-situ techniques for response3850
measurements of the single particles, significantly reduce the uncertainty due to3851
the incomplete knowledge of the exact detector geometry. The following single3852
particle response measurements are used:3853
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 E/p method: the single hadron energy is measured in a cone around an3854
isolated track with respect to the track momentum in the momentum3855
range from 0.5 < p < 20 GeV;3856
 Test beam: the pion response measurements performed in combined At-3857
las beam test, where a full slice of the Atlas detector has been exposed3858
to pion beams with momenta in the range 20− 350 GeV [183].3859
At high transverse momenta, the dominating contribution to the calorimeter3860
response uncertainties is due to particles with p > 400 GeV, which is conser-3861
vatively estimated as 10% to take into account calorimeter non linearities and3862
longitudinal leakage effects. In the pseudorapidity range 0 ≤ |η| < 0.8, the shift3863
of the relative jet energy scale is up to 1% and the uncertainty on the shift is3864
from 1% to 3%. Finally, the total envelope of about 1.5− 4%, depending on the3865
jet pT , is taken as the relative JES calorimeter uncertainty.3866
Uncertainties due to the detector simulation - Calorimeter cell noise3867
thresholds As described in Section 5.4.6, topoclusters are constructed based3868
on the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of calorimeter cells, where the noise refers3869
to the RMS of the measured cell energy distribution in events with no energy3870
depositions from collision events. Discrepancies between the simulated noise3871
and the real noise in data can lead to differences in the cluster shapes and to3872
the presence of fake topoclusters, resulting therefore in fake jet reconstruction.3873
The uncertainty on the JES, due to possible discrepancies between data and3874
the description of the calorimeter electronic noise in the MC, was evaluated3875
using MC simulation samples reconstructed including signal-to-noise thresholds3876
for topological cluster seeds and cell neighbors modified according to a variation3877
of ±10% of their nominal values. The stability observed in the noise in special3878
monitoring runs, where calorimeter signals were studied in the absence of gen-3879
uine signals, and the comparison of the noise distribution between data and3880
MC simulation, indicate that this 10% shift provides a conservative estimate3881
of the uncertainty on the noise description. The maximum contribution to the3882
JES from this uncertainty source occurs for jet pT below 45 GeV, where it is3883
approximately 3% of the jet energy for the whole pseudorapidity region, and3884
negligible at higher transverse momenta.3885
Uncertainties due to the detector simulation - Additional material3886
and geometry The jet energy scale is affected by possible deviations in the3887
material description; the jet energy scale calibration has been derived to restore3888
the energy lost assuming a geometry as simulated in the nominal MC sample.3889
The effect of additional dead material and distorted geometries on the jet3890
energy scale has been evaluated using simulated detector geometries that include3891
systematic variations to the amount of material in the detector [174]. Test-beam3892
measurements [184] in addition to 900 GeV and 7 TeV pp collision data [185,3893
186, 187, 188] have been used to conservatively estimate the largest possible3894
change in the amount of material. The contribution to the JES uncertainty3895
from this source is around 2% of the jet energies.3896
Uncertainties due to the event modeling in the MC generator The3897
contributions to the JES uncertainty from the modeling of the fragmentation,3898
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Figure 5.21: Simulated energy response (left) and pT response (right) as a function
of jet pT in the central region, 0.3 < |η| < 0.8, for AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy
(open squares) and Pythia with the Perugia2010 tune (full triangles). The re-
sponse of the nominal MC sample (full circles) is shown for comparison [174].
the underlying event and other parameters in the MC event simulation are3899
principally obtained from samples based on AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy [144]3900
and Pythia tuned with the Perugia2010 [161] set of parameters. Differences are3901
studied with respect to the nominal simulated sample generated with Pythia3902
MC10 [156].3903
Figure 5.21 shows the calibrated jet kinematic response for the two MC3904
generators and tunes used to estimate the effect of the MC theoretical model3905
on the JES uncertainty, together with the kinematic response for the baseline3906
sample shown for comparison. The spread between the ratios of the nominal3907
response to the response for each of the two samples is used to define a systematic3908
uncertainty to the JES.3909
Uncertainties in in-situ inter-calibration using events with di-jet3910
topologies The determined JES uncertainty in the central detector region,3911
using the single particle response and systematic variations of the MC sim-3912
ulations, is transferred to the forward regions which have different detector3913
technologies. This is achieved by exploiting the pT balance of di-jet systems,3914
with one jet lying centrally and its pair in the forward region [189]. The inter-3915
calibration uncertainty is measured in bins of the average pT of the two leading3916
jets, denoted as pavgT .3917
The total JES uncertainty found in the central region 0.3 < |η| < 0.8 is kept3918
as a baseline to probe the forward uncertainty from the relative inter-calibration.3919
The latter is obtained by the RMS deviation of the MC predictions from the data3920
and is added in quadrature to the baseline uncertainty. The measurements are3921
performed for jets in the kinematic range 20 < pavgT < 110 GeV. The uncertainty3922
for jets with larger pT s is taken as the uncertainty of the last available pT -bin.3923
The uncertainties are evaluated separately for jets reconstructed with dis-3924
tance parameters R = 0.4 and R = 0.6, and are in general found to be slightly3925
larger for the former. Figure 5.22 shows the relative jet response and the as-3926
sociated inter-calibration uncertainty calculated as a function of jet |η| for two3927
different representative pavgT bins. The contribution to the JES uncertainty3928
from the η-inter-calibration technique remains below 3% of the jet energy at3929
large pseudorapidities.3930
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Figure 5.22: Jet pT response measured relative to a central reference jet in data
and various MC generator samples in the ranges 30−45 GeV (left) and 80−110 GeV
(right). The resulting uncertainty component is shown as a shaded band around
the data points [174].
Uncertainties due to multiple pp interactions In data-taking periods3931
with higher instantaneous luminosities, the effect of pile-up (multiple pp inter-3932






2 responsible for triggering the event - in-time pile-up)3934
was small, but not negligible. The size of the effect was estimated by studying3935
the dependence of the average energy density deposited in the calorimeters, as a3936
function of the number of reconstructed primary vertices (PV) per event (NPV ).3937
Figure 5.23 shows the relative uncertainty due to pile-up in the case of two3938
measured primary vertices, a typical value in 2010 data. In this case, the un-3939
certainty due to pile-up for central jets with pT = 20 GeV and pseudorapidity3940
|η| ≤ 0.8 is about 1%, while it amounts to about 2% for jets with pseudorapidity3941
2.1 < |η| < 2.8 and to less than 2.5% for all jets with |η| ≤ 4.5.3942
In the case of three PVs, the pile-up uncertainty is approximately twice that3943
of two PVs. With four PVs the uncertainty for central, end-cap and forward3944
jets is less than 3%, 6% and 8%, respectively. The relative uncertainty due to3945
pile-up for events with up to 5 hard interactions becomes less than 1% for all3946
jets with pT > 200 GeV.3947
The pile-up uncertainty is added separately to the estimate of the total JES3948
uncertainty, depending on the number of PVs counted in the event. The effect3949
of additional pp interactions from different bunch crossings that can be caused3950
by trains of consecutive bunches, known as out-of-time pile-up, has been studied3951
separately. The effect of out-of-time pile-up on jet reconstruction has been found3952
to be negligible in the 2010 data-set.3953
Overall JES Figures 5.24 presents the final fractional JES systematic uncer-3954
tainty, for anti-kt R = 0.6 jets, and its individual contributions as a function of3955
jet pT for three selected η-regions.3956
The fractional JES uncertainty in the central region amounts from 2% to3957
4% for pT < 60 GeV and 2 − 2.5% for 60 GeV ≤ pT < 800 GeV. For jets3958
with pT > 800 GeV, the uncertainty varies from 2.5% to 4%, due to the larger3959
uncertainties for particles with momentum beyond 400 GeV comprised in these3960
jets. The uncertainty amounts to up to 7% and 3%, respectively, for pT <3961














































Figure 5.23: Relative pile-up uncertainty for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 in the case
of two measured primary vertices, NPV = 2, for central (0.3 < |η| < 0.8, full
circles), end-cap (2.1 < |η| < 2.8, open squares) and forward (3.6 < |η| < 4.5, full
triangles) jets as a function of jet pT [174].
60 GeV and pT > 60 GeV in the end-cap region, where the central uncertainty3962
is taken as a baseline and the uncertainty due to the relative (η-inter)calibration3963
is added. In the forward region, a 13% uncertainty arises for pT < 60 GeV: the3964
increase in the uncertainty is dominated by the modeling of the soft physics in3965
the that region that is accounted for in the inter-calibration contribution.3966
The dominant contribution to the uncertainty for jets with the highest pT3967
measurable in Atlas is the calorimeter uncertainty, and more specifically the3968
uncertainty due to particles in jets with p > 400 GeV. As stated in Section 5.6.2,3969
this uncertainty contribution is estimated conservatively.3970
Table 5.6 presents a summary of the maximum uncertainties in the different3971
η-regions for anti-kt R = 0.4 and anti-kt R = 0.6 jets of pT = 20 GeV, 200 GeV3972
and 1.5 TeV as an example, showing comparable numbers. Summarizing, the3973
JES uncertainty for anti-kt R = 0.4 jets is between ∼ 4%, 8%, 14% at low jet pT3974
and 2.5− 3%, 2.5− 3.5%, 5% for jets with pT > 60 GeV in the central, end-cap3975
and forward region, correspondingly.3976
Jet energy scale uncertainties validation with in-situ techniques The3977
jet energy calibration is tested in-situ using a well calibrated object as reference3978
and comparing data to the nominal Pythia MC simulation. The following3979
in-situ techniques have been used [174]:3980
 Comparison to the momentum carried by tracks associated to a jet [190];3981
 Direct pT -balance between a photon and a jet [191];3982
 Photon pT -balance to hadronic recoil [191];3983
 Balance between a high-pT jet and low-pT jet system [192].3984
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Figure 5.24: Fractional JES systematic uncertainty as a function of pT for isolated
anti-kt R = 0.6 jets in the pseudorapidity regions 0.3 < |η| < 0.8 (calorimeter
barrel), 2.1 < |η| < 2.8 (end-cap) and 3.6 < |η| < 4.5 (forward). The total
uncertainty is shown as a solid light blue area. The JES uncertainty in the end-cap
and forward region is extrapolated from the barrel uncertainty. The uncertainty
contribution from the η-inter-calibration between central and end-cap jets in data
and MC is added in quadrature [174].
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η-region
Max fractional (%) JES unc. for anti-kt R = 0.4/0.6 jets
pT = 20 GeV pT = 200 GeV pT = 1.5 GeV
0.0 < |η| < 0.3 4.1/4.6 2.3/2.3 3.1/3.1
0.3 < |η| < 0.8 4.3/4.5 2.4/2.2 3.3/3.3
0.8 < |η| < 1.2 4.3/4.5 2.5/2.4 3.5/3.4
1.2 < |η| < 2.1 5.2/5.5 2.6/2.5 3.6/3.5
2.1 < |η| < 2.8 8.2/7.1 2.9/2.5 -
2.8 < |η| < 3.2 10.1/8.5 3.5/3.0 -
3.2 < |η| < 3.6 10.3/8.7 3.7/3.0 -
3.6 < |η| < 4.5 13.8/12.6 5.3/2.9 -
Table 5.6: Summary of the maximum JES systematic uncertainties for various pT
and η-regions from MC-based studies for anti-kt R = 0.4 and R = 0.6 jets [174].
The comparison of data to MC simulation for all in-situ techniques is shown3985
in Figure 5.25 together with the JES uncertainty for the 0 ≤ |η| < 1.2 region3986
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Figure 5.25: JES uncertainty as a function of pT in 0.8 < |η| < 1.2. Data to
MC simulation ratios are shown for several in-situ techniques that test the JES
exploiting photon jet balance (direct balance or using the missing transverse mo-
mentum projection technique), the balance of a leading jet with a recoil system of
two or more jets at lower transverse momentum (multi-jets) or using the momentum
measurement of tracks in jets [174].
Systematic Uncertainties for Multi-Jets3989
The standard JES uncertainty in Atlas [165, 174], as seen before, is calcu-3990
lated using only isolated jets and without considering any near-by activity in3991
the calorimeter. In dense hadronic environments, jets are often produced with3992
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Figure 5.26: Jet re-
sponse [7] (mean recon-
structed jet pT over true
jet pT ) as a function of
the true pT for jets tagged
as originating from a light
quark (blue points) or a
gluon (red points). The jet
response is estimated in a
Pythia simulation sample
with at least two jets of
pT ≥ 60 GeV and within
|y| ≤ 2.8. The anti-kt
R = 0.4 algorithm is used
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near-by jets, such as found in multi-jets topologies or in events with hadronic3993
decays of top-quark pairs. Therefore, for a multi-jet analysis, is needed to3994
determine the additional JES systematic uncertainty for jets with near-by jet3995
activity. Also, additional systematic uncertainties may arise from the different3996
calorimeter response to jets of different flavors [193] as well as effects that are3997
sensitive to the available phase-space for multi-jet events [194]. In summary,3998
the total JES uncertainty for multi-jets is determined by taking into account3999
the following systematic uncertainties4000
1. the global JES uncertainty for isolated jets;4001
2. the response uncertainty of non-isolated (close-by) jets;4002
3. the flavor composition uncertainty (uncertainty on the fraction of light-4003
quarks or gluons in the simulated sample);4004
4. the flavor response systematic (different response for light-quark and gluon4005
jets)4006
for which rigorous studies have been performed and an overall description is4007
given below.4008
Systematic Uncertainties due to Differences in Light-quark/Gluon4009
Jet Response Figure 5.26 shows the calorimeter pT response for light-quark4010
and gluon jets in the barrel as a function of reconstructed jet pT as calculated4011
using the Pythia AMBT1 MC simulation sample [193]. The response for jets4012
in the two-jet inclusive multiplicity bin is also shown. Light-quark and gluon4013
jets were tagged using the highest-energy parton found in the MC simulation4014
particle record within a cone of radius equal to the resolution parameter of the4015
jet algorithm. Only jets that had no other reconstructed jet of uncalibrated4016
pT > 7 GeV within distance ∆R =
√
∆φ2 +∆η2 = 1.0 from the jet axis were4017
used to decouple flavor composition from topological effects on the response.4018
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The MC simulation shows slightly more gluon-like jets for high-multiplicity final4019
states, particularly in the AlpGen samples.4020
To the extent that the MC simulation reflects the data, the difference in4021
flavor response as a function of multiplicity is accounted for in the unfolding4022
correction. However, additional uncertainties need to be considered because4023
the systematic uncertainty on the JES was derived for the flavor composition;4024
an admixture of light-quark and gluon jets. In addition, the knowledge of the4025
fraction of light-quark and gluon jets in any final state is not perfect.4026
The first effect has been considered using different MC simulations as in4027
Ref. [176] to look at the difference between the gluon and light-quark jet response4028
under different assumptions. In order not to consider twice the effects already4029
included in the JES systematic derived for the inclusive sample, the gluon and4030
light-quark jet responses have been normalized to the average response of each4031
sample studied. The relative light-quark and gluon jet response is the same4032
within statistical uncertainties under the different assumptions, thus this effect4033
does not importantly contribute to the final JES systematic uncertainty.4034
The second effect is harder to address, since the effects that impact the4035
details of the quark-gluon admixture (PDFs, limitations of LO QCD calculation,4036
ISR and FSR tuning, PS modeling) are not trivial to study consistently. This4037
effect has been treated in a data-driven way using template fits to determine4038
the flavor composition of the sample up to the four-jet inclusive multiplicity4039
bin [193]. The template distributions used were those of the jet width (defined4040
as the pT -weighted average ∆R between the constituents of the jet and the4041
jet axis) and the number of tracks associated to the jet. In these bins, the4042
combination of the two effects impacts the JES uncertainty by less than 1%.4043
In the higher multiplicity bins, no specific studies have been performed to4044
constrain the MC simulation predictions made on the flavor composition of the4045
sample, thus the flavor composition is assumed to be unknown, increasing the4046
overall JES systematic by up to 3%.4047
Systematic Uncertainties due to Jets with Near-by Calorimeter Ac-4048
tivity Jets that have near-by activity require specific studies [194] due to4049
their unique properties; they can considerably impact both the JES, as well as4050
the size of multiplicity-bin migrations. Their impact in the analysis increases4051
with jet multiplicity, since the probability of a jet having another jet near-by4052
rises as the available phase-space, in [η, φ], is used up. Figure 5.27 shows the4053
probability of a selected jet occurring next to (within ∆R = 1.0) a reconstructed4054
jet of uncalibrated pT > 7 GeV as a function of inclusive jet multiplicity. The4055
probability increases with jet multiplicity, and the AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy4056
AUET1 simulation agrees best with data. Differences of up to 10% are ob-4057
served in Pythia AMBT1. These differences affect the rate at which one true4058
jet is reconstructed as two jets in the calorimeter. Since this impacts the size4059
of the detector unfolding corrections, the differences between the different MC4060
simulations were used as one component of the detector unfolding systematic4061
uncertainties (more details at Section 5.5).4062
Jets with other near-by jets also have a different JES, as demonstrated in4063
MC simulations. The systematic uncertainty on their energy scale has been4064
evaluated using the balance between two jets (one with near-by calorimeter4065
energy deposits) and the correlation between the pT of the tracks associated to4066
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Inclusive Jet Multiplicity
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Figure 5.27: Fraction of
selected jets in each inclusive
multiplicity bin with neigh-
boring jets within distance
∆R = 1.0. Data (solid
circles) are compared to
AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy
AUET1 (open squares) and
Pythia AMBT1 (open tri-
angles) MC simulations. The
probability for close-by jet
activity occurring in the event
increases with jet multiplicity.
AlpGen simulation presents
a better agreement with
data [194].
Close-by jet systematic uncertainty
Rmin range anti-kt R = 0.4 anti-kt R = 0.6
pT [GeV] range 20− 30 > 30 20− 30 > 30
0.4− 0.5 2.7% 2.8% - -
0.5− 0.6 1.7% 2.3% - -
0.6− 0.7 2.5% 2.7% 3.9% 1.9%
0.7− 0.8 - - 5.1% 1.6%
0.8− 0.9 - - 2.5% 1.9%
Table 5.7: Summary of jet energy scale systematic uncertainty assigned for non-
isolated jets accompanied by a close-by jet within the denoted Rmin ranges. The
second row in the table indicates the pT range of the non-isolated jets [194].
the jet and the pT measured in the calorimeter.4067
The total close-by jet uncertainties are summarized in Table 5.7 for the two4068
jet distance parameters R = 0.4, 0.6. The close-by jet systematic uncertainty4069
on the JES is estimated, for both calorimeter jets, 2.5− 5.1% (1.7− 2.7%) and4070
1.6 − 1.9% (2.3 − 2.8%) for R = 0.6 (R = 0.4) jets with 20 ≤ pT < 30 GeV4071
and pT > 30 GeV , respectively, in the range of R ≤ Rmin < R + 0.3 and jet4072
rapidity |y| < 2.0. When the two jets are separated in distance by R + 0.3 or4073
more, the jet response becomes similar to that for the isolated jets and hence no4074
additional systematic uncertainty is needed. No significant jet pT dependence4075
is observed at pT > 30 GeV for the close-by jet systematic uncertainty.4076
The evaluated uncertainty is added in quadrature to the JES uncertainty4077
calculated for isolated jets in an inclusive sample, increasing the overall uncer-4078
tainty on the energy determination for jets with near-by reconstructed jets by4079
at most 1.5%.4080
Systematic Uncertainties due to overlapping pp Interactions Approx-4081
imately 40% of the selected events have more than one vertex in the interaction4082
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in the data sample analyzed, indicating the presence of an additional pp inter-4083
action overlapping the event of interest. The vertex multiplicity is low enough4084
that, with a luminous region of several mm and a vertex reconstruction reso-4085
lution of a few hundred of µm, the impact of merged vertices on the analysis4086
is negligible. For the instantaneous luminosities considered in this analysis, the4087
probability that two hard events would occur at the same time is measured to4088
be negligible. However, a soft interaction occurring in parallel with the hard4089
interaction can produce a contamination of energy from a soft jet in a hard4090
event with which it overlaps.4091
The average effect of these overlapping interactions on the JES is accounted4092
for by an offset correction, and the systematic uncertainty on that correction4093
has been evaluated by dedicated studies (read Section 5.4.6). The impact if this4094
uncertainty on the overall JES uncertainty used in this analysis is negligible4095
for the vast majority of events (Figure 5.23 in Section 5.6.2). The overlapping4096
interactions can also impact the jet counting since the resolution of the jet energy4097
reconstruction depends on the instantaneous luminosity. In particular, this4098
effect may boost significantly the energy of a soft jet from the hard interaction4099
with the addition of energy from a soft jet coming from the soft interaction.4100
The effect becomes small after performing a cut on the fraction of charged4101
particle pT that originates from the event vertex and that is associated to the4102
jet, the JV F discriminant, as described in Section 5.4.7. An uncertainty due4103
to the efficiency of the cut has been estimated in Section 5.5. The uncertainty4104
on the final measurements from this effect is negligible in comparison to other4105
uncertainties.4106
Overall Multi-JES Uncertainty In summary, the JES uncertainty entering4107
the multi-jet measurements is primarily made up by three basic components:4108
1. the uncertainty calculated for isolated jets,4109
2. the uncertainty caused by the presence of near-by calorimeter deposits in4110
the proximity of the jet of interest, and4111
3. the flavor composition uncertainty.4112
The uncertainty on the energy scale of isolated jets is the largest contributor4113
to the total uncertainty in most bins, except for jets in the five and six-jet4114
bins and of pT < 200 GeV, for which the flavor composition uncertainty is4115
comparable. The positive systematic uncertainty on the JES of isolated jets4116
falling in the barrel and in high-multiplicity bins varies from 5% at 60 GeV to4117
2.5% at 1 TeV. In the three-jet and four-jet bin, where the flavor composition4118
is better constrained, the systematic uncertainty is at most 3.5%. The negative4119
systematic uncertainty is smaller and≈ 3% across all pT range in the barrel. The4120
impact of nearby calorimeter deposits is small, increasing the overall uncertainty4121
by at most 1%.4122
5.6.3 Systematic Uncertainties in the Luminosity4123
The systematic uncertainties in the luminosity calculation affect all cross-section4124
measurements, but cancel out in all measurements where cross-section ratios4125
are involved. The luminosity of the dataset used in this measurement has been4126
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calculated to be 2.43 ± 0.08 pb−1 [53] and the associated uncertainty is not4127
included in the final systematic uncertainty band of the figures shown.4128
5.6.4 Systematic Uncertainties in the Trigger Efficiency4129
The agreement between MC and data on the position of the plateau shown in4130
most trigger efficiency plots in Section 5.4.2, are accompanied by very small4131
uncertainties for most of the phase-space. However, for events with jets in the4132
transition region between the barrel calorimeters and the end-cap calorimeters4133
(1.4 < |η| < 1.6) differences of up to 5% are found between data and MC sim-4134
ulation at around 60 GeV. Given the small impact of this effect, the difference4135
has been added as a systematic uncertainty, rather than a correction. Its impact4136
on the results is negligible.4137
5.6.5 Combination of All Systematic Uncertainties on the4138
JES4139
All systematic effects described previously, contributing in the final JES uncer-
tainty for multi-jet final states, are all combined together as a function of the jet
pT and η, the distance δRmin to the closest reconstructed jet with pT > 7 GeV,
and the fraction of gluon or light-quark jets rsample entering the flavor response
uncertainty term. The formula below, which is a reduced version of the more
general one of Equation B.5.1, gives the total error on the JES assuming a zero
contribution from the flavor response uncertainty:





+∆non−closglobal → Global errors
⊕αC
∆±flavour comp. ± (1− rsample)
rsample
→ Flavour composition (5.12)
⊕∆close−by(∆Rmin)→ Close-by jets
The running index i corresponds to the various uncertainty components of the4140
global uncertainty term ∆global. These global uncertainty components refer to4141
studies performed with the QCD di-jet samples, as described in Section 5.6.24142
and reported in Table B.18 of Appendix B.5. They include uncertainties due to4143
cluster noise thresholds, calorimeter response, inter-calibration of the end-cap4144
with respect to the central region, in-time pile-up, etc, and they are all added4145
in the quadrature [195, 196].4146
The ∆non−clos term corresponds to the non-closure component which is also4147
added in quadrature to the remaining components. The uncertainty on the re-4148
sponse of light-quark and gluon jets is, however, fully correlated with effects4149
captured in the global JES systematic uncertainty (Equation B.5.1). Fortu-4150
nately, this effect has been shown to be negligible through the study of different4151
MC simulations [6] and is thus ignored. The flavor composition and close-by4152
systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature to the global uncertainty, since4153
they treat independent effects that are uncorrelated.4154
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In order to control the degree of belief on the flavor composition in the MC4155
simulation, the variable αC has been introduced. If the MC generator predicts4156
that the total fraction of light-quark (or gluon) jets is f , then αC approximately4157
corresponds to the fraction of the remaining (1− f) jets originating from light-4158
quarks. The parameter αC = 1 thus express the level of no belief in the light-4159
quark/gluon mix provided by the MC simulation, while αC = 0 corresponds to4160
full belief. Also, αC = 0.5 in a bin with 80% gluons means that the fraction4161
of gluon jets should lie between 60% (20% + 0.5 × 80% light quarks) and 90%4162
(80% + 0.5× 20% gluons).4163
The value of αC is related to the error in the gluon fraction, assuming that4164
the contribution of heavy-quark jets is small: σglu/(1− fglu). For this analysis,4165
the value of fglu is taken from AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy AUET1, matching4166
jets to the highest energy parton within a distance of the jet axis equal to the4167
jet size (for isolated jets) or half the distance to the closest jet. The value of4168
σglu is taken as 0 for the 2-jet bin and 0.3 for the 3-jet and 4-jet bin up to jets of4169
pT = 210 GeV. This is justified through template fits to the width of selected4170
jets which allow determining the flavor composition of these samples [197]. For4171
higher multiplicities, Njets ≥ 5, no knowledge is assumed and thus a conservative4172
choice of αC = 1 (or σq,g = fq,g) is made.4173
Plots in Figure 5.28 show an example of the combined JES anti-kt R = 0.44174
jets falling in the central barrel region (|η| ≤ 0.3 and 0.3 < |η| < 0.8), the4175
extended tile barrel/end-cap (0.8 < |η| < 1.2) and the crack-region (1.2 < |η| <4176
2.1) as a function of pT [6]. The results for all η regions and for anti-kt R = 0.64177
jets as well, can be found in Appendix B.5.2.4178
The impact of the JES uncertainty on various measured quantities of this4179
analysis is shown as an example in Figure 5.29. In particular, the curves in these4180
plots show the upper and lower relative systematic errors yielding from positive4181
and negative energy variations of jets reconstructed with the anti-kt algorithm4182
with distance parameter R = 0.4. The relative uncertainty on the measured4183







T , the inclusive jet multiplicity Njets, and the 3-to-4185




T (see Section 5.8). The relative4186
systematic factors have been obtained in MC simulated events generated with4187
Pythia MC10 and applied on the data measurements. This is considered to4188
be a rather safe procedure for extracting the JES systematic bands in data,4189
given that the shape of the measured quantities in MC simulation is in good4190
agreement with data. Moreover, the JES relative systematic uncertainties are4191
extracted without serious statistical fluctuations provided that the produced4192
MC sample is statistically rich.4193
5.7 Systematics on NLO Predictions4194
In the NLO pQCD analysis, the 3-to-2 inclusive jet cross-cross ratio have been4195
studied as a function of various jet observables;4196
1. the leading jet pT ,4197
2. the sum pT of the two leading jets,4198
3. the sum pT of the three leading jets and4199
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Figure 5.28: Combined relative positive (left) and negative (right) JES systematic
uncertainty for multi-jet events with anti-kt R = 0.4 jets, as a function of recon-
structed jet pT . Results in other pseudorapidity intervals and the equivalent results
for anti-kt R = 0.6 jets as well, can be found in Appendix B.5.2.
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Figure 5.29: Relative systematic uncertainty bands obtained from positive and neg-
ative variations of the JES in Pythia MC10 simulated events and applied in data.
The impact of the JES uncertainty is shown for several cross-section measurements
using anti-kt jets with R = 0.4. The black open circles (-◦-) correspond to the
overall width of the relative JES uncertainty including the contribution of pile-up,
while the blue markers (-•-) show the resulting JES uncertainty bands including the
pile-up uncertainty component. The effect of pile-up on the total JES uncertainty
is found to be extremely weak using the early pp data recorded by Atlas in 2010.
4. the total sum pT of all selected jets in the event.4200
The renormalization and factorization scales are varied independently in order4201
to estimate the impact of higher order terms excluded from the NLO calculation.4202
Two different NLO PDF sets, CTEQ6.6 [155] and MSTW2008 [112] are used.4203
The 90% confidence-limit error sets are used in the evaluation of the PDF un-4204
certainties. The uncertainty in the value of αS is also propagated into the NLO4205
calculations for each PDF set separately. Finally, since the NLOJet++ program4206
implements only a ME calculation and not any model for parton-shower, the4207
non-perturbative QCD effects are not accounted in its predictions. Therefore,4208
correction factors which take the NLO pQCD calculations to the particle level4209
must be estimated along with their errors.4210
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5.7.1 Next-to-leading-order Scale Choice4211
The renormalization (µrQ) and factorization (µfQ) scale is described by Equa-4212
tion 5.6 in Section 5.3.2 scaled by a factor κ2 and with the sum running over4213
final-state jets. The variable κ is set to 1 for the calculation of the central value.4214
This scale has been shown to provide predictions that are stable against scale4215
variations.4216
To estimate the uncertainty on the NLO QCD prediction due to neglected4217
higher-order perturbation terms, each observable of this analysis was recalcu-4218
lated while varying the renormalization scale by a factor of two with respect4219
to the default choice defined as the sum over the pT of all jets. Similarly, to4220
estimate the sensitivity to the choice of scale where the PDF evolution is sepa-4221
rated from the matrix element, the factorization scale was separately varied by4222
a factor of two. This is a standard procedure followed to estimate the accuracy4223
of perturbative QCD predictions, as described in Section 4.6.5.4224
Thus, six different sets of κ, the renormalization and factorization scales,4225
are used: (1, 2), (2, 1), (0.5, 1), (1, 0.5), (2, 2), (0.5, 0.5), with the first4226
value being applied to the renormalization scale calculation and the other to the4227
factorization scale calculation. The relative scale uncertainty band is obtained4228
by dividing the ratio’s central value with its scale uncertainty by the ratio’s4229
central value for each bin. The envelope of the results obtained with these values4230
is used to define the overall scale uncertainty in the theoretical calculation, as4231
done for the scale systematic uncertainty, while the central value is calculated4232
with κ = 1 for both scales (µr = 1, µf = 1).4233
The produced results in the NLO calculations show the relative uncertainty4234
band for the 3-to-2 inclusive jet ratio as a function of various jet observables for4235
four different hard scale parametrizations. Figure 5.30 shows anti-kt jets with4236
R = 0.4 and similarly Figure 5.31 shows anti-kt jets with R = 0.6. These figures4237
show that the jet observable associated with the minimum scale uncertainty is4238
the leading jet pT added to the sub-leading jet pT , the H
(2)
T variable, where the4239
hard scale choice is defined by the sum over the pT of all jets. This minimum4240
uncertainty defines the jet observable studied in this analysis. It is also shown4241
that the scale uncertainty associated with R = 0.6 jets is always smaller than4242
that associated with R = 0.4 jets. The magnitude of the difference observed is4243
always greater than the increase in uncertainty associated with the underlying4244
event for R = 0.6 jets. This fact is found to be a very good motivation of using4245
the R = 0.6 jets mostly to perform comparisons of the data measurements to4246
pQCD predictions at NLO.4247
When the renormalization and refactorization scales are varied, the effect4248
on the results the is evidently non-linear, as can be seen in Figures 5.30 and4249
5.31. The asymmetry observed is basically due to the evolution of the αS(Q
2)4250




at LO (see Equation 4.1074251
in Section 4.5.4 and the scale dependence of αS expressed by Equation 4.111 in4252
Section 4.6.2), giving thus definitely non-linear results.4253
5.7.2 Combined PDF, Scale and αs Uncertainties4254
The PDF uncertainties are obtained in a similar way; 45 different weights are4255
computed for each event corresponding to the central value and 22 eigenvector4256
sets, each with positive and negative variations. The ratio is computed for4257
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Figure 5.30: Relative uncertainties on the predicted NLO 3-to-2 inclusive jet ra-





T and HT =
∑
pT , for four different hard scale parametrizations. The
uncertainties are defined by the choice of hard scale Q [198].
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Figure 5.31: Relative uncertainties on the predicted NLO 3-to-2 inclusive jet ratio
for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 as a function of various jet observables for four
different hard scale parametrization. The uncertainties are defined by the choice of
hard scale [198].
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each set and the results are combined using the ‘master equation’ (5.13,5.14) to4258

















R0 −R+i , R0 −R−i , 0
)]2
(5.14)





are the ratios obtained from the ith positive and negative eigenvector sets re-4262
spectively, and N is 22 for the CTEQ6.6 PDF set and 20 for the MSTW20084263
PDF set.4264
The central value used for the strong coupling parameter αs is 0.118 for the4265
CTEQ6.6 PDF set and 0.12018 for the MSTW2008. In order to compute the4266
uncertainty associated with this choice, the central value is varied by ±0.0014267
and ±0.002. This variation represents the full range of αs values available in the4268
CTEQ6.6 set. The same variations are used for the MSTW2008 for consistency,4269
even though a wider range of values is available [199]. These changes in the4270
αs value offset the results with respect to the central value. For each bin, the4271
maximum offset in each direction defines an asymmetrical uncertainty due to4272
the choice of αs for the NLO predictions.4273
Figures 5.32 and 5.34 show the 3-to-2 inclusive jet ratio for anti-kt jets with4274
R = 0.6 and R = 0.4 respectively as a function of various jet observables for the4275
CTEQ6.6 PDF. Similarly, Figures 5.33 and 5.35 show the same results when4276
adopting the MSTW2008 NLO PDF set in the NLO pQCD calculation. The4277
top section of each sub-figure shows the NLO ratio with combined uncertainties,4278
with the sections underneath showing separately the uncertainty derived from4279
varying the chosen scale, the αS and the PDF choice. The overall uncertainty4280
shown in the top ratio plot is obtained by adding the statistical, scale, αS and4281
PDF uncertainties in quadrature.4282
5.7.3 Non-perturbative QCD Corrections4283
The NLOJet++ program implements a fixed-order ME calculation at NLO and4284
only predicts parton-level cross-sections. Consequently, it lacks a PS interface4285
and does not account for non-perturbative effects for meaningful comparison4286
with data. To perform comparisons to particle-level measurements, a correction4287
factor is therefore required in order to encompass the npQCD effects in the4288
NLO QCD as well. This is achieved by using leading-logarithmic PS generators4289
to evaluate the ratio of cross-sections with and without the hadronization and4290
UE processes, and multiplying bin-by-bin the parton-level cross-sections by this4291
ratio (see Section 4.6.5). Pythia v6.426 and Herwig++ v2.5 MC programs4292
are used to generate samples, with UE and hadronization models switched on4293
or off during the event simulation. Jets in these samples are reconstructed from4294
partons after the PS, and observables are compared to those obtained at the4295
particle level in the standardHerwig++ and Pythia samples. A multiplicative4296


































































































































































Figure 5.32: NLO 3-to-2 inclusive jet cross-section ratio for anti-kt jets with
R = 0.6 as a function of various jet observables using the CTEQ6.6 NLO PDF [155].
The top section of each figure shows the calculated NLO ratio with combined un-
certainties (yellow band), with the lower sections showing separately the uncertainty
derived from the scale choice, the variation of αS and the PDF. Statistical uncer-
tainties are indicated by the black error bars. The uncertainties are defined by the
choice of hard scale, added in quadrature with the statistical error to obtain the
overall theoretical uncertainty on the NLO prediction.








































































































































































Figure 5.33: NLO 3-to-2 inclusive jet cross-section ratio for anti-kt jets with R =
0.6 as a function of various jet observables using the MSTW2008 NLO PDF [112].
The top section of each sub-figure shows the predicted NLO ratio with combined
uncertainties, with the sections below showing separately the uncertainty derived
from the scale choice, the αS and the PDF. The uncertainties are defined by the
choice of hard scale and added in quadrature to the statistical uncertainty indicated
by the yellow band.







































































































































































Figure 5.34: NLO 3-to-2 inclusive jet cross-section ratio for anti-kt jets with R =
0.4 as a function of various jet observables using the CTEQ6.6 NLO PDF [155]. The
top section of each sub-figure shows the NLO ratio with combined uncertainties,
with the middle and lower sections showing separately the uncertainty derived from
varying the hard scale, the αS and the PDF. The uncertainties are defined by the
choice of hard scale, added in quadrature to the statistical uncertainty to get the
combined uncertainty on the theoretical calculation.











































































































































































Figure 5.35: NLO 3-to-2 inclusive jet cross-section ratio for anti-kt jets with R =
0.4 as a function of various jet observables using the MSTW2008 NLO PDF [112].
The top section of each sub-figure shows the NLO ratio with combined uncertainties,
with the sections underneath showing separately the uncertainty derived from the
scale choice, the αS and the PDF set. The uncertainties are defined by the choice
of hard scale added in quadrature to the statistical uncertainty to obtain the overall
theoretical uncertainty.
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where o is the observable of interest calculated at the particle or parton level in4298
the samples with and without the non-perturbative QCD processes. The calcu-4299
lated correction factor takes the NLO pQCD calculations to the particle level.4300
This correction coefficients are calculated in several simulation samples attached4301
to different tunes. The correction obtained using the Pythia AMBT1 sample4302
is taken as the reference value for the analysis, and the systematic uncertainty4303
is estimated by taking the envelope around this central value using results from4304
the other models.4305
The correction factors and their uncertainties depend on the interplay of the4306
hadronization and the UE for the different jet sizes, and they have a significant4307
influence at low pT . For jets with parameter size R = 0.4, the non-perturbative4308
correction factor is dominated by hadronization. For jets with radius R = 0.6,4309
the correction factor is dominated by the UE process. The size of the non-4310
perturbative QCD correction is generally computed to be in average about 5%4311
in all observables studied in the NLO pQCD analysis.4312
Plots in Figure 5.36 show the non-perturbative correction factors and as-4313
sociated uncertainties, for two R32 observables of this analysis; the leading jet4314
pT and the sum pT of the two leading jets in the event H
(2)
T . Non-perturbative4315
corrections are also estimated for angular observables in multi-jet events; the az-4316
imuthal angle difference ∆φ and pseudorapidity gap ∆η for all possible jet pairs4317
in systems with at least three jets. As an example, Figure 5.37 illustrates the4318
non-perturbative correction factors and associated uncertainties of the ∆φ ob-4319
servable, measured for three different two-jet combinations in inclusive three-jet4320
topologies.4321
As mentioned before, comparisons with NLO pQCD calculations may be4322
useful for constraining parameters, such as PDFs or the value of the strong4323
coupling constant, αS , given that the systematic uncertainties from the mea-4324
surement are comparable to the theoretical uncertainties. Figure 5.38 illustrates4325
the ratio of the 3-to-2 jet differential cross-section as a function of the leading4326
jet pT and the scalar sum pT of the two leading jets (H
(2)
T ), for resolution pa-4327
rameters R = 0.4 and R = 0.6. In these plots, the total uncertainty quoted4328
on the NLO pQCD calculations comes from the quadrature sum of the uncer-4329
tainties from the renormalization and factorization scales, the PDF sets, the4330
coupling constant αS and the non-perturbative QCD corrections. The apparent4331
conclusion is that the larger theoretical uncertainty is observed for the narrower4332
jets with R = 0.4 due to terms that enter the NLO calculation as the loga-4333
rithm of the resolution parameter R (see Section 14 of Ref. [123]). Moreover,4334
the overall comparison of Figures 5.38 shows a substantially reduced theoretical4335
uncertainty for the NLO prediction of the H
(2)
T multi-jet observable for R = 0.64336
jets, as illustrated by Figure 5.38(d). This makes the measurement a stringent4337
test of pQCD and particularly H
(2)
T presents as a good candidate input for the4338
fitting studies of αS .4339
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Figure 5.36: Non-perturbative correction factors for the ratio of the inclusive three
jet to the inclusive two jet cross-section, R32, as a function of the leading jet pT and
the sum of the leading and sub-leading jet pT . Shown for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4
and R = 0.6. The overall uncertainty is shown as a green shaded band in the
right-hand figures and is derived according to the maximum positive and negative
spread of the various MC samples from the Pythia MC10 reference sample.
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Figure 5.37: Example of non-perturbative correction factors as a function of the
pseudorapidity difference ∆η between (up) the leading and 2nd leading jet, (middle)
the leading and 3rd jet, (bottom) and the 2nd leading and 3rd leading jet for events
with 3 or more selected jets. The overall uncertainty is shown as shaded bands and
are extracted based on the difference between the various simulation models and
the central Pythia MC10 sample. Small anomalies are observed in the shapes and
are basically due to statistical fluctuations in the MC event production.
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Figure 5.38: Theoretical results at NLO pQCD using the CTEQ6.6 PDF, of the







T . The top section of each sub-figure shows the NLO
R32 ratio with combined theoretical uncertainties, with the lower sections showing
the individual uncertainty sources derived from the scale choice, variations in αS ,
the PDF and the npQCD corrections. The uncertainties are added in quadrature to
obtain the overall theoretical error.
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Table 5.8: Normalization factors applied to each of the MC simulations in order
to match the measured inclusive two-jet cross-section.
5.8 Results4340
In this section, all measurements shown are corrected to the particle level and4341
compared to theoretical predictions. For comparisons to LO MC simulations,4342
the anti-kt algorithm with resolution parameter R = 0.4 is principally used to4343
define a jet, while for comparisons to NLO QCD theoretical predictions jets with4344
R = 0.6 are basically used. In all figures, the lavender blue error band brack-4345
eting the measured cross-section corresponds to the total experimental system-4346
atic uncertainty, evaluated by adding the individual systematic uncertainties in4347
quadrature but excluding the uncertainty coming from the luminosity calcula-4348
tion. The ratio of the predictions from the MC simulations to the measurements4349
is shown separately or at the bottom of each figure.4350
Only a few representative of the MC simulations that were studied are shown4351
in the figures. All MC simulations are normalized to the measured inclusive two4352
jet cross-section in order to compare the distribution shapes. The normalization4353
K-factors applied to the MC simulations studied are given in Table 5.8, and4354
distinctive features of some of the MC simulations not shown are discussed4355
when relevant.4356
Both multi-leg MEAlpGen and SherpaMC generators used for simulation,4357
predict an inclusive multi-jet cross-section similar to the measured cross-section.4358
The normalization factor for AlpGen is the closest to unity among all MC4359
generators used. On the other hand, as shown in Table 5.8, Herwig++ and4360
Pythia 2 → 2 MC simulation require scaling factors which differ from unity,4361
especially for the Pythia AMBT1 sample. Differences between Pythia and4362
Herwig++ QCD 2 → 2 MC generators, illustrate the large impact of the4363
different UE, PS and hadronization modeling on the LO QCD predictions.4364
The absolute normalization factor used to scale the Pythia sample in the4365
two-jet bin, is found to differ the maximum from unity among all MC simula-4366
tions. The origin of this particularly large theoretical disagreement is predomi-4367
nantly due to the choice of the PDF set. The influence of the PDF set on the4368
theoretical predictions can be further examined by choosing different PDF sets4369
in the simulation. More discussion about the impact of the PDF and the tune4370
parameters is placed in Appendix B.1.4371
5.8.1 Jet Inclusive Multiplicity4372
Figure 5.39 presents the results for the data and theory cross-section as a func-4373
tion of the inclusive jet multiplicity. For inclusive jet multiplicities in the range 24374
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to 6, the differential cross-section is steeply falling by four orders of magnitude.4375
The measurement systematics are dominated by the JES uncertainty and range4376
from 10− 20% at low multiplicities to almost 30− 40% at higher multiplicities.4377
This is primarily due to the increasing steepness of the differential cross-section4378
as a function of the nth jet for increasing n. The MC simulation predictions fall4379
on the measured results across the full inclusive multiplicity spectrum.4380
A study that reduces significantly the impact of systematic uncertainties is4381
the ratio of the n-jet to (n − 1)-jet cross-section as a function of inclusive jet4382
multiplicity. In this ratio, the impact of the JES uncertainty is substantially4383
reduced and the uncertainty due to the luminosity cancels out. Figure 5.404384
shows the results when performing such a study. Most of the plotted σn/σn−14385
quantities are consistent with the value of αS , as the inclusive multi-jet cross-4386
section drops by a factor 0.1 from bin to bin. However, this ratio noticeably4387
shifts away from 0.1 in the first bin, which measures the ratio of the inclusive4388
three-jet production cross-section over the inclusive di-jet cross-section. This4389
effect is primarily caused by the specific kinematic cuts applied in the selection4390
of the leading and sub-leading jets. Therefore, the lead/sub-lead jet asymmetry4391
indicates that the ratio does not necessarily need to be 0.1 in the di-jet bin. At4392
higher jet multiplicities, when this asymmetry becomes weaker, the role of αS4393
is more evident.4394
Both the unfolding and the JES uncertainties contribute comparably to the4395
total systematic uncertainty, whereas the statistical uncertainties are smaller4396
than the systematic uncertainties and negligible in most bins. All MC simula-4397
tions agree well with the data, yet there is a noticeable spread in their predic-4398
tions. Differences at the level of ∼ 15% are observed between Pythia AMBT14399
and AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy AUET1 in the first bin. Still in the first jet4400
inclusive multiplicity bin, a difference at ∼ 10% is observed between the two4401
2 → 2 MC generators used in this analysis. These differences most likely arise4402
from the difference between the PS models implemented in each MC program.4403
Herwig++ predictions have systematically the largest offset with respect to4404
data measurement. In general, all ME+PS MC simulations are comparable in4405
this measurement, despite the small differences in the normalization reported4406
at Table 5.8.4407
5.8.2 Jet Transverse Momenta4408
The differential cross-section as a function of the jet pT is one of the most useful4409
measurements for characterizing the kinematic features of multi-jet events.4410
Figure 5.41 presents the steeply falling differential cross-section distributions4411
in function of pT for the leading, second leading, third leading and fourth leading4412
jet in multi-jet events. For the leading jet, the cross-section extends from pT =4413
80 GeV up to around pT = 800 GeV and falls by more than five orders of4414
magnitude over this range. The cross-section for sub-leading jets starts at pT =4415
60 GeV and falling exponentially at higher pT values.4416
In Figure 5.42, the ratio of the various theoretical predictions to data is4417
shown compared to the total systematic uncertainty of the experimental mea-4418
surement. Statistically insignificant data points at large pT are omitted in the4419
ratios. In all regions, the data is fairly consistent with the theory. The system-4420
atic uncertainty in the measurement is 10− 20% across pT and increasing up to4421
30% for the fourth leading jet differential cross-section. The uncertainty on the4422
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Figure 5.39: Total jet cross-section as a function of inclusive multiplicity. Jets
are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm with resolution parameter R = 0.4.
The data are compared to LO QCD results obtained by different MC simulations
normalized to the measured inclusive two-jet cross-section, using the K-factors of
Table 5.8. The light lavender blue error bands correspond to the overall systematic
uncertainties in the data measurement dominated by the JES uncertainty, excluding
the luminosity uncertainty. A plot of the ratio of the different MC simulations to the
data with relative systematic uncertainties, is presented below the figure. The darker
shaded error band corresponds to the systematic uncertainty on the measurement
stemming from the contribution of the statistical error and unfolding uncertainty
only. The black error bars show the corresponding statistical uncertainty for each
bin.
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Figure 5.40: Ratio of the n-jet cross-section to the (n − 1)-jet cross-section for
values of n varying from 3 to 6. The overall relative systematic uncertainty on the
cross-section ratios is shown as a colored error band bracketing the data points.
Below is the ratio of the different LO MC simulations to the data measurement
around unity. This ratio illustrates that the impact of the JES uncertainty is notably
reduced and the uncertainty due to the luminosity completely vanishes. Other details
as in the caption of Figure 5.39.
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Figure 5.41: Differential cross-section as a function of leading jet pT for events
with Njets ≥ 2, 2nd leading jet pT for events with Njets ≥ 2, 3rd leading jet
pT for events with Njets ≥ 3 and 4th leading jet pT for events with Njets ≥ 4.
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm with resolution parameter R =
0.4. The data are compared to leading-logarithmic PS MC simulations, normalized
to the measured inclusive two-jet cross-section in order to compare the relative
distribution shapes. The normalization factors are shown in the legend. The error
bars indicate the statistical uncertainty and the colored bands indicate the total
systematic uncertainty on the data.
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Figure 5.42: Theory-to-data ratio and relative systematic uncertainty bands for
the multi-jet differential cross-section as a function of pT . The light blue error
band corresponds to the total systematic uncertainty composed by the statistical
and unfolding errors, and dominated by the uncertainty on the energy scale of the
jets. The darker band indicates the systematic uncertainty due to the statistical and
unfolding errors only. Other details as in the caption to Figure 5.41.
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Figure 5.43: Differential cross-
section as a function of the HT =∑ |pT | variable for events with at
least two, three four selected jets.
A resolution parameter R = 0.4
for jets is used. For convenience,
the cross-sections are multiplied
by the factors indicated in the leg-
end. The results are compared to
different LO MC simulations nor-
malized to the measured inclusive
two-jet cross-section. The error
bars indicate the statistical uncer-
tainty on the measurement and
the color shaded band indicates
the quadratic sum of the exper-
imental systematic uncertainties,
dominated by the jet energy scale
uncertainty. A plot of the ratio
of the different MC simulations
to the data is presented in Fig-
ure 5.44.    [GeV]TH
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JES remains the dominant source of uncertainty in the measurement.4423
In general, all MC simulations agree reasonably well with the data results.4424
Among all theoretical predictions, the AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy AUET1 MC4425
simulations shows the best agreement with the data within the experimental4426
systematic uncertainties. The Pythia AMBT1 and Herwig++ MC simula-4427
tions predict a somewhat steeper slope compared to the data, as a function of4428
the jet pT , especially for the leading and sub-leading ones. The effect becomes4429
most noticeable in the highest pT regime. However, Pythia surprisingly gener-4430
ates less falling distributions and thus closer to the experimental shapes for the4431
third and fourth-leading jets, which correspond to ones generated completely4432
by the showering model tuned with the AMBT1 parameters.4433
5.8.3 Event HT4434
Similar to the pT -dependent differential cross-section is the differential cross-4435
section for multi-jet production as a function of HT , namely the scalar sum pT4436
of all selected jets in the event. The HT distributions can be typically used4437
to characterize dense hadronic events and particularly for the hadronic decay4438
channels of the top-quark production.4439
Figure 5.43 gives the results for the HT -dependent differential cross-sections4440
for three different jet inclusive multiplicities compared to the ME MC simula-4441
tions at LO. The measured cross-sections have been corrected for all detector4442
effects using the unfolding procedure described in Section 5.5. For the two-jet4443
inclusive multiplicity, the measurement is rapidly falling and extends from HT4444
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Figure 5.44: Differential cross-
sections as a function of HT ex-
pressed as a ratio of data to
the different theoretical predic-
tions for inclusive multiplicities
with at least two, three and four
selected jets in the event topol-
ogy. The upper ratio corresponds
to the results for the inclusive di-
jet analysis, the middle to the in-
clusive three-jet events and the
lower to the events with at least
four selected jets. The shaded
bands indicate the total relative
systematic error defined as the
quadratic sum of all experimental
systematic uncertainties, domi-
nated by the jet energy scale un-
certainty.    [GeV]TH
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of 140 GeV to almost 2 TeV, spanning at least one order of magnitude in HT4445
and six orders of magnitude in cross-section.4446
Figure 5.44 demonstrates the ratio of the theoretical prediction to data.4447
The total systematic uncertainties on the measurement indicated with a shaded4448
band, remain below 30% in the entire measured regime of HT . Results obtained4449
with AlpGen generator show the best accordance with data across HT within4450
systematic uncertainties. The offset seen for the theoretical calculations done4451
with Pythia and Herwig++ is observed for all inclusive multiplicities. De-4452
parture from the experimental measurements is also observed for the theoretical4453
predictions done with Sherpa MC, especially at high values of HT .4454
5.8.4 R32 Measurements with R = 0.4 Jets4455
One of the QCD studies that is most sensitive to limitations in the LO MC4456
simulations and NLO calculation, due to the small systematic uncertainties on4457
the measurement, is the ratio of the inclusive three-to-two jet differential cross-4458
section, R32, as a function of certain characteristic scale of the event.4459
NLO pQCD calculations of the three-to-two-jet cross-section ratio were per-4460
formed as a function of different kinematic variables, such as4461
 the leading jet pT4462
 the sum of all jet pT in the event HT =
∑
pT ,4463
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as a function of the leading jet
pT . In the figure, a resolu-
tion parameter R = 0.4 is used
for jets. The results are com-
pared to LO QCD simulations.
The data are also compared
to NLO pQCD calculations to
which non-perturbative correc-
tions have been applied. The
black error bars indicate the sta-
tistical uncertainty on the mea-
surement and the lavender blue
shaded band bracketing data in-
dicates the quadratic sum of the
systematic uncertainties, dom-
inated by the JES uncertainty.
The yellow hatched area repre-
sents the overall theory uncer-
tainty for the theory prediction
at NLO, which is represented by
the gray continuous line.









The NLO pQCD calculation for the ratio as a function of H
(2)
T was found to4466
give the smallest theoretical scale uncertainty (see Section 5.7) and is therefore4467
most sensitive to input parameters such as αS .4468
The three-to-two-jet ratio as a function of the leading jet pT has been shown4469
to be particularly sensitive to effects from FSR [13] and hence can be used for4470
tuning the MC simulations. The ratio as a function of H
(2)
T is preferred due to4471
its stability under renormalization scale variations in the NLO calculation, as4472
discussed earlier in Section 5.7.1. Furthermore, the systematic uncertainties on4473
the R32 value for the H
(2)
T variable are further suppressed with respect to the4474
pleadT ones.4475
Figure 5.45 presents the results for the measurement of the three-to-two4476
jet cross-section ratio as a function of pleadT , whereas Figure 5.46 presents the4477
results for the same ratio as a function of H
(2)
T , for jets with R = 0.4. The4478
measured R32 ratio rises with increasing scale as the phase-space opens for the4479
production of a third jet, tending to have a plateau value of about ∼ 0.6 (∼ 0.4)4480
for pleadT ≈ 0.8 TeV (H(2)T ≈ 1 TeV)4481
These results are complementary to the NLO analysis presented in the next4482
Section 5.8.5, and thus shown for jets with resolution parameter R = 0.4. The4483
CTEQ6.6 [155] NLO PDF sets were used in the NLO calculations appeared in4484
the plots. In these figures, data are compared to both LO and NLO theory4485
predictions showing a reasonable consistency.4486
The systematic uncertainties on both these measurements are found to be4487




as a function of the sum of
the pT of the two leading jets,
H
(2)
T , with resolution parameter
of R = 0.4. The data are com-
pared to several LO MC simu-
lations and to NLO pQCD cal-
culations. The gray continu-
ous line represents the central
theory NLO calculations. The
theory uncertainty shown with
the yellow hatched area, is the
quadratic sum of uncertainties
from the choice of renormal-
ization and factorization scales,
PDFs, αs, and the correction of
the npQCD effects. The ratio
of the theoretical prediction to
the data is shown in the bot-
tom panel. Other details as in
caption of Figure 5.44.   [GeV](2)TH
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in the unfolding correction dominate. That systematic uncertainty is somewhat4489
larger in the first bin due to the impact of the event selection cut on the shape4490
of the leading jet pT distribution for Njets ≥ 3. The systematic uncertainty in4491
the lowest pT bin will diminish significantly as the minimum pT cut is raised to4492
higher value for all non-leading jets.4493
Between the MC generators at LO, AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy AUET1 con-4494
tinues to give better description of the measured data within systematic uncer-4495
tainties. The shape descriptions from Pythia AMBT1 do not describe the data4496
measurement adequately, predicting a higher ratio than what is measured over4497
the pT range from 200 GeV to 600 GeV. Also, at low H
(2)
T Pythia predicts a4498
larger three-jet cross-section than what is measured and smaller at high H
(2)
T4499
values. The effect was found to be even larger when other tunes, such as the4500
Perugia2010 set [161], are used for tuning the pT -ordered shower and UE model4501
in Pythia. The disagreement is similar when Herwig++ is used. On the other4502
hand, all R32 theoretical calculations done with Sherpa MC generator appear4503
to be very close to data in the whole measured range.4504
5.8.5 R32 Measurements with R = 0.6 Jets4505
Figures 5.47-5.48 show a comparison of the data measurement to NLO pQCD4506
calculations for R = 0.6 jets. Two different PDF sets have been used in the the-4507
ory simulation, the MSTW2008 NLO and CTEQ6.6, both showing very compa-4508
rable results. These results confirm that scale uncertainties of the NLO pQCD4509
calculations are larger for the pleadT variable than the H
(2)
T one. The systematic4510
uncertainties on the theoretical prediction are shown as hatched regions around4511
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the theoretical prediction. Good agreement is found between the data and the4512
theory prediction within systematic uncertainties for all studies except in the4513
lowest point, which will be discussed in the text below.4514
The overall comparison of results in Figure 5.47 and Figure 5.48 shows a4515
substantially lower theoretical uncertainty for the H
(2)
T NLO prediction, which4516
makes the measurement a stringent test of pQCD. The theoretical uncertainty4517
of the NLO pQCD calculations shown in the latter figure is comparable to the4518
measurement uncertainties and is also significantly reduced compared to the4519
theoretical uncertainties presented in the figures of Section 5.8.4 for jets with4520
R = 0.4 .4521
With the reduced theoretical uncertainty, the disagreement between data4522
and the NLO pQCD calculations in the lowest bin H
(2)
T is now enhanced inde-4523
pendently of the PDF set implemented in the simulation. Due to the kinematic4524
cuts applied in the analysis, the NLO calculation accounts only for the lowest-4525
order contribution to the two-jet cross-section in the region H
(2)
T < 160 GeV;4526
as a result, this effective leading-order estimation subject to large theoretical4527
uncertainties arising from higher-order terms, which might be responsible for4528
the observed discrepancy.4529
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Figure 5.47: Three-to-two-jet differential cross-section ratio as a function of the
leading jet pT . In the figures a resolution parameter R = 0.6 is used for jets. Over-
laid on the data is the theoretical prediction obtained with NLO pQCD calculations
with the CTEQ6.6 NLO (left) and MSTW2008 NLO (right) PDF sets. The data
systematic uncertainties are shown with blue solid color error bands, while the the-
oretical systematic uncertainties are illustrated as hatched regions above and below
the theoretical prediction. A plot of the ratio of the NLO calculation to the data is
presented in the figure beneath.
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Figure 5.48: Ratio of the three-to-two jet differential cross-section ratio as a
function of the sum of the pT of the two leading jets. The left and right figures
correspond to theoretical predicitions simulated using the CTEQ6.6 and MSTW2008
NLO PDFs, respectively. Further details as in caption of Figure 5.47.
extends over several orders of magnitude and is one of the most comprehensive4531
tests of QCD in multi-jet topologies ever performed. The data was consistent4532
within experimental and theoretical uncertainties with both PDF sets. These4533
measurements probe and may potentially constrain the largely unexplored area4534
of PDFs at high jet multiplicities and at large x at high momentum transfers.4535
5.8.6 Angular Distributions4536
A comparison between MC simulation and data is performed on the three an-4537
gular distributions, ∆η as well as ∆φ, in events with three or more jets. The4538
distributions are normalized by the inclusive three-jet cross-section, since shape4539
comparisons are most interesting in this context.4540
Figures 5.49 show the three ∆η curves for three-jet inclusive topologies.4541
Although the limited range of |η| < 2.8 provides a maximum separation between4542
jet pairs of 5.6, the ∆η ranges in Figures 5.49 are truncated earlier due to the4543
low MC simulation statistics available having topologies with jets well separated4544
in η. The figures showing the angular spread between the first and the third4545
leading jet, and the second and the third leading jet are truncated at small values4546
of the angular spread, where they are dominated by jets that are very close4547
to each other and whose angular resolution is understood less precisely. The4548
different MC simulations have low statistics in the tails of the distributions. The4549
systematic uncertainties are largely dominated by uncertainties in the unfolding,4550
particularly those arising from the limited MC simulation statistics available.4551
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Figure 5.49: Differential cross-section as a function of pseudorapidity gap ∆η between (a) the leading and 2nd leading jet, (b) the leading
and 3rd jet, and (c) the 2nd leading and 3rd leading jet, for events with three or more jets in data (solid points) compared to leading order
MC simulations. Overlaid on the data are also results from the NLO pQCD calculation. The NLO theory uncertainties are indicated by the
yellow hatched regions. The black error bars on the data points indicate the statistical uncertainties. The lavender blue bands correspond to
all experimental systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Multi-jet events with large η-gaps are statistically rare in both data and MC
simulations and thus not shown in these plots. A plot of the ratio of the different MC simulations to the data is presented at the bottom of
each figure. The best description of the data measurements is given by the LO MC simulations that implement exact ME calculations.
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reasonably good description of all the three distributions of the pseudorapidity4553
difference. On the contrary, at large ∆η between the second and the third4554
leading jet, Pythia and Herwig++ fail to describe the data well predicting a4555
much larger population of such events. Herwig++ generally seems to simulate4556
more multi-jet events with larger pseudorapidity gaps between the jets.4557
A similar study is done for azimuthal differences ∆φ among the first three4558
leading jet in the event. Figure 5.50 illustrates the ∆φ decorrelation distri-4559
butions for inclusive three-jet multiplicity bin. Inclusive three-jet production4560
primarily populates the region 2π/3 < ∆φ < π, while smaller values of ∆φ4561
indicate additional activity such as soft radiation or more jets in an event.4562
Jets in events with perfect pT balancing are expected to be azimuthally4563
separated by ∆φ = 2π/3. Also, the ∆φ decorrelation will be increasing when4564
a fourth high-pT jet is also present in the final multi-jet topology, destroying4565
thus the perfect three-jet balancing. Events with additional high-pT jet activity4566
widen the overall distribution.4567
In the angular ∆φ decorrelation studies, a noticeable sensitivity is observed4568
to multi-jet configurations produced by most event generators beside the Alp-4569
Gen event generator. The latter presents a reasonable stability in describing4570
the data results within the systematic errors for all jet-pair combinations. The4571
Pythia and Herwig++ event generators, which use 2→ 2 LO pQCD matrix4572
elements and matched with phenomenological parton-cascade models to sim-4573
ulate higher-order QCD effects, agree quite well with data mostly in the core4574
region of ∆φ.4575
The leading-logarithmic approximations used in the leading-order generators4576
PS models effectively regularize the population of three-jet events at ∆φ→ 2π/34577
for the two first leading jets; all MC models provide a good description of the4578
data in this region. In contrary, as can be seen in all ∆φ plots, the fixed-order4579
NLO pQCD calculation fails at small ∆φ(1, 2) and ∆φ(1, 3), and large ∆φ(2, 3)4580
where soft processes dominate and contributions from logarithmic terms are4581
enhanced. Moreover, the scale uncertainties in these regions are large, where4582
the pQCD calculation is effectively leading-order in four-parton production. At4583
large values of ∆φ(1, 2) and ∆φ(1, 3), the NLO calculation the theory is reasonably4584
consistent with the data.4585
5.8.7 Probing Parton-Shower Effects4586
In the previous results, we have seen that most AlpGen MC simulations pre-4587
dict an inclusive multi-jet cross-section similar to the measured cross-section,4588
while the Pythia MC simulation requires scaling factors which differ the most4589
from unity. A more in-depth knowledge of the results can be thus acquired4590
by fixing the ME calculation and altering the parton-shower modeling. In par-4591
ticular, the differences in the normalization factors between AlpGen+Pythia4592
MC09′ and AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy AUET1 must reflect differences between4593
Pythia and Herwig/Jimmy and their interplay with the ME and PS matching4594
implemented in AlpGen .4595
Figures 5.51 and 5.52 present the data measurements done with anti-kt4596
R = 0.4 jets compared to LO MC simulations performed with the AlpGen4597
generator using two different PS and UE models; the Herwig/Jimmy AUET14598
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Figure 5.50: Differential cross-section as a function of azimuthal difference ∆φ between (a) the leading and 2nd leading jet, (b) the leading
and 3rd jet, and (c) the 2nd leading and 3rd leading jet, for events with three or more jets in data (solid points) compared to LO and NLO MC
simulations. A plot of the ratio of the different MC simulations to the data is presented at the bottom of each figure. Other details as in caption
of Figure 5.49.
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AlpGen simulations describe reasonably the data within the overall systematic4600
uncertainties.4601
Among the measured distributions, the total inclusive jet cross-section as a4602
function of multiplicity is particularly described better by AlpGen+Pythia4603
MC09′, showing a linear stability in all inclusive multiplicity bins. Differences4604
at the level of ∼ 15 − 30% observed at higher jet multiplicities are directly4605
attributed to the choice of the PS modeling.4606
While AlpGen+Pythia MC09′ describes adequately the inclusive jet mul-4607
tiplicity and the ratio of the n-jet to the (n − 1)-jet cross-section, it turns out4608
from Figures 5.51(c)-5.52 that all multi-jet kinematic properties are being ex-4609
plained better by AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy AUET1. At the same time, results4610
produced with AlpGen+Pythia MC09′ show a small offset relative to data4611
measurements.4612
5.8.8 Multi-jet Cross-sections in Other Physics Channels4613
According to Figure 5.39, which shows the cross-section as a function of the4614
inclusive jet multiplicity for anti-kt R = 0.4 jets with pT > 60 GeV and p
lead
T >4615
80 GeV in the pseudorapidity region |η| < 2.8, the QCD production of four anti-4616
kt R = 0.4 jets has a cross-section of approximately 4 nb. The corresponding4617
production cross-section for inclusive five-jet events is approximately 0.4 nb.4618
Compared to multi-jet production at
√
s = 7 TeV, even without considering4619
the branching ratios to obtain a final state with four hard jets, other Standard4620
Model backgrounds have much smaller cross-sections. For example, the WW4621
di-boson production has a measured a cross section of ∼ 41 pb [200], while the4622
W boson production associated with two jets (pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.8) in the4623
dilepton decay mode has a cross-section of ∼ 400 pb [201].4624
The tt¯ events in the di-lepton channel (Njets ≥ 2, pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5)4625
have a cross-section of ∼ 171 pb [202]. The all-hadronic tt¯ channel, which4626
nominally has six jets (pT > 55 GeV, |η| < 4.5) and does not contain intrinsic4627
missing transverse energy in the final state, has a production cross-section of4628
∼ 167 pb [203] when requiring at least four jets in the final state and two4629
b-tagged jets.4630
Another interesting case, is the production of the Standard Model Higgs bo-4631
son via the Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) mechanism with subsequent decay into4632
a central hadronic tau-pair with neutrino production and in association with4633
two forward-backward jets. Although, its production rate is approximately an4634
order of magnitude smaller than gluon-gluon fusion, its kinematic properties and4635
particular event topology make it feasible to significantly suppress background4636
processes. However, the search of a low-mass SM VBF Higgs in a fully-hadronic4637
final state environment is still very challenging due to the large QCD jet back-4638
ground. Indicatively, for the production of VBF events with Higgs of mass4639
120 GeV and of at least 4 anti-kt R = 0.4 jets with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 4.54640
in the final state, the predicted cross-section is approximately 75 fb.4641
A summary of several SM total production cross-section measurements in4642
Atlas compared to the corresponding theoretical expectations are shown in4643
Figure 5.53.4644
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(d) pT MC/Data ratios
Figure 5.51: Measurement comparisons between data and theoretical calculations.
The AlpGen generator is used for the Feynman diagrams calculations at LO,
attached to two different MC programs to simulate the PS and UE effects; Her-
wig/Jimmy and Pythia.
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Figure 5.52: Data measurements compared to LO MC simulations performed with
AlpGen+Herwig/Jimmy AUET1 and AlpGen+Pythia MC09′.
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Figure 5.53: Summary of several Standard Model total production cross section
measurements compared to the corresponding theoretical expectations. The W
and Z vector-boson inclusive cross sections and the W + γ and Z + γ di-boson
cross sections were measured with about 35/pb of integrated luminosity from the
2010 dataset. The top quark pair production cross-section is based on a statistical
combination of measurements using di-lepton final states with 0.70/fb of data and
single-lepton final states with 35/pb of data. The remaining measurements were
made with the 2011 dataset. The dark error bar represents the statistical uncertainly.
The red error bar represents the full uncertainty, including systematics and luminosity
uncertainties. All theoretical expectations were calculated at NLO or higher [204].
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5.9 Summary and Conclusions4645
A first dedicated study of multi-jet events has been performed using the Atlas4646
detector in pp collisions at center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV at Lhc.4647
Cross-section measurements have been presented for multi-jet production as4648
a function of the jet inclusive multiplicity, the jets’ transverse momentum, the4649
total scalar sum of pT of the jets in the event, the pT scalar sum of the two4650
leading jets in the event and the angular differences as well. These use part of4651
data collected by the Atlas detector during the year 2010, which constitutes4652
∼ 2.4 pb−1 of integrated luminosity and in which pile-up events have negligible4653
contributions.4654
Jets have been reconstructed with the anti-kt algorithm, using two values of4655
the clustering parameter, R = 0.4 and R = 0.6, in order to probe the relative4656
effects of the parton shower, hadronization, and underlying event.4657
These measurements have been fully corrected for detector effects to the4658
truth particle level so that they can be compared to any present and future4659
NLO calculation. In this analysis, most observables have been compared both4660
to fixed-order NLO pQCD calculations corrected for non-perturbative QCD4661
effects, as well as to parton-shower Monte Carlos with a LO and NLO matrix-4662
element calculation.4663
For events containing two or more jets with pT ≥ 60 GeV, of which at least4664
one has pT ≥ 80 GeV, good agreement is found between data and LO MC4665
simulations with PS tunes that describe adequately the Atlas
√
s = 7 TeV4666
UE data. The agreement is found after the predictions of the MC simulations4667
are normalized to the measured inclusive two-jet cross-section. The models4668
have been compared to multi-jet inclusive and differential cross-sections. This4669
measurement extends up to an inclusive multiplicity of six jets, up to jet pT of4670
800 GeV and up to event HT of 2 TeV.4671
All models reproduce the main features of the multi-jet data. AlpGen ,4672
which contains higher multiplicity tree-level matrix-elements matched to parton-4673
showers and attached to two different generators for the PS modeling, Herwig4674
and Pythia, generally describes the shapes competently. Similarly, Sherpa4675
describes the data sufficiently.4676
However, the 2→ 2 calculations show some departure from the data for the4677
three-to-two jet cross-section ratios, predicting a higher ratio than observed.4678
Pythia, which contains such a 2 → 2 LO ME augmented by parton showers,4679
shows only a marginal agreement with the data. This is most noticeable in the4680
three-to-two-jet cross-section ratios. The 2 → n ≤ 6 calculations describe the4681
measured three-to-two cross-section ratios very well. The shape of the differen-4682
tial cross-sections as a function of pT and HT , studied in the inclusive two-jet4683
and three-jet bins, falls off less (more) steeply in the 2 → n ≤ 6 (2 → 2)4684
calculations.4685
The measurements of the three-to-two-jet cross-section ratio as a function4686
of the leading jet pT and the sum of pT of the two leading jets has also been4687
performed and is described by NLO pQCD calculations, albeit with a significant4688
discrepancy in the lowest pT bin. Comparisons with NLO pQCD calculations4689
may be useful for constraining parameters, such as PDFs or the value of the4690
strong coupling constant, αS , given that the systematic uncertainties from the4691
measurement are comparable to the theoretical uncertainties.4692
Systematic uncertainties from the measurement, dominated by the JES un-4693
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certainty, are presently comparable to the theoretical uncertainties, but should4694




Inclusive multi-jet production has been studied in proton-proton collisions at4699
a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV, using the Atlas detector. The data sam-4700
ple corresponds to an integrated luminosity of ∼ 2.4 pb−1 collected in 2010.4701
Jets were reconstructed with the anti-kt algorithm using two values of the clus-4702
tering parameter, R = 0.4 and R = 0.6. The usage of two different sizes of4703
the jet clustering parameter allowed to probe the relative effects of the parton4704
shower, hadronisation, and the underlying event. Multi-jet production has been4705
measured as a function of4706
 the jet inclusive multiplicity,4707
 the transverse momentum (pT ) of the first, second, third and fourth lead-4708
ing jet in inclusive two-jet and three-jet events,4709
 the scalar sum pT of all jets (HT ), and4710
 the polar and azimuthal difference between jet-pairs in three-jet systems.4711
A study that reduced significantly the impact of systematic uncertainties has4712
been the ratio of the n-jet to (n−1)-jet cross-section as a function of multiplicity.4713
Measurements of the ratio of the inclusive 3-jet to 2-jet cross-sections as a4714
function of4715
 the pT of the leading jet (p
lead
T ), and4716
 the scalar sum pT of the two leading jets (H
(2)
T )4717
have been performed as well. These kind of measurements show a particular4718
sensitivity to limitations in the leading-order Monte Carlo simulations and next-4719
to-leading-order perturbative QCD calculations.4720
All measurements have been corrected for all detector effects to the particle4721
level so that they can be compared to any theoretical calculation. Results on4722
multi-jet cross-sections are compared to both leading-order plus parton-shower4723
Monte Carlo predictions and to next-to-leading-order QCD calculations cor-4724
rected for non-perturbative effects.4725
The present study extends up to a multiplicity of 6 jets, up to jet pT of4726
800 GeV and up to event HT of 2 TeV. For events containing two or more jets4727
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with pT > 60 GeV, of which at least one has pT > 80 GeV, a reasonable agree-4728
ment is found between data and leading-order Monte Carlo simulations with4729
parton-shower tunes that describe adequately the ATLAS
√
s = 7 TeV underly-4730
ing event data recorded in 2010. The agreement is found after the predictions of4731
the Monte Carlo simulations are normalized to the measured inclusive two-jet4732
cross-section.4733
All theoretical models reproduce the main features of the multi-jet data4734
within systematic uncertainties.4735
The 2 → 2 calculations, though, show some discrepancies from the data.4736
The shape of the differential cross-sections as a function of pT and HT , studied4737
in the inclusive two-jet and three-jet bins, falls off more steeply with respect to4738
2 → n ≤ 6 matrix-element calculations and data. For the differential three-to-4739
two jet cross-section ratios, the predicted ratio is higher than the observed in4740
data.4741
On the other hand, the 2 → n ≤ 6 matrix-element calculations adequately4742
describe both the inclusive jet multiplicity spectrum and the kinematic distri-4743
butions as a function of pT and HT . They also provide a reasonable description4744
of the measured three-to-two jet cross-section ratios as a function of pleadT and4745
H
(2)
T , independent of the tune or parton shower implementation.4746
The next-to-leading-order perturbative QCD calculations describe the mea-4747
sured three-to-two jet cross-section ratios well, despite the disagreement in the4748
lowest pT bin for the H
(2)
T variable. The observed discrepancy is due to the4749
asymmetric kinematic cuts applied on the leading and subleading jets.4750
The theoretical uncertainty of the next-to-leading-order perturbative QCD4751
calculations is comparable to the measurement uncertainties. The three-to-4752
two jet cross-section ratio as a function of H
(2)
T has the smallest theoretical4753
uncertainty.4754
Multi-jet angular correlations have been explored as well. Differential cross-4755
sections have been measured as a function of the azimuthal and polar angle dif-4756
ferences between jets in inclusive three-jet systems. While leading-order Monte4757
Carlo programs manage to give a reasonable description of data, next-to-leading-4758
order calculations seem to show some limitations in describing the data shapes4759
due to the absense of a parton-shower model.4760
Future comparisons with next-to-leading-order calculations will be useful for4761
constraining parameters, such as parton distribution functions or the value of4762
the strong coupling constant, αS . A good candidate for αS studies is the three-4763
to-two jet cross-section ratio as a function of the H
(2)
T vaariable, which has a4764
total theoretical systematic uncertainty comparable to the experimental one.4765
In general, systematic uncertainties from the measurement are presently4766
comparable to the theoretical uncertainties, but should be reduced with larger4767
data samples and higher energy collisions. The systematic uncertainty on the jet4768
energy scale is the dominant contributor to the overall experimental uncertainty4769







Figure A.1: Geometry of magnet windings and tile calorimeter steel. The eight
barrel toroid coils, with the end-cap coils interleaved are visible. The solenoid
winding lies inside the calorimeter volume. The tile calorimeter is modelled by four
layers with different magnetic properties, plus an outside return yoke. For the sake






























Property Feature Unit Solenoid Barrel Toroid End-cap toroids
Size Inner Diameter m 2.46 9.4 1.65
Outer Diameter m 2.56 20.1 10.7
Axial length m 5.8 25.3 5.0
Number of coils 1 8 2× 8
Mass Conductor tones 3.8 118 2× 20.5
Cold mass tones 5.4 370 2× 140
Total assembly tones 5.7 830 2× 239
Coils Turns per coil 1154 120 116
Nominal current kA 7.73 20.5 20.5
Stored energy GJ 0.04 1.08 2× 0.25
Peak filed in windings T 2.6 3.9 4.1
Filed range in bore T 0.9-2.0 0.2-2.5 0.2-3.5
Conductor Overall size mm2 3−×4.25 57× 12 41× 12
Ratio Al:Cu:NbTi 15:6:0.9:1 28:1.3:1 19:1.3:1
Critical current (5 T, 4.2K) kA 20.4 58 60
Operating critical current (4.5 K) % 20 30 30
Temperature margin m 2.7 1.9 1.9
Table A.1: Main parameters of the ATLAS magnet system.
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Figure A.2: The enormous barrel toroid magnet.
Figure A.3: Endcap toroid magnet.
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Figure A.4: Shceme showing the sensors and structural elements traversed by two
charged tracks of 10GeV pT in the end-cap inner detector (η = 1.4 and 2.2). The
end-cap track at η = 1.4 traverses successively the beryllium beam-pipe, the three
cylindrical silicon-pixel layers with individual sensor elements of 50× 400 µm2, four
of the disks with double layers (one radial and one with a stereo angle of ∼ 40 mrad)
of end-cap silicon-microstrip sensors (SCT) of pitch ∼ 80 µm, and approximately
40 straws of 4 mm diameter contained in the end-cap transition radiation tracker
wheels. In contrast, the end-cap track at η = 2.2 traverses successively the beryllium
beam-pipe, only the first of the cylindrical silicon-pixel layers, two end-cap pixel disks
and the last four disks of the end-cap SCT. The coverage of the end-cap TRT does
not extend beyond |η| = 2.
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Figure A.5: A perspective cut-away 3D view of the pixel detector. The view shows
individual barrel and end-cap modules, supported with their associated services on
staves and disks within an octagonal support frame.
Figure A.6: Schematic top view of the inner-detector sub-systems with their vertical
support points. All supports are on the plane of the detector axis and symmetric
with respect to this axis.
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Figure A.7: The liquid argon calorimeter systems.
Dj = 0.0245
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Figure A.8: Sketch of a barrel module where the different layers are clearly visible
with the ganging of electrodes in phi. The granularity in eta and phi of the cells of




EM Calorimeter Barrel End-Cap
Technology lead/LAr lead/LAr
η-Coverage |η| < 1.475 1.375 < |η| < 3.2
Thickness (4.3 + 16 + 3.7)X0
Long. samples 3 1 2.5 < |η| < 3.2
2 1.375 < |η| < 1.5
3 1.5 < |η| < 2.5
Granularity (∆η ×∆φ)
Sample 1 0.003× 0.1 0.25× 0.1 1.375 < |η| < 1.5
0.003× 0.1 1.5 < |η| < 1.8
0.004× 0.1 1.8 < |η| < 2.0
0.006× 0.1 2.0 < |η| < 2.5
0.1× 0.1 2.5 < |η| < 3.2
Samlpe 2 0.025× 0.025 0.025× 0.025 1.375 < |η| < 2.5
0.1× 0.1 2.5 < |η| < 3.2
Sample 3 0.05× 0.025 0.05× 0.025 1.5 < |η| < 2.5
Table A.2: LAr architecture in the pseudoprojection.
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Presampler Barrel
Coverage 0.2 < |η| < 1.8
Granularity (∆η ×∆φ) 0.025× 0.1
Table A.3: Presampler geometry.
500 1000 1500 mm0
A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10A1 A2
BC1 BC2 BC3 BC5 BC6 BC7 BC8BC4
D0 D1 D2 D3























Figure A.9: Segmentation in depth and η of the tile-calorimeter modules in the
central (left) and extended (right) barrels. The bottom of the picture corresponds
to the inner radius of the tile calorimeter. The tile calorimeter is symmetric about
the interaction point at the origin.
Figure A.10: Schematic of the transition region between the barrel and end-cap
cryostats, where additional scintillator elements are installed to provide corrections
for energy lost in inactive material (not shown), such as the liquid-argon cryostats
and the inner-detector services. The plug tile calorimeter is fully integrated into
the extended barrel tile calorimeter. The gap and cryostat scintillators are read out







Figure A.11: Schematic showing the mechanical assembly and the optical readout
of the Tile Calorimeter, corresponding to a φ wedge. The various components of
the optical readout, namely the tiles, the fibres and the photomultipliers, are shown.
The trapezoidal scintillating tiles are oriented radially and normal to the beam line
and are read out by fibres coupled to their non-parallel sides.
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Feed-throughs and front-end crates
Hadronic end-cap calorimeter
Figure A.13: Schematic view of the three end-cap calorimeters. The outer radius























































































































































































Figure A.14: Schematic diagram showing the three FCal modules located in the
end-cap cryostat. The material in front of the FCal and the shielding plug behind it
are also shown. The black regions are structural parts of the cryostat. The diagram
has a larger vertical scale for clarity.








































Figure A.15: Block diagram of tile-calorimeter readout electronics.
Figure A.16: Pulse shape for high and low gain from testbeam data, used as


































ity Tile extended barrel (side A)
Figure A.17: Average cell response uniformity, measured using the cesium calibra-





























Chamber Resolution (RMS) Measuremets/Track Units Quantity
Type Function z/R φ [mm] time [ns] barrel end-cap chambers channels
MDT tracking 35 µm(z) - - 20 20 1088(1150) 339e3, (354e3)
CSC tracking 40 µm(R) 5 7 - 4 32 30.7e3
RPC trigger 10 mm(z) 10 1.5 6 - 544 (606) 359e3 (373e3)
TGC trigger 2− 6 mm(R) 3-7 4 - 9 3588 318e3
Table A.4: Main parameters of the ATLAS muon system.
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Figure A.18: Overall three-dimensional view of the passive material in the muon
system, which consists of such items as the barrel and end-cap toroid coils and vac-
uum vessels, as well as the support structures of the calorimeters, muon chambers,
and toroid magnets.
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Figure A.19: Layout of the CSC end-cap geometry with eight small and eight large
chambers.
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Figure A.20: Structure of the barrel and end-cap regions with a track at large eta,
passing through a CSC in the inner wheel and through MDT’s in the middle and
outer wheels. For |η| > 2.0, the 2 × 4 hits in the inner MDT are replaced by four
CSC hits.
Figure A.21: Schematics of the muon trigger system. RPC2 and TGC3 are the
reference (pivot) planes for barrel and end-cap, respectively.
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Appendix B4775
Multi-jet Analysis4776
B.1 Pythia Tunes, PDFs and Normalization4777
Table B.1 lists the various Pythia Monte Carlo parameter tunes and the corre-4778
sponding PDF. All Pythia simulations have been used in theoretical studies to4779
understand the impact of the Monte Carlo tuning and the choice of the PDF on4780
the absolute cross-section normalization and distribution shape of the multi-jet4781
observables.4782
Figures B.1, B.2 and B.3 show the MC/Data ratio for the total cross-section4783
versus the inclusive jet multiplicity, the differential cross-section as a function4784
of the first and third leading jet pT , correspondingly.4785
B.2 ALPGEN and MLM4786
AlpGen is a tree-level ME calculator for a fixed number of partons (legs) in4787
the final-state for hadronic collisions with emphasis on configurations with high4788
jet multiplicities. AlpGen describes multi-partonic final states at leading order4789
without virtual corrections (loops) in perturbation theory and is based on the4790
exact evaluation of the relevant Feynman diagrams in QCD and EW interac-4791
tions. The evaluation of MEs gives a more exact description for processes with4792
Pythia tune PDF set Fit
Z1 CTEQ5L LO fit with αS(MZ) = 0.1270
Perugia2010 CTEQ65c NLO fit with αS = 0.1180
AMBT1 MRST2007 LO* NLO fit with αS(MZ) = 0.12032
MC09 MRST2007 LO* NLO fit with αS(MZ) = 0.12032
AUET2b CTEQ6 L1 LO fit with αS(MZ) = 0.1298
AUET2 MRST2008 LO** NLO fit with αS(MZ) = 0.11517
AMBT2b MRST2008 LO** NLO fit with αS(MZ) = 0.11517
AMBT2 MRST2008 LO** NLO fit with αS(MZ) = 0.11517
Table B.1: Pythia tunes with the associated parton density functions for protons
and the value of the strong interaction constant.
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Figure B.1: Inclusive jet multiplicity. Ratio of various Monte Carlo predictions to
the measured data. The gray band shows the relative systematic uncertainty of
the experimental measurement. Pythia v6.426 is used for the event generation
attached to different tune parameters.
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Figure B.2: Ratio of Monte Carlo simulation to data of the differential cross-
section as a function of the leading jet pT in inclusive two-jet events. The gray
shaded band indicates the overall relative systematic uncertainty on the experimental
measurement. For the simulation, Pythia v6.426 has been used with various tunes.
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Figure B.3: Ratio of Monte Carlo simulation to data of the differential cross-
section as a function of the third leading jet pT in inclusive three-jet events. The
total systematic uncertainty of the experimental measurement is shown by the gray
area around unity. The Pythia v6.426 program has been used with different tunes.
high jet multiplicities with large transverse momenta than the PS approach4793
where additional jets (with respect to the initial 2 → 2 process) are generated4794
only during the shower evolution.4795
Interfacing the AlpGen output to an external showering package involves4796
the risk that a theoretically equivalent parton to one already generated in the4797
ME calculation is added once again during the shower evolution. Although the4798
partons generated in the fragmentation step are generally softer than or collinear4799
to the former ones, this leads to the problem of double counting some portions4800
of the phase space (see Figure B.4). A solution for this problem is known as the4801
matching procedure for MEs and PSs to remove events which occur twice. In4802
case of AlpGen , the approach to remove double counted jet configurations is4803
slightly different and implemented as so-called MLM matching scheme [205].4804
In the MLM approach, produced the partons from the ME calculation are4805
matched to the jets reconstructed after the perturbative shower. Parton-level4806
events are defined by a minimum ET threshold EminT for the partons, and a4807
minimum separation among them, ∆Rjj > Rmin. A tree structure is defined4808
starting from the colour-flow extracted from the ME calculation, thus defin-4809
ing the scales at which the various powers of αS are calculated. No Sudakov4810
reweighting is applied. Rather, events are showered, without any hard-emission4811
veto during the shower. After evolution, a jet cone algorithm with cone size4812
Rmin and minimum transverse energy EminT is applied to the final state. Start-4813
ing from the hardest parton, the jet which is closest to it in (η, φ) is selected.4814
If the distance between the parton and the jet centroid is smaller than Rmin,4815
the parton and the jet match. The matched jet is removed from the list of jets,4816
and matching for subsequent partons is performed. The event is fully matched4817






Figure B.4: Feyman diagrams for multi-parton production from parton shower and
matrix-element.
if each parton has a matched jet. Events which do not match are rejected. A4818
typical example is when two partons are so close that they cannot generate inde-4819
pendent jets, and therefore cannot match. Rejection removes double counting4820
of the leading double logarithms associated to the collinear behaviour of the4821
amplitude when two partons get close. Another example is when a parton is4822
too soft to generate its own jet, again failing matching. This removes double4823
counting of some single logarithms. For events which satisfy matching, it is4824
furthermore required that no extra jet, in addition to those matching the par-4825
tons, be present. Events with extra jets are rejected, a suppression replacing the4826
Sudakov reweighting as used in the other mathcing schemes, like the CKKW4827
approach [206]. Events obtained by applying this procedure to the parton-level4828
with increasing multiplicity can then be combined to obtain fully inclusive sam-4829
ples spanning a large multiplicity range. Events with extra jets are not rejected4830
in the case of the sample with highest partonic multiplicity. The distributions of4831
observables measured on this inclusive data set should not depend on the value4832
of the parameters EminT and Rmin.4833
B.3 Simulated data samples4834
Full Atlas simulation using the programs Pythia v6.426 [126, 127] and Alp-4835
Gen [144] with Herwig/Jimmy parton showering [137, 138, 146, 147] are used4836
for the theoretical comparisons described in the main context. Details of the4837
samples are listed in this appendix.4838
In Table ??, the Pythia samples used are listed. The generator tune called4839
MC10 [133] has been employed and the proton structure function used is the4840
MSTW LO∗ [112, 132]. In order to obtain reasonable statistics even in the high-4841
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energy regime, the samples are generated in bins of pˆT . Similarly, Table B.34842
lists the samples studied which use the Perugia 2010 tune.4843
Large production of QCD jets with Pythia v6.426 has been also performed4844
within the RIVET framework tool v1.4.0 [157], using a variate of generator4845
tunes. Table B.2 summarizes the samples produced using the MC10 [133]Atlas4846
tune and for 10 million simulated events for each exclusive sample.4847
Sample id Sample Name σ (nb) pT range (GeV/c)
105009 J0 9752970.0 8 < pT < 17
105010 J1 673020.0 17 < pT < 35
105011 J2 41194.7 35 < pT < 70
105012 J3 2193.25 70 < pT < 140
105013 J4 87.8487 140 < pT < 280
105014 J5 2.32856 280 < pT < 560
105015 J7 0.0338461 560 < pT < 1120
Table B.2: Fully simulated samples with the generator Pythia, version 6.423 [126,
127]. The cross sections are given for a filter efficiency of 1.
Sample σ (nb) pT range (GeV/c)
115849 7771400.0 8 < pT < 17
115810 503850.0 17 < pT < 35
115811 29358.0 35 < pT < 70
115812 1560.0 70 < pT < 140
115813 64.393 140 < pT < 280
115814 1.8764 280 < pT < 560
115815 0.030412 560 < pT < 1120
115816 0.00013212 1120 < pT < 2240
115817 0.0000000049 pT > 2240
Table B.3: Fully simulated samples with the generator Pythia, with the Perugia
2010 tune. The cross sections are given for a filter efficiency of 1.
For the QCD jet production, the Herwig++ event generator [140], built on4848
the platform of ThePEG [207]. Herwig++ simulates 2 → 2 QCD processes,4849
with angular ordered parton shower modeling and cluster hadronization. The4850
default generator tunes of version v2.5, set for LHC pp collisions, has been used4851
with the MRST2008 MCal PDF [145] attached. Table B.5 lists the samples4852
generated at truth level and used in the analysis.4853
For the production of the AlpGen [144] samples a number of different4854
parton shower models and tunes have been implemented. AlpGen generates4855
matrix elements with up to 6 partons in the final state, using the leading order4856
proton structure function CTEQ6L1 [145].4857
Table B.6 lists the samples generated to model light quarks or gluons multi-4858
jet production, and in Table B.7 the samples that contain a bb¯ pair in the4859
final state are listed. The samples are produced in bins of the pT of the leading4860
scattered parton, ppartonT,lead . In both these samples Herwig/Jimmy [137, 138, 146,4861
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Sample Name σ (pb) pT range (GeV/c)
J0 9.94815e+09 8 < pT < 17
J1 6.70561e+08 17 < pT < 35
J2 4.10798e+07 35 < pT < 70
J3 2.1818e+06 70 < pT < 140
J4 87263 140 < pT < 280
J5 2355.69 280 < pT < 560
J6 33.8068 560 < pT < 1120
J7 0.137435 560 < pT < 1120
J8 6.17779e-06 pT > 2240
Table B.4: Samples produced with the Pythia MC generator, version 6.423 [126,
127], with 10 million simulated events for each exclusive sample Jx. The MC10
Atlas tune [133] is used.
QCD Process σ (nb) pT range (GeV/c)
J0 9.239e+06 8 < pT < 17
J1 0.6182e+06 17 < pT < 35
J2 36.65e+03 35 < pT < 70
J3 1.921e+03 70 < pT < 140
J4 75.25e+00 140 < pT < 280
J5 1.923e+00 280 < pT < 560
J6 26.47e-03 560 < pT < 1120
J7 96.53e-06 1120 < pT < 2240
J8 3.242e-09 pT > 2240
Table B.5: QCD jet simulated events at truth level with Herwig++ v2.5 event
generator using the RIVET framework v1.4.0 [157]. The default generator tune has
been used with the MRST2008 MCal PDF set. For each sample, 5 million events
have been produced.
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147] has been used to perform the parton showering and model the underlying4862
event caused by multiple parton interactions.4863
Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
2 light partons 113129 100000 2.97233× 108 10 < pT < 35
2 light partons 113130 100000 1.37974× 107 35 < pT < 70
2 light partons 113131 100000 424803 70 < pT < 140
2 light partons 113132 100000 10787.6 140 < pT < 280
2 light partons 113133 20000 216.184 280 < pT < 560
2 light partons 113134 1000 2.86249 pT > 560
3 light partons 113135 100000 1.68198× 107 10 < pT < 35
3 light partons 113136 100000 1.0855× 107 35 < pT < 70
3 light partons 113137 100000 766004 70 < pT < 140
3 light partons 113138 100000 27041.6 140 < pT < 280
3 light partons 113139 20000 656.846 280 < pT < 560
3 light partons 113140 1000 9.7781 pT > 560
4 light partons 113141 100000 1.91935× 106 10 < pT < 35
4 light partons 113142 100000 2.34567× 106 35 < pT < 70
4 light partons 113143 100000 441244 70 < pT < 140
4 light partons 113144 100000 25468.6 140 < pT < 280
4 light partons 113145 20000 826.57 280 < pT < 560
4 light partons 113146 1000 12.6405 pT > 560
5 light partons 113147 100000 190916 10 < pT < 35
5 light partons 113148 100000 496279 35 < pT < 70
5 light partons 113149 100000 171713 70 < pT < 140
5 light partons 113150 100000 15419.2 140 < pT < 280
5 light partons 113151 20000 628.739 280 < pT < 560
5 light partons 113152 1000 10.9954 pT > 560
6 light partons 113153 100000 19553.6 10 < pT < 35
6 light partons 113154 100000 102498 35 < pT < 70
6 light partons 113155 100000 59525.2 70 < pT < 140
6 light partons 113156 100000 9428.42 140 < pT < 280
6 light partons 113157 20000 517.482 280 < pT < 560
6 light partons 113158 1000 10.1134 pT > 560
Table B.6: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Herwig/Jimmy for the parton showering. The final state contains only light
partons (gluons or u, d, s, c quarks).
Similarly, Tables B.8 and B.9 list AlpGen samples where Pythia has been4864
used for has been used to perform the parton showering and model the under-4865
lying event caused by multiple parton interactions.4866
Tables B.10 and B.11 list AlpGen samples where Pythia with the perugia4867
tune has been used for has been used to perform the parton showering and4868
model the underlying event caused by multiple parton interactions.4869
Tables B.12 and B.13 list AlpGen samples where Pythia with the D6 tune4870
has been used for has been used to perform the parton showering and model4871
the underlying event caused by multiple parton interactions.4872
Tables B.14 and B.15 list AlpGen samples where Pythia with the Atlas4873
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Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
bb¯ 113159 10000 1.68262× 106 10 < pT < 35
bb¯ 113160 10000 60602.8 35 < pT < 70
bb¯ 113161 10000 1973.62 70 < pT < 140
bb¯ 113162 10000 48.6113 140 < pT < 280
bb¯ 113163 2000 0.953877 pT > 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113164 10000 283001 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+1 light parton 113165 10000 195409 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+1 light parton 113166 10000 12564.2 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+1 light parton 113167 10000 383.523 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113168 2000 7.15683 pT > 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113169 10000 67350.8 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+2 light partons 113170 10000 76440.6 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+2 light partons 113171 10000 12911.3 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+2 light partons 113172 10000 650.635 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113173 2000 16.1647 pT > 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113174 10000 9478.47 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+3 light partons 113175 10000 22753.1 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+3 light partons 113176 10000 7101.22 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+3 light partons 113177 10000 578.051 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113178 2000 18.5081 pT > 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113179 10000 1329.85 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+4 light partons 113180 10000 6564.21 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+4 light partons 113181 10000 3808.93 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+4 light partons 113182 10000 550.687 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113183 1000 27.5167 pT > 280
Table B.7: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Herwig/Jimmy for the parton showering. The final state contains a bb¯ pair.
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Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
2 light partons 113729 100000 327537600 10 < pT < 35
2 light partons 113730 100000 1.2249× 10+07 35 < pT < 70
2 light partons 113731 100000 397749 70 < pT < 140
2 light partons 113732 100000 11659.3 140 < pT < 280
2 light partons 113733 20000 293.077 280 < pT < 560
2 light partons 113734 1000 4.78798 pT > 560
3 light partons 113735 100000 20208860 10 < pT < 35
3 light partons 113736 100000 10072101 35 < pT < 70
3 light partons 113737 100000 656466 70 < pT < 140
3 light partons 113738 100000 25275.7 140 < pT < 280
3 light partons 113739 20000 666.507 280 < pT < 560
3 light partons 113740 1000 10.988 pT > 560
4 light partons 113741 100000 2017883 10 < pT < 35
4 light partons 113742 100000 2.05777× 10+06 35 < pT < 70
4 light partons 113743 100000 326272 70 < pT < 140
4 light partons 113744 100000 18903.7 140 < pT < 280
4 light partons 113745 20000 623.741 280 < pT < 560
4 light partons 113746 1000 11.272 pT > 560
5 light partons 113747 100000 183265 10 < pT < 35
5 light partons 113748 100000 387478 35 < pT < 70
5 light partons 113749 100000 117429 70 < pT < 140
5 light partons 113750 100000 10318.9 140 < pT < 280
5 light partons 113751 20000 429.652 280 < pT < 560
5 light partons 113752 1000 7.90045 pT > 560
6 light partons 113753 100000 17318.3 10 < pT < 35
6 light partons 113754 100000 73615.3 35 < pT < 70
6 light partons 113755 100000 42313.6 70 < pT < 140
6 light partons 113756 100000 6463.7 140 < pT < 280
6 light partons 113757 20000 359.444 280 < pT < 560
6 light partons 113758 1000 7.5558 pT > 560
Table B.8: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Pythia for the parton showering. The final state contains only light partons (gluons
or u, d, s, c quarks).
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Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
bb¯ 113759 10000 1.63234× 10+06 10 < pT < 35
bb¯ 113760 10000 53648.9 35 < pT < 70
bb¯ 113761 10000 1681.25 70 < pT < 140
bb¯ 113762 10000 39.0259 140 < pT < 280
bb¯ 113763 2000 0.75871 pT > 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113764 10000 274103 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+1 light parton 113765 10000 166501 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+1 light parton 113766 10000 9956.94 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+1 light parton 113767 10000 289.966 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113768 2000 5.10597 pT > 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113769 10000 62120.1 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+2 light partons 113770 10000 62665.3 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+2 light partons 113771 10000 9517.58 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+2 light partons 113772 10000 433.014 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113773 2000 10.3178 pT > 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113774 10000 8507.8 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+3 light partons 113775 10000 17451.1 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+3 light partons 113776 10000 4944.63 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+3 light partons 113777 10000 367.34 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113778 2000 11.463 pT > 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113779 10000 1249.95 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+4 light partons 113780 10000 5362.55 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+4 light partons 113781 10000 2873.88 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+4 light partons 113782 10000 386.204 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113783 1000 16.765 pT > 280
Table B.9: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Pythia for the parton showering. The final state contains a bb¯ pair.
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Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
2 light partons 113729 100000 326956000 10 < pT < 35
2 light partons 113730 100000 12901560 35 < pT < 70
2 light partons 113731 100000 410110 70 < pT < 140
2 light partons 113732 100000 11572.2 140 < pT < 280
2 light partons 113733 20000 269.017 280 < pT < 560
2 light partons 113734 1000 11.2201 pT > 560
3 light partons 113735 100000 1.95461× 107 10 < pT < 35
3 light partons 113736 100000 10612580 35 < pT < 70
3 light partons 113737 100000 704039 70 < pT < 140
3 light partons 113738 100000 24792 140 < pT < 280
3 light partons 113739 20000 653.06 280 < pT < 560
3 light partons 113740 1000 10.912 pT > 560
4 light partons 113741 100000 1914423 10 < pT < 35
4 light partons 113742 100000 2.12805× 106 35 < pT < 70
4 light partons 113743 100000 351457 70 < pT < 140
4 light partons 113744 100000 19700.8 140 < pT < 280
4 light partons 113745 20000 646.159 280 < pT < 560
4 light partons 113746 1000 11.0545 pT > 560
5 light partons 113747 100000 171120 10 < pT < 35
5 light partons 113748 100000 402662 35 < pT < 70
5 light partons 113749 100000 122486 70 < pT < 140
5 light partons 113750 100000 10811.1 140 < pT < 280
5 light partons 113751 20000 436.573 280 < pT < 560
5 light partons 113752 1000 8.404 pT > 560
6 light partons 113753 100000 15914.2 10 < pT < 35
6 light partons 113754 100000 77413 35 < pT < 70
6 light partons 113755 100000 44436.5 70 < pT < 140
6 light partons 113756 100000 6596.32 140 < pT < 280
6 light partons 113757 20000 378.597 280 < pT < 560
6 light partons 113758 1000 6.9719 pT > 560
Table B.10: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Pythia using the Perugia tune for the parton showering. The final state contains
only light partons (gluons or u, d, s, c quarks).
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Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
bb¯ 113759 10000 1.72114× 106 10 < pT < 35
bb¯ 113760 10000 56877.1 35 < pT < 70
bb¯ 113761 10000 1700.56 70 < pT < 140
bb¯ 113762 10000 37.7345 140 < pT < 280
bb¯ 113763 2000 0.72903 pT > 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113764 10000 287798 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+1 light parton 113765 10000 184101 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+1 light parton 113766 10000 10577.8 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+1 light parton 113767 10000 297.579 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113768 2000 4.923 pT > 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113769 10000 66486.4 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+2 light partons 113770 10000 68127.1 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+2 light partons 113771 10000 10153.3 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+2 light partons 113772 10000 472.08 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113773 2000 10.425 pT > 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113774 10000 8938.66 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+3 light partons 113775 10000 18955.2 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+3 light partons 113776 10000 5318.41 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+3 light partons 113777 10000 381.331 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113778 2000 11.4732 pT > 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113779 10000 1246.49 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+4 light partons 113780 10000 5615.56 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+4 light partons 113781 10000 3024.91 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+4 light partons 113782 10000 423.962 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113783 1000 25.657 pT > 280
Table B.11: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Pythia using the Perugia tune for the parton showering. The final state contains
a bb¯ pair.
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Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
2 light partons 113729 100000 223587400 10 < pT < 35
2 light partons 113730 100000 1.19389× 107 35 < pT < 70
2 light partons 113731 100000 338128 70 < pT < 140
2 light partons 113732 100000 8779.7 140 < pT < 280
2 light partons 113733 20000 195.061 280 < pT < 560
2 light partons 113734 1000 2.83068 pT > 560
3 light partons 113735 100000 14424540 10 < pT < 35
3 light partons 113736 100000 8886269 35 < pT < 70
3 light partons 113737 100000 590743 70 < pT < 140
3 light partons 113738 100000 19922.5 140 < pT < 280
3 light partons 113739 20000 474.932 280 < pT < 560
3 light partons 113740 1000 7.45117 pT > 560
4 light partons 113741 100000 1525879 10 < pT < 35
4 light partons 113742 100000 1802029 35 < pT < 70
4 light partons 113743 100000 293971 70 < pT < 140
4 light partons 113744 100000 15449.2 140 < pT < 280
4 light partons 113745 20000 452.461 280 < pT < 560
4 light partons 113746 1000 7.73044 pT > 560
5 light partons 113747 100000 137536 10 < pT < 35
5 light partons 113748 100000 313491 35 < pT < 70
5 light partons 113749 100000 95652.5 70 < pT < 140
5 light partons 113750 100000 7696.84 140 < pT < 280
5 light partons 113751 20000 293.934 280 < pT < 560
5 light partons 113752 1000 5.21712 pT > 560
6 light partons 113753 100000 13377.5 10 < pT < 35
6 light partons 113754 100000 61155.9 35 < pT < 70
6 light partons 113755 100000 32236.4 70 < pT < 140
6 light partons 113756 100000 4805.31 140 < pT < 280
6 light partons 113757 20000 264.212 280 < pT < 560
6 light partons 113758 1000 4.9644 pT > 560
Table B.12: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Pythia using the D6 tune for the parton showering. The final state contains only
light partons (gluons or u, d, s, c quarks).
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Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
bb¯ 113759 10000 1651000 10 < pT < 35
bb¯ 113760 10000 58721.9 35 < pT < 70
bb¯ 113761 10000 1920.05 70 < pT < 140
bb¯ 113762 10000 46.3397 140 < pT < 280
bb¯ 113763 2000 0.88687 pT > 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113764 10000 259082 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+1 light parton 113765 10000 177597 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+1 light parton 113766 10000 10867.2 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+1 light parton 113767 10000 330.171 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113768 2000 5.98487 pT > 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113769 10000 57217.1 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+2 light partons 113770 10000 60347 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+2 light partons 113771 10000 9536.56 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+2 light partons 113772 10000 458.062 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113773 2000 11.0283 pT > 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113774 10000 7314.67 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+3 light partons 113775 10000 16087.9 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+3 light partons 113776 10000 4425.02 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+3 light partons 113777 10000 334.144 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113778 2000 10.58377 pT > 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113779 10000 963.727 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+4 light partons 113780 10000 4408.77 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+4 light partons 113781 10000 2366.45 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+4 light partons 113782 10000 329.005 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113783 1000 24.43724 pT > 280
Table B.13: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Pythia using the D6 tune for the parton showering. The final state contains a bb¯
pair.
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underlying event tune has been used for has been used to perform the parton4874
showering and model the underlying event caused by multiple parton interac-4875
tions.4876
Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
2 light partons 113629 100000 2.951× 108 10 < pT < 35
2 light partons 113630 100000 1.395× 107 35 < pT < 70
2 light partons 113631 100000 430394 70 < pT < 140
2 light partons 113632 100000 10663.5 140 < pT < 280
2 light partons 113633 20000 223.138 280 < pT < 560
2 light partons 113634 1000 3.047 pT > 560
3 light partons 113635 100000 1.70064× 107 10 < pT < 35
3 light partons 113636 100000 1.11644× 107 35 < pT < 70
3 light partons 113637 100000 752242 70 < pT < 140
3 light partons 113638 100000 26730.7 140 < pT < 280
3 light partons 113639 20000 647.401 280 < pT < 560
3 light partons 113640 1000 9.97878 pT > 560
4 light partons 113641 100000 1.9459× 106 10 < pT < 35
4 light partons 113642 100000 2.44816× 106 35 < pT < 70
4 light partons 113643 100000 448087 70 < pT < 140
4 light partons 113644 100000 25621.3 140 < pT < 280
4 light partons 113645 20000 781.493 280 < pT < 560
4 light partons 113646 1000 12.834 pT > 560
5 light partons 113647 100000 191900 10 < pT < 35
5 light partons 113648 100000 489749 35 < pT < 70
5 light partons 113649 100000 167612 70 < pT < 140
5 light partons 113650 100000 15828 140 < pT < 280
5 light partons 113651 20000 642.422 280 < pT < 560
5 light partons 113652 1000 10.723 pT > 560
6 light partons 113653 100000 19409.8 10 < pT < 35
6 light partons 113654 100000 101551 35 < pT < 70
6 light partons 113655 100000 60230.5 70 < pT < 140
6 light partons 113656 100000 9298.44 140 < pT < 280
6 light partons 113657 20000 536.112 280 < pT < 560
6 light partons 113658 1000 10.1586 pT > 560
Table B.14: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Pythia using the Atlas underlying event tune for the parton showering. The final
state contains only light partons (gluons or u, d, s, c quarks).
The effect of non-perturbative corrections is investigated by studying Alp-4877
Gen samples, where both the hadronization process and the underlying event4878
are not included. These samples are listed in Tables B.16 (light partons) and4879
B.17 (a bb¯ pair in the final state).4880
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Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
bb¯ 113659 10000 1.68194× 106 10 < pT < 35
bb¯ 113660 10000 60504.6 35 < pT < 70
bb¯ 113661 10000 2015.9 70 < pT < 140
bb¯ 113662 10000 48.7443 140 < pT < 280
bb¯ 113663 2000 0.91904 pT > 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113664 10000 282985 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+1 light parton 113665 10000 198718 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+1 light parton 113666 10000 12714.4 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+1 light parton 113667 10000 389.984 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113668 2000 7.1692 pT > 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113669 10000 67853.6 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+2 light partons 113670 10000 76517.7 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+2 light partons 113671 10000 13015.3 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+2 light partons 113672 10000 659.14 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113673 2000 11.6636 pT > 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113674 10000 9424.02 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+3 light partons 113675 10000 22603.4 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+3 light partons 113676 10000 7050.45 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+3 light partons 113677 10000 584.642 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113678 2000 19.4804 pT > 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113679 10000 1339.94 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+4 light partons 113680 10000 6442.68 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+4 light partons 113681 10000 3832.06 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+4 light partons 113682 10000 564.338 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113683 1000 40.948 pT > 280
Table B.15: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Pythia using the Atlas underlying event tune for the parton showering. The final
state contains a bb¯ pair.
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Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
2 light partons 113229 100000 2.95599× 108 10 < pT < 35
2 light partons 113230 100000 1.36847× 107 35 < pT < 70
2 light partons 113231 100000 414070 70 < pT < 140
2 light partons 113232 100000 10645.6 140 < pT < 280
2 light partons 113233 20000 220.043 280 < pT < 560
2 light partons 113234 1000 3.13265 pT > 560
3 light partons 113235 100000 1.68906× 107 10 < pT < 35
3 light partons 113236 100000 1.09818× 107 35 < pT < 70
3 light partons 113237 100000 763406 70 < pT < 140
3 light partons 113238 100000 27272 140 < pT < 280
3 light partons 113239 20000 644.944 280 < pT < 560
3 light partons 113240 1000 9.7671 pT > 560
4 light partons 113241 100000 1.90422× 106 10 < pT < 35
4 light partons 113242 100000 2.37645× 106 35 < pT < 70
4 light partons 113243 100000 453168 70 < pT < 140
4 light partons 113244 100000 25082 140 < pT < 280
4 light partons 113245 20000 816.209 280 < pT < 560
4 light partons 113246 1000 12.6962 pT > 560
5 light partons 113247 100000 193363 10 < pT < 35
5 light partons 113248 100000 499962 35 < pT < 70
5 light partons 113249 100000 167683 70 < pT < 140
5 light partons 113250 100000 15554.6 140 < pT < 280
5 light partons 113251 20000 632.497 280 < pT < 560
5 light partons 113252 1000 11.4931 pT > 560
6 light partons 113253 100000 19623.3 10 < pT < 35
6 light partons 113254 100000 98942.7 35 < pT < 70
6 light partons 113255 100000 60356.7 70 < pT < 140
6 light partons 113256 100000 9482.96 140 < pT < 280
6 light partons 113257 20000 543.196 280 < pT < 560
6 light partons 113258 1000 9.9353 pT > 560
Table B.16: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Herwig/Jimmy for the parton showering, the underlying event has been turned
off. The final state contains only light partons (gluons or u, d, s, c quarks).
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Final state Sample Events σ (pb) ppartonT,lead range (GeV)
bb¯ 113259 10000 1.66289× 106 10 < pT < 35
bb¯ 113260 10000 60622.2 35 < pT < 70
bb¯ 113261 10000 2023.13 70 < pT < 140
bb¯ 113262 10000 49.0351 140 < pT < 280
bb¯ 113263 2000 0.93042 pT > 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113264 10000 290028 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+1 light parton 113265 10000 193998 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+1 light parton 113266 10000 12702.9 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+1 light parton 113267 10000 382.329 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+1 light parton 113268 2000 7.15305 pT > 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113269 10000 67698.7 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+2 light partons 113270 10000 74871.2 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+2 light partons 113271 10000 12796.5 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+2 light partons 113272 10000 660.126 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+2 light partons 113273 2000 16.4876 pT > 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113274 10000 9567.63 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+3 light partons 113275 10000 23193.9 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+3 light partons 113276 10000 7033.26 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+3 light partons 113277 10000 578.995 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+3 light partons 113278 2000 19.5410 pT > 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113279 10000 1343.18 10 < pT < 35
bb¯+4 light partons 113280 10000 6535.02 35 < pT < 70
bb¯+4 light partons 113281 10000 3900.65 70 < pT < 140
bb¯+4 light partons 113282 10000 566.35 140 < pT < 280
bb¯+4 light partons 113283 1000 40.3618 pT > 280
Table B.17: Fully simulated samples with the AlpGen generator, interfaced with
Herwig/Jimmy for the parton showering, the underlying event has been turned
off. The final state contains a bb¯ pair.
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B.4 Trigger4881
Figures B.5 presents the oﬄine single jet trigger turn-on efficiency curves for4882
the second jet signature in the L1 2J10 trigger item. Results are compared to4883
the boostrap technique showing a very good agreement. No bias is introduced4884
by the boostrap method.4885
B.5 Jet Energy Scale and Uncertainty4886
Summary of JES uncertainty sources4887
Table B.18 summarizes all JES uncertainty sources. In total there are 7 com-4888




2 Uncertainty due to the noise suppression threshold used
for reconstruction of calorimeter clusters
3 Uncertainty from the parton showering, hadronization and
PDFs (default Pythia dijet MC vs AlpGen dijet using Herwig
for showering and hadronization and different PDF: CTEQ6L1)
4 Uncertainty of the modelling of the underlying event
(Default Pythia AMBT1 tune vs the Perugia2010 tune)
5 Relative uncertainty of forward jets (|η| > 0.8) measured from dijet
balance. Largest part of this uncertainty comes from the theoretical
modelling of forward jets
6 Uncertainty due to in-time pile-up
(Data 2010)
7 “Non-closure” of calibration
(residual deviation after applying the MC derived calibration
to nominal MC)
Table B.18: Summary of the jet energy scale uncertainty components with short
descriptions.
B.5.1 Overall multi-JES uncertainty4890
Formula B.5.1 gives the overall systematic uncairtenty on the JES for the multi-
jet analysis, combining the global JES systematic sources together with the




























Figure B.5: Single jet trigger turn-on efficiency of the L1 trigger item J10 in Pythia QCD di-jet simulated events and in data. The oﬄine
efficiency is compared to the efficiency obtained using the boostrap method showing a reasonable agreement and thus that the boostrap technique
is unbiased.
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certainty and the close-by jet systematic uncertainty.




















∆±flavour comp. ± (1 − rsample)
rsample
→ Flavour composition (B.1)
⊕∆close−by(∆Rmin)→ Close-by jets
The samples used to calculate the uncertainty in the jet energy scale of light-4891
quark and gluon jets are summarized in Ref [208]. The ∆10 term corresponds to4892
the non-closure component which is also added in quadrature to the remaining4893
components. The uncertainty on the response of light-quark and gluon jets4894
is, however, fully correlated with effects captured in the global JES systematic4895
uncertainty. Fortunately, this effect has been shown to be negligible through the4896
study of different MC simulations [6] and is thus ignored (αr → 0). The flavor4897
composition and close-by systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature to4898
the global uncertainty, since they treat independent effects that are uncorrelated.4899
B.5.2 Overall JES uncertainty4900
The various contributions to the overall jet energy scale uncertainty are com-4901
bined as described in Section 5.6. The systematic uncertainties originating from4902
the jet flavor composition and the close-by jets are added in quadrature to the4903
overall uncertainty obtained from the sample variation, as these effects are un-4904
correlated. On the other hand, the uncertainty from the flavor response of jets4905
is correlated with effects already described by the global jet energy scale, and4906
these terms are thus added linearly. Here the total jet energy scale uncertainty4907
is shown as a function of the jet pT in different pseudorapidity intervals, for4908
various distances in η − φ to the closest jet (∆Rmin) and for various inclusive4909
jet multiplicites.4910
Figures B.6 show the results for anti-kt R = 0.4 jets in the pseudorapidity4911
region 2.1 − 2.8. Figures B.7-B.11 illustrate the results for anti-kt jets with4912
distance parameter R = 0.6, for all pseudorapidity intervals up to 2.8.4913
B.6 Jet Quality and Jet Cleaning Cuts4914
A number of jet cleaning cuts are applied to the data in order to remove jets4915
that are likely to be originating in beam-related backgrounds or detector defects.4916
The purpose of these cuts is largely to remove events that are classified as having4917
activity associated with one of three phenomena:4918
1. spikes in the hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC);4919
2. coherent noise in the electromagnetic calorimeter (EM);4920
3. cosmic rays and other non-collision backgrounds.4921
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Figure B.6: Relative positive (left) and negative (right) jet energy scale systematic
uncertainty as a function of jet pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 in the region
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Figure B.7: Relative positive (left) and negative (right) jet energy scale systematic
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Figure B.8: Relative positive (left) and negative (right) jet energy scale systematic
uncertainty as a function of jet pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 in the region
0.3 < |η| < 0.8.
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Figure B.9: Relative positive (left) and negative (right) jet energy scale systematic
uncertainty as a function of jet pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 in the region
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Figure B.10: Relative positive (left) and negative (right) jet energy scale systematic
uncertainty as a function of jet pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 in the region
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Figure B.11: Relative positive (left) and negative (right) jet energy scale systematic
uncertainty as a function of jet pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 in the region
2.1 < |η| < 2.8.
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Identifier Treatment Cuts
Loose HEC energy spikes fHEC > 0.5 & |QHEC| > 0.5
Loose HEC energy spikes |E < 0| > 60 GeV
Loose Noise fEM > 0.95 & |QLAr| > 0.8 & |ηEM| < 2.8
Loose Cosmic muons |t| > 10 ns
Loose Cosmic muons fEM < 0.05 & fcharged < 0.05 & |ηEM| < 2
Loose Cosmic muons fEM < 0.05 & |ηEM| ≥ 2
Loose Cosmic muons fmax > 0.99 & |ηEM| < 2
Medium HEC energy spikes fHEC > (1− |fHEC|)
Medium Noise fEM > 0.9 & |QLAr| > 0.8 & |ηEM| < 2
Medium Cosmic muons fEM < 0.05 & fcharged < 0.1 & |ηEM| < 2
Medium Cosmic muons fEM > 0.95 & fcharged < 0.05 & |ηEM| < 2
Table B.19: Cleaning cuts optimised for anti-kt jets. If any jet fails any one of
these cuts, then the event is discarded.
Several variables are currently used to implement the cleaning of events. These4922
are listed in Table B.19. These variables are accessed on a jet-by-jet basis, and4923
if an event contains any jet which fails the cleaning cuts, then the whole event4924
is rejected.4925
The selections in Table B.19 are applied only to anti-kt jets with a minimum4926
pT > 30 GeV. The variables are defined as follows:4927
1. fHEC: energy fraction of the jet in the HEC;4928
2. QLAr: fraction of LAr cells with a cell Q-factor
1 greater than 4000;4929
3. QHEC: the same as QLAr but computed using only cells in the HEC;4930
4. fEM: fraction of the jet energy in the EM calorimeters;4931
5. t: jet time computed as the energy squared cells mean time4932
6. fcharged: the ratio of the total p
track
T associated to the jets divided by the4933
calibrated jet pT ;4934
7. fmax: maximum energy fraction in any one calorimeter layer.4935
Any jet that fails the above selection is commonly known as a “bad” jet,4936
defined by the Medium criteria for this analysis. This selection corresponds to4937
the commonly known as “good” jets, which are the jets that are not “bad” nor4938
“ugly”. The “ugly” jets correspond to reconstructed jets which deposited their4939
energy in regions where the energy measurement is not accurate. Therefore a4940
jet is referred to as “ugly” if the fraction of the energy (at the electromagnetic4941
scale) of this jet in the transition region between the tile and end-cap is bigger4942
than 50% or if the energy correction due to a high energy deposition of the jet4943
in dead cells is bigger than 50%. The number of ugly jets contributing to this4944
1The cell Q-factor quantifies the difference between the measured pulse shape (ameasi ) and









and it is stored as 16-bit integer
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analysis is negligible, as their fraction is ≪ 1%. Some distributions are only4945
negligibly changed at the maximum of ∼ 0.5% after selecting only “good” jets.4946
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B.7 Debug Stream Events4947
The Atlas trigger, as well as including physics and performance streams, con-4948
tains a dedicated “debug” stream. This is comprised of events for which errors4949
were encountered in the trigger processing. In particular, events are placed in4950
this stream when they cause the online HLT trigger software to “time-out” and4951
thus leave the trigger was unable to reach a decision. In this appendix events4952
found in the debug stream are studied. This aim of this is to check if any signal4953
events were misplaced into this stream and if these events have any significant4954
impact on the analysis results.4955
For this analysis, the debugrec hltacc dataset, which contains the events4956
that were recovered from the debug stream has been checked. The events in this4957
dataset all experienced EF time-outs, predominantly due to the muon trigger4958
chain. For the entire data taking period studied in this analysis, 5, 432 events4959
are found in this dataset which also pass the GRL selection, of which 3, 9274960
events pass the primary vertex cut. Of these, 233 events contain ≥ 2 anti-kt4961
jets with R = 0.4 that pass the oﬄine selection criteria used here. Given the4962
total number of events used in this analysis, the effect of this category of events4963
is clearly negligibly small.4964
Table B.20 summarizes the number of debug stream events that survived all4965
the oﬄine selection cuts including trigger selection, vertex selection and the jet4966
quality and kinematic requirements.4967
Event selection Jet stream events Debug stream events Fraction of total
All events 148,817,411 3,927 2.639e-05
Nselected jets ≥ 2 497,924 233 4.677e-04
Nselected jets ≥ 3 112,134 79 7.0402e-04
Table B.20: Details of events in the debug stream with anti-kt jets R = 0.4 that
pass all event and jet selection criteria.
Figures B.12-B.23 show some examples of the effect of including the debug4968
stream events in the final measurements. The contribution of this kind of events4969
is found to be negligible, . 1%, both in the core and the tail region of all jet4970
kinematic distributions.4971
For constancy, all debug stream events which satisfy the event and jet selec-4972
tion criteria are re-incorporated into this analysis.4973
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Figure B.12: Inclusive jet multiplicity with and without the debug stream events.
Below is the relative ratio of the total number of entries to that without taking into
account the debug stream, indicating the total effect on the measurement. The
dashed lines indicate the 1% deviation band.
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Figure B.13: Unormalized transverse momentum distribution of the first leading
jet in N ≥ 2-jets topologies. The dashed lines indicate the 1% deviation band.
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Figure B.14: Unormalized transverse momentum distribution of the second leading
jet in N ≥ 2-jet topologies. The dashed lines indicate the 1% deviation band.
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Figure B.15: Unormalized transverse momentum distribution of the second leading
jet in hadronic final states with N ≥ 3 jets. The dashed lines indicate the 1%
deviation band.
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Figure B.16: Unnormalized transverse momentum distribution of the third leading
jet in topologies with N ≥ 3 jets. The dashed lines indicate the 1% deviation band.
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Figure B.17: Unnormalized transverse momentum distribution of the hardest jet
in the event in N ≥ 3-jet topologies. The dashed lines indicate the 1% deviation
band.
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Figure B.18: Unnormalized distribution of the H
(2)
T kinematic variable for topolo-
gies having at least 2 selected jets. The dashed lines indicate the 1% deviation
band.
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Figure B.19: Unnormalized distribution of the H
(2)
T kinematic variable for topolo-
gies having at least 3 selected jets. The dashed lines indicate the 1% deviation
band.
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Figure B.20: Unnormalized distribution of the HT observable for topologies having
at least 2 selected jets. The dashed lines indicate the 1% deviation band.
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Figure B.21: Unnormalized distribution of the HT observable for topologies having
at least 3 selected jets. The dashed lines indicate the 1% deviation band.
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Figure B.22: Unnormalized distribution of the HT observable for topologies having
at least 4 selected jets. The dashed lines indicate the 1% deviation band.













































Figure B.23: Unnormalized distribution of the ratio H
(2)
T (N ≥ 3)/H(2)T (N ≥ 2)
as a function of the leading jet pT . The dashed lines indicate the 1% deviation
band.
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